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ABSTRACT
This report describes a series ,of general computer programs
that perform an analysis of a reinforced concrete frame with a masonry
infilled wall. The analytic technqiue developed uses a piecewise
linear tangent stiffn~ss finite element incremental method applied to
the mortar joints and grout layer. These elements are assumed to be
in a state of plane stress and governed ?y a biaxial failure envelope.
The brick elements are also assumed to be in a state of plane stress
though governed by a uniaxial failure criterion. A description on the
use of the computer programs and their function is given along with
the FORTRAN IV listings.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background
A reinforced concrete infilled frame with brick or block
masonry walls, as shown in Fig. 1, provides an efficient and effective
method for bracing buildings. It is efficient because it makes struc-
tural use of the brick or block masonry walls which are required pri-
marily to partition or enclose the building, and effective because the
diaphragm action of the wall in the frame produces a substantial
increase in the racking stiffness of the structure when subjected to
inplane forces resulting from lateral loads. The degree to which it
can resist such forces depends on the materials used in the wall, on
the way in which the wall is tied into the adjacent structural elements,
and on the strength and rigidity of these elements.
This study deals with the analysis 'of brick or block masonry
infill walls when subjected to inplane loading. In the past, most
analyses have considered masonry to be an assemblage of bricks and
mortar with average properties (i.e. smeared). Isotropic elastic
behavior has usually been assumed to simplify the problem, and the
interaction between the masonry wall and the reinforced concrete
frame has been neglected. Presented in this report is a method that
accounts for the nonlinear behavior of masonry. For a more detailed
description into the development of the model refer to Reference 2.
The mortar and grout are considered to have nonlinear ortho-
tropic material properties and the bricks are assumed to have isotropic,
linear elastic-brittle material properties. Representative stress-
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strain curves for'mortar and brick are shown in Fige 2. In all cases
the tangent modulus of elasticity must be greater than zero, i.e.
there can be no unloading. The reinforced concrete frame is assumed
to have linear elastic material properties with a constant modulus of
elasticity equal to 3.6 x 103 ksi and Poissons Ratio of 0.15. These
characteristics have been incorporated into an incremental finite
element program that uses the above material properties and allows
progressive mortar joint, grout, and brick failure to occur.
1.2 Scope and Objectives
The objective of this investigation is to analytically model
a reinforced concrete frame and masonry infi11 wall assemblage under
inplane load and to theoretically predict the load level at which
cracking initiates and how it propagates. In conjunction with this
analysis, a biaxial failure envelope together with appropriate stress-
strain laws is used to develop constitutive relations for masonry
mortar and grout (Refs. 3,4). A simplified failure criterion for
masonry bricks is also presented. The analysis was carried out via
four separate computer programs, each performing distinct tasks. The·
programs are described in some detail in the next chapter and the
deck set up is given for execution of the overall analytical process.
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'2. SUMMARY OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS
2.1 General
In this chapter each computer program will be described
briefly including its associated local files to proyide the user
with enough information to understand how the incremental nonlinear
analysis scheme works. Four separate programs -- PANEL, SOLID SAP,
START, and CRACK -- are used in the analysis technique, each having
one distinct major function. The result is a model that shows the
location, load level,.· stress level, and failure type where cracking
initiates in the brick or block masonry wall. Also shown is the
propagation of cracking in the infi11 until a specified load level is
reached. At this time the scope of the analysis is limited, but many
options are available to the user. These options can be activated
with minor modifications of the programs. 'This could include load-
deflection behavior, prediction of ultimate load capacity, different
types of loading conditions, reinforced masonry~ and/or steel frame.
2.2 Program PANEL
This program creates all necessary input data for the finite
element program SOLID SAP (Ref. 1). A limited amount of information
is necessary for input into program PANEL and these data cards are
as follows:
I. Panel Master Control Card (IS,2FIO.O)
Notes Columns Variable Entry
(1) 1-5 we
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wall case number
Notes
(2)
·Columns
21-30
31-40
Variable
GT
we
Entry
grout thickness
grout width
Notes
(1) Both mortar joint (horizontal and vertical) thickness
and width are assumed uniform throughout the wall.
(2) Both grout thickness and width are assumed uniform
throughout the wall. Both dimensions can differ from
those of the mortar joints.
IV. Support Condition Card (A4,Il)
Notes Columns Variable Entry
(1) 1-4
5
SC
NSC
"case"
support case number
Notes
(1) In columns 1-4 type the word "case." In column 5 enter
the number corresponding to the boundary support condi-
tion that is to be placed on the wall. There are seven
different types of support conditions that simulate
external fixity to other structural elements. These are
illustrated in Fig. 3.
V. Reinforced Concrete Frame Geometric Property Cards (6Fl0.0)
Columns 1-5
6-15
16-25
26-35
blank
axial area
shear area
shear area
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local 2 - direction
local 3 - direction
Columns 36-45
46-55
56-68
torsional inertia
flexural inertia about local 2 - axis
flexural inertia about local 3 - axis
Notes
Two cards are required, the first being for the beam member
properties and. the second for the column member properties.
The local coordinate system for the beam elements is shown
in Fig. 4.
VI. Material Property Cards (3FIO.O)
Columns 1-10 initial modulus of elasticity
11-20 Poissons ratio
21-30 initial shear modulus
Notes .
(1) Five cards are required, one for each plane stress element
group in the .order listed below:
1. grout element group
2. brick element group
3. vertical mortar joint element group
, 4. horizontal mortar joint element group A
5. horizontal mortar joint element group B
Fig. 5 shows the locations of the five plane stress element
groups in the finite element discretization.
(2) Usually the masonry mortar element groups (1,3,4,5) will
have the same initial material properties.
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VII. Load Card (2FIO.O)
Columns 1-10
11-20
21-30
blank
concentrated load in y-direction
concentrated load in z-direction
Notes
A single concentrated load only can be input as loading to
the structure in the global Y-Z planeo All "loads must be
input as compressive loads (negative in value) as· shown in
Fig. 6 to the top right most corner of the wall, i.e. at the
beam-column connection. A vertical, horizontal, or an
arbitrary diagonal compressive load may be specified by
inputting only the necessary component values.
VIII. Termination Cards
Card 1: . The number "1" in column 5
Card 2:
Card 3:
blank
blank
The overall panel dimensions can be determined once the brick,
mortar, and grout dimensions are chosen appropriately. The progr~
assumes that the top and bottom rows of bricks in the wall contain no
cut bricks therefore requiring an odd number of rows or bricks. For
a panel with n bricks in the bottom (or top) row and m rows' of bricks,
the overall panel dimensions can be determined as follows:"
OPL = n • BL + (n-l)
"OPR = m • BH + (m-l)
MT + 2 • GT
MT + 2 GT
where the variables OPL, OPH, BL, BH, MT, and GT ar.e defined on the
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first three data,cards.
Local Files Associated With Program PANEL -- DATAl, DATA2
DATAl contains the generated input from program PANEL for the
finite element program SOLID SAP (Ref. 1). It can also be
used as input for program SAPCHEK' (Ref. 5) so the generated
input can be checked and a plot made of the finite element
discretization e
DATAl contains 28 values which identify all the key positions
throughout the generated input data stored on DATAl. Using
these'values in program CRACK specific information is ~ocated
and retrieved.
2.3 Program SOLID SAP (Ref. 1)
This program performs a static, linear elastic analysis of
two and three dimensional structures using the finite element method.
Input is read from the file DATAl which is created by program PANEL.
The analytical model is discretized into several element groups. ,The
reinforced concrete frame is modeled with beam elements (Ref. 1).
Having three degrees of freedom per node, the bricks, mortar joints,
and grou't are modeled with plane stress elements (Ref. 1) having
two degrees of freedom per node, and the supports are' modeled 'with
boundary elements (Ref. 1). A set of material property cards is created
for every plane stress element.
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Local File Associated with Program SOLID SAP -- STRESS
STRESS contains the necessary output from program SOLID SAP (Ref. 1)
which is to be used as input into program CRACK. This output
consists of the two principal stresses and the angle in degrees
from the global y-axis at the centroid of an element to the
axis of the algebraically largest principal stress for every
plane stress element, i.e. all the elements "that are assumed
to have the capabi~ity of having nonlinear behavior.
2.4 Program START
This program uses the file DATAl as input. It initializes a
crack code sequence equal to, zero for all plane stress· elements 0 This
crack code sequenc~ is then written to the local file DATA3 0
2.5 Program CRACK
This program performs a check on all nonlinear, plane stress
elements, reassigns new material properties and principal axes,
increments the applied load, and recreates new input data for program
SOLID SAP\ (Ref. 1). Two user defined subroutines are required for
execution of this program:
SUBROUTINE VALUE
COMMON/MATP/FMC,FMT
COMMON/MATPB/FBC,FBT
COMMON/VECTOR/TLOAD
FMC and FMT are the uniaxial compressive and tensile strengths of the
mortar (and grout) and FBe and FBT are the uniaxial compressive and
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tensile strengths of the bricks respectivelyo TLOAD is the load step
increment (negative in value) used in the overall analysis.
Subroutine CURVE (STRESS, ETAN)
STRESS is a principal stress value read from the file STRESS
for any given plane stress element. ETAN is the tangent modulus of
elasticity determined from the FORTRAN IV coded, user supplied stress-
strain curve for the masonry mortar. Once the stress-strain curve is
defined numerically, either piecewise linear ot' as an "exact" curve,
any method can be employed to calculate ETAN, though it must be based
solely on the stress level in any given element.
Each plane stress element is ch~cked sequentia.lly in program
CRACK. The masonry mortar and grout elements are assumed to have
orthotropic, nonlinear material properties, while the brick elements
are assumed to behave in an elastic-brittle manner. For a given non-
linear element its associated principal stresses and crack code are
read from the local files STRESS -and DATA3 respectively. If the crack
code is equal to zero both principal stresses must be checked against
the masonry mortar biaxial failure envelope defined by the values FMC
and FMT as shown in Fig. 7. If neither principal stress violates the
failure criterion, the crack code remains zero and new material prop-
erties are assigned based on the user supplied stress-strain curve.
If the maximum principal stress aN violates the f~ilure criterion
the crack code for that element is set to one and its associated
modulus of elasticity EN at the time of failure is redefined. If
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Ek ==S(failed)
thereafter.
the failure occu~s at the i th load step, then the new modulus of
i i-1 .
elasticity in the N-direction would be EN(failed) = EN /1000 and
would remain constant for all load steps thereafter 0 The minimum
principal stress value Us is then used to assign new material prop-
erties based on the stress-strain curve for the S-direction.· On suh~
sequent load cycles this element will only be checked for failure
based on the value of the minimum principal stress~ When this failure
occurs the crack code for this element is set to three and the
associated modulus of elasticity ES at the time of failure is·rede-
fined. If this failure occurs at the jth load step, then the new
modulus of elasticity in the S-direction would be E~(failed) /1000
and would remain constant for all load steps thereafter. After this
cycle the program does not p.erform any more checking of -this element.
Alternately, for a given element, the minimum principal stress
Os could violate the failure criterion first o Its crack code would
be set to two and its associated modulus of elasticity ES at the time
of failure is redefined. If the failur e th loadoccurred at the k
step, then the new modulus of elasticity in the S-direction would be
k-lES /1000 and would remain constant for all load steps
The maxi~um principal stress value aN is then used to
assign n~w material properties based on the stress-strain curve for
the N-direction. On subsequent load cycles this element will only
be checked for failure based on the vaiue of the maximum principal
"-
stress. When this failure occurs the crack code for this element
is set to three and the ass6ciated modulus of elasticity EN at the
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time of failure is redefined. If this failure occurs at the Ith ioad
step, then the new modulus of elasticity in the N-direction would be
thereafter.
E1N(failed)
1-1
= EN /1000 and would remain constant for all load steps
Again, after this cycle the program does not perform any
more checking of this element.
The brick elements are assumed to be isotropic, linear elastic
up to brittle failure. In program CRACK both the maximum and minimum
principal stress values are checked against the user-defined values
FBG and FBT respectively. As soon as either value is exceeded the
brick element is assumed to have failed and both the moduli of elas-
ticity EN and ES' and the modulus of rigidity GNS are redefined. If
th '
the brick failure occurs at the m load step then the new modulus
values would be:
~N(failed)
~ =S(failed)
EN / 1000
ES / 1000
m
GNS (fai1ed) = GNS / 1000
In subsequent cycles the program does no further checking of this
element.
After program CRACK checks all the plane stress elements for
one load level, the load "is incremented based on the user-supplied
value TLOAD and program SOLID SAP (Ref. 1) is executed again.
Local File Associated with Program CRACK -- STORE
STORE is a temporary local file which contains the new input data
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for program SOLID SAP. Information is written to the local
file directly from DATAl or is recreated through execution of
program CRACK. As soon as all the necessary input data is
written to the local file store, it is copied back to the file
DATAl to again be used as input for the "finife element program.
2.6 Deck Setups for Execution
Presently programs PANEL, SOLID SAP, START, and CRACK are
available on permanent file in Lehigh University Computing Center.
The programs are in compiled form, therefore, it is only necessary to
attach the proper files and execute the programs e For the long term
it is recommended that the programs be placed on magnetic tape in
both source and compiled form. Then it will be necessary to remove
the files sequentially and place them on permanent file when execution
of the process is to be done. The permanent files now in use are
BPANEL, SSAPPSG, START, and CRACK.
To execute SAPCHEK (Ref. 5) use the following control cards:
JOB CARD
ACCOUNT CARD (if appropriate)
PAGES ( )
PLOTS ( )
ATTACH(WALL,BPANEL,ID~PSG)
WALL.
REWIND (DATAl)
ATTACH (RPB,ID=RPB)
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RPB ( , DATAl)
7/8/9
PROGRAM PANEL DATA DECK
EOF CARD
The SAPCHEK options (Ref. 5) are preset within program PANEL to NOPT = 1,
SIZE = 6.0, and FACTOR = 1.0. In most instances the plot produced will
fit into a standard report. If a plot is only required, remove the
pages ( ) card to limit the amount of output from the program.
To execute the analysis for an incremental nonlinear solution
of a brick or block masonry infil1 wall use the following control cards:
JOB CARD
ACCOUNT CARD (if appropriate)
PAGES( ,N)
ATTACH(WALL,BPANEL,ID=PSG)
WALL.
REWIND(DATA1)
ATTACH(SSAPPSG,ID=PSG)
SSAPPSG(DATAl)
REWIND(DATA2)
ATTACH(START,ID=PSG)
START(DATA2)
REWIND(DATAl)
REWIND(DATA2)
REWIND(DATA3)
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.REWIND(STRESS)
ATTACH(CRACK,ID=PSG)
RUNT.
LOAD(LGO)
CRACK(STRESS, ,DATAl, ,DATA2, ,DATA3) .
~EPEAT(n,13) where n = number of load steps
REWIND(DATAl)
REWIND( STORE)
COPYCF(STORE, DATAl)
REWIND(STORE)
REWIND(DATAl)
REWIND(STRESS)
SSAPPSG(DATA1)
REWIND(PATAl)
REWIND (DATA2 )
REWIND(DATA3)
REWIND(STRESS)
LOAD(LGO)
CRACK(STRESS"DATA1"DATA2"DATA3)
7/8/9
PROGRAM PANEL DATA DECK
7/8/9
TWO USER DEFINED SUBROUTINES" FOR PROGRAM CRACK
EOF CARD
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Fig. 1 Masonry Wall Infilled Frame Assemblage
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Fig. 2 Rep~esentative Stress-Strain Curves for Masonry
Mortar and Brick
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x
Displacement Alo'"ng Y-Axis Displacement Along Z-Axis Rotation About X-Axis
NODE NODE NODE
A B C D A B C D A B C ·D
ase 1 Fixed Free Free Free Fixed Fixed Free Free Free Free Free Free
ase 2 Fixed Fixed Free Free Fixed Fixed Free Free Free Free Free Free
-
ase 3 Fixed· Free Fixed Fre"e Fixed Fixed Free Free Free Free Free Free
:...
ase 4 Fixed Fixed Fixed Free Fixed Fixed Free Free Free Free Free Free
,ase 5 Fixed Free Free Free Fixed Fixed Free -- Free Fixed Fixed Free Free
:ase 6 Fixed Free Fixed Free Fixed Fixed Free Free Fixed Fixed Fixed Free
,ase 7 Fixed Fixed Fixed Free Fixed . Fixed Free Free Fixed Fixed Fixed Free
Fig. 3 Possible Support Conditions for the Finite Element Model
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Fig. 4 Local Coordinate System for the Beam Finite Element
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Fig. 5 Finite Element Model Discretization Showing Element Groups
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Fig. 6 Arbitrary Racking Load Applied tq the Masonry Wall
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APPENDIX - A
LISTING OF COMPUTER PROGRAMS
A.l
PROGRAM PANEL(INfUT,OUTPU1,OATA1,TAPE1=OATA1,OATA2,TAPE2=OATA2)
c
C-----PROGRAH PANEL IS A PREPROCESSING PROGRAM THAT CREATES ALL
C-----NECESSARy I~PUT DATA FOR THE SOLID SAP P~OGRAM FOR THE ANALYSIS
C-----OF REINFORCED CONCRETE FRAMES WITH BRICK OR BLOCK MASONRY
C-----INFILLE'O WALLS UNDER RACKING TYPE lOADS.
C~----WRITTEN BY PERRY GREEN
C-----FRITZ ENGINEERING LABORATORY
C-----lEHIGH UNIVERSITY
c-----eETHLEHEM, FENNSYlVANIA
,C-----OCTOBER, 1978 TO JUNE, 19i9
C-----TAPE 1 = DATAi, OUTPUT LOCAL FILE
C-----SOLIO SAP INPUT D~TA
CONTAINS ALL GEN~RATED
C-----TAPE 2 = UATA2, OUTPUi LOCAL FILE -- CONTAINS A LIST OF LINE
C-----MARKERS FOR THE INPIJT OAT A
INTEGER we
REAL HT
COMMON A(1)
COHHON/GREEN1fWC,OPL,OPH
COMMON/GREEN 2/ BL ,EH, 81-(
COMMON/GREEN3/MT,WH,GT,WG
COHMON/GREEN4/NHO,NHE
COMMON/G~EENS/NHC1,NV1,NV2
COMMCN/GREENG/N1,N2
C-~---INPUT OVERALL WALL DIMENSIONS
C-----INPUT BRICK,MORTAR, AND GROUT DI~ENSIONS
~ C-----I~PUT SUPPORT CONDITION CASE NUMeER
100 READ aDOO,WC,OPL,OPH
READ 81GO,SL,BH,EW
READ 8100,MT,HM,GT,.HG
READ 8200,SC,t~SC
I F( we •E Q• 1} GO T 0 9 {) 0
PRINT 9000,WC,OPL,OPH
PRINT 9180, 8l,BH,8W
PRINT 92UO,MT,WM,GT,WG
PRINT 9300,SC,NSC
GO TO (200,300,300,400,400,500,600} NSC
200 NS=4
GO TO 700
300 NS=5
GO TO 700
400 NS=6
GO TO 700
500 NS=8
A.2
GO TO 7DO
600 NS=9
700 CONTINUE
TN1=OPL+'MT
BN1=SL+MT
AN1=-TN1/BN1
N1=AN1
C-----N1 = NUMBER OF BRICKS/ROW (000 ROWS)
C-----N1-1 = NUMBER OF VERTICAL JCINTS/ROW (ODD ROWS)
C-----Ni-1 = NUMBER OF BRICKS/ROW (EVEN ROWS)
C-----N1 = NUMBER OF VERTICAL JCI~TS/ROW (EVEN ROWS)
TN2=OPH+MT
EN2= 8H+MT
At~ 2-=1 N2/ BN2
N?=AN2
C-----N2 = NUMBER OF BRICKS VERTICALLY
C-~---N~-1 = NUMBER OF HORIZONTAL JOINTS
C-----NN = TOTAL NUMBER O~ NODES IN THE PANEL
C-----NS = TOTAL NUM8ER OF BOUNDARY NODES .
NV::t~ 2·2+ 2
NHO=N1~ 3+2
NHE=NHO +1
C-----NV = NUMBER OF NCDES VERTICAllY IN THE WALL
C-----NHO = NUMBER OF NCOES HORIZONTALLY IN AN ODD ROW CF THE WAll
C-----NfE. = NUM8ER OF NODES HORIZONTALLY IN AN EVEN ROW OF THE WAll
NH01=NHO-1
NV1=NV-1
NV2=NV1-2
NEE=2¥( NH01 +NV1l
NGE=2.JL( NH01+NV2)
NBRE= 2·N 1.N 2
NVMJ=N1·N2~((N2+1)/2)
NHHJA=2·N1~(N2-1)
NHMJ8=(2·N1-1)·tN~-1)
NEOUNL=NS-1
C-----NEE = TOTAL NUMBER OF BEAM ELEMENTS
C-----NGE = TOTAL NUMBER OF GROUT ELEMENTS
C-----NERE = T01AL NUMEER OF BRICK ELEMENTS
A.3
C-----NVMJ = TOTAL NUMBER OF.VERTICAL MORTAR JOINTS
C-----NrMJA = TOTAL NUMEER CF HORIZO~TAl MORTAR JOIN1S
C IN GROUP ~
C-----NHMJB = TOTAL NUKEER CF HORIZO~TAl MORTAR JOINTS
C IN GROUP E
C-----NBOUNL = TOTAL ~UMBER OF BOUNDARY ELEMENTS
CALL MARKER(NN,NS,NBOUNl,NEE,NGE,N8RE,NVMJ,NHHJA,NHHJ8)
NCNTRL=MAXO{N8E,NGE,NER£,NVMJ,NHMJA,NHMJS)
C-----CORE SIZE FOR PRCGRAM SOLID SAP IS CHECKED BY THE FOLLOWING
C-----STATEHENT
N10T=10¥NN+1S~NCNTRL
IFCNTOT.GT. c20001 PRINT 9500
C-----CORE SIlE FOR PROGRAM PANEL IS CHECKED BY THE FOLLOWING SlATEMENT
HTOT=12~NN
IF(MTOT.GT.38400) GO TO 800
C-----PERFORM DYNAMIC CORE ALLOCAT~ON
IAOOR=LOCF(Al
IRFL=IAUOR+MTOT
CALL REQMEM(IRFL)
.C-----GEN~RATE ALL NODAL POINT INFORMATION
CALL aOSS1lA(1),MTOT,NN,NS,NSC,NV,NBOUNl)
C-----GENERATE ALL ELEMENT INFORMATION
CALL BOSS2(A(1),~lOT,NN,NS,NV,N8E,NGE,NBRE,NVMJ,NHMJA.NHMJ8)
GO TO 100
800 lARGE=MTOT-38400
PRINT 9400,lARGE
900 STOP
8000 FOR~AT{I5,2F10.0l
8100 FORMAT<4F10.0)
8200 FGRMAT(A~,I1'
gOOD FCRMAT{1H1,1/1/,10X,~WALL CASE :·,I2,1/10X,
C~OVERALL PANEL D!MENSIONS--¥,5~,·LENGTH~,F8.4,2X,~HEIGHT~fF8.41
g10D FCRHAT(/,10X,·SRICK DIMENSICNS----------·,5X,·LENGTH·,F8.4,2X,
C·HEIGHT4,F8.4,2X,·HIDTH·,F8.4)
9200 FORHAT(/,10X,~MORTAR THICKNESS~,F1C.4,10X,~MORTARWID1H~,F10.~,I,
C11X,¥GROUT THICKNESS¥,F10.4,11X~·GROUT WIDTH¥,F10.4)
93nO FORMAT(/.1DX,A4,Ii,2X,·SUPPORT CCNOITION FOR THE eRIC~ MASONRY PAN
eEl·,IIIIII)
9400 FORHAT(10X,~----- CORE LIMIT EXCEEDED 8Y~iIS,~ -----~,II//I}
9500 FCRHAT(10X,~----- CORE REQUIREMENTS WILL BE EXCEEDED IN THE FINITE
C ELEMENT PROGRAM -----¥)
END
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SUBROUT I NE BOSSi {A, HTOT, 'NN 1 NS ,NSC ,N V, N80UNL)
DIMENSION A(MTOT)
C-----CORE ALLOCATION'
IVAL=1
IX=!VALtNV
IY=IX+NN
IZ=IY+NN
IN=IZ+Nt~
I8X=IN+NN
IBY=I8X+NN
.IBZ=I8Y+NN
18XX=IBZ+NN
I8YY=IBXX+NN
IBZZ=IBVY+NN
ITEMP=! aZZ+NN
'C-----GENERATE NODAL POINT INFORMATION
cALL CO NT RL 1 (A ( I VAL.> , (J {I X) , t: ( I V) , A( I Z) , A(I N) , A(I EX) ,A ( IB Y) " A t I 8 Z) ,
CA(I eXX) , A(I BY'f) , A{I EZZ) , A( ITEMf') , NN ,N S , NV}
C-----CORE ALLOCATION
ISX=I Z+'NN
ISY=ISX+NS
ISZ=!SY+NS
ISN=ISZ+NS
ISBX=ISN+NS
I S8Y=IS BX+NS
lSBZ=IS8Y+NS
ISBXX=ISBZ+NS
ISBYY=IS8XX+NS
IS8ZZ=IS8YY+NS
1STEMP= I SBZ Z +NS
NEOUN=ISTEMF+NS
180UN=NBOUN+NBOUNl
NOISP=IBOUN+N80UNL
NROT=NOISP+N80UNL
C-----GENERATE SUPPORT NODE INFOR~ATION
CALL COt~TRL2(A(IVAL) .A(IX) ,A(IYl ,A(IZ},A CISXl,ACISY) ,A(ISZ),A(ISN)
C,A(ISBX)~A(IS8Y),ACIS8Z) ,A(ISB)(X),A(IS8VYl ,A(!SB2Z) ,ACISTEMP',
CA(NBOUN> ,A(I8CUN1,AtNDISP),~(NR01),NN,NS,NSC,~V,~EOUNL)
RETURN
END
A.5
SU8R8UTINE EOSS2 ell, M1CT, NN,NS, ~v ,NBE, NGE ,NBRE, ~VMJ, NHHJA ,NH·~J~)
DIMENSION A(MTOTt -
C-----CORE ALLOCATION
I VAL =1
IN6£AM=IVAL+NV
, IIBEAH=INEEAM+NBE
IJBEAM=IIEcAM+NBE
IK8EAM=IJ8EAM+NBE
NGEOP=IKBEAM+NBE
C-----GENERATE BEAM DATA
CALL CONTRL3(A(IVAL) ,A(INe£A~1) ,ACIIBEAM) ,A(IJEEAf-{l ,A{IK8EAM',
CA(NGEOP),NN,NS,NV,N3E>
C--~--CORE ALLOCATION
NGROUT=!VAL+NV
IGROUT=NGROUT+NGE
JGROUT=IGROUT+NGE
KGROUT=JGROUT+NGE
LGROU1=KGROUT+NGE
NCTRL1=LGROUT+NGE
NCTRL2=NCTRL1+NGE~S
NCTRL3=NCTRL2+NGE4 8
.C-----GEN~RAJE PLANE STRESS-GROUT ELEMENT DATA
CALL CONTRL4(A(IV~l) ,AfNGROUTl ,A(IGROUT),A(JGROUT),A(KGROUT),
CA (L GR OU T) ,A ( NeT RL1) ,A (NC T ~L 2) , A (N C1 Rl'3) , NV, ~-JGE.)
C-----CORE ALLOCATION
NERICK=IVAL +NV
18RICK=NBRICK+NERE
J8RICK=IERICK+NBRE
K8RICK=J8RICK+N8RE
l8RICK=K8RICK+NBRE
NCTRL1=L8RICK+N8RE
NCTRL2=NCTRL1+NBRE~5
NCTRL3=NCTRL2+NBRE·a
C-----GENERATE PLANE ST~£SS-8RIGK ELEMENT DATA
CALL CONTRlS(A(IVALl ,A(N8RICK) ,A(IBRICK) ,A(JERICKJ,ACKBRICKl,
CA{LBRICK),A(NCTRL1),A(NCTRl2},A(NCTRl3l,NV,N8REJ
C-----CORE ALLOCATION
NJTV=IVAL+NV
I J T V= NJ T V+NVMJ
JJTV=IJTV+NVMJ
KJTV=JJTV+NVHJ
LJTV= KJTV +N VM J
NCTRL 1=LJT V+ NVMJ
NCTRL2=NCTRl1~NVMJ·5
A.6
NCTRL3=NCTRL2+NVHJ~8
C-----GENERATE PLANE STRESS-VERTICAL HCRTAR JOINT ELEMENT DATA
CALL CONTRl6(A{IVALl ,A(NJTVl,A(IJTVl ,A(JJTV) ,ACKJ1V),ACLJTV),
CAtNCTRll) ,A(NCTRl2) ,A(NCTFL3) ,NV,NVMJl
C-----CORE ALLOCATION
NJTHA=I VAL+N V
IJTHA=NJTHA+NHMJA
JJTHA=IJTHA+NHMJA
KJTHA=JJTHA+NHMJA
LJTHA=KJTHA+NHMJA
NCTRl1=LJTHA+~HMJA
NCTRl2=NCTRL1+NHHJA·S
NCTRl3=NCTRL2+NHMJA~8
C-----GENERAT£ PLANE STRESS-HORIZONTAL MORTAR JOINT A ELEMENT DATA
CALL CONTRL7(A(IVALl ,A<NJTHA> ,A(!JTH-A),A(JJTHAl,A(KJTHAJ,
CA (L J-T HA) , A( NCT RL 1) , A ( NCT RL 2) , A (N CT RL 3) ,N V, NH HJ A)
C-----CORE ALLOCATION
NJTH8=IVAL+NV
IJTH8=NJTH8+NHMJ8
JJTH8=IJIHB+NHMJ8
KJTH6=JJTHB+NHMJ8
LJTH8=KJTH8+NHMJE
NCTRL1=LJTH8+NHHJE
NCTRL2=NCTRL1+NHMJS·S
NCTRL3=NCTRL2+NH~J8·8
C-----GENERATE PLANE STRESS-HORIZONTAL MORTAR JOINT 8 ELEMENT DATA
CALL CONTRL8(ACIV,oL) ,A(NJTH8' ,A{IJTHBl ,A (JJTHB) ,A(KJTH8),
CA(lJTHB) ,A(NCTRL11,ACNGTRL2),A(NCTRl3),NV,NHMJE)
C-----INPUT LOADI t\G TO THE WAll
REAG 8100, XLOAO,~lOAD,ZLCAD,XXLOAD,YYLOAD,ZZLOAD
PRINT 9200
PRI NT <3600, NN, XL 0 AD, XXLO A0, YL 0 AD, YYL OAO, ZL GAO, ZZL CA D
WRI TE (1 , 97 0 0 ) NN, XL aA[" Yl CAD, Zl a.n.D , xXL 0 A0, YYlOAD , ZZLOA D
WRITE(1,9900)
RETURN
8100 FORMAT(8F10.0)
9200 FORMAT{I/)
9600 FORMATC10,X,·THE LOADING CONDITION ON THE WALL AT NODE.,IS,II
C10X,*LOAD IN THE X DIRECTION = ~F10.4,5X,~MOHENT = ~F1D.41
C10X,~LOAO IN THE ~ DIRECTION = ~F10,4,5X,~MCMENT = ·F10.41
Cl0X,·lOAO IN THE Z DIRECTION = ~F10.4,5X,·MOMEN1 = ·F10.4)
9700 FORMAT(I5,4X,~1·,6F10.4)
9900 FORMAT(1S(!»)
END
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SUBROUTINE GONTRL1{AR~AY,XCOORD,YCOORO,ZCOORD,NOOE,N8X,NBy,N8Z,
CNEXX,NBYY,NEZZ,T,NN,NS,NV)
DIMENSION XCOOROCt\N) ,YCOORO(NN),2CCOROCNN) ,NOOECNN)
DIM ENSI 0 t.J N8 Xt NN) , NBY (NN) , N8Z (NN ) , NBXX (N Nl ,N 8 YY ( "N) ,N BZZ :( NN)
DIM~NSION T(NNJ,ARRAY(NV)
C-----GENERATE NODAL CCCROINATES
CALL NODAL? (XCOORO,YCOOR(,ZCOORO,NODE,NN,ARRAY,~V)
C-----GENERATE NODAL DEGREES OF FREEDO~
CALL BOUNDC {N8X,NBy,NBZ,NBXX,N8yy,N8ZZ,XCOO~O,~COORO,ZCOCRO,NN)
C-----GENERATE NODAL TEMPERATURE
CALL TEM P (T, NN)
C-----ASSIGt~ VALUES ON MASTER CONTROL CA'RD
NUMNP=NN+NS
NEl TYP=7
LL=l
NF=O
WRITE(1,9Z00) N1JMNP,NELTYP,LL,NF
C-----WRITE NODAL POINT DATA ON TAPE 1
00 100 !=1,NN
10 0 WRIlE (1 , gOO 0 ) NOD E (I) , NBX{I) ,N 8 Y ( I) ,N 8 Z( I) , NBXX(I ) , NBYY( I ) , t~ 3 Z2 (I) ,
eXCOORO.CI) ,YCOORDtI), ZCOORtCI) ,1(1)
RETURN
9000 FeRMAT (1X,I4,615,3F10.4,5X,FiO.41
9200 FCRMAT(1X,~FINITE ELEMENT A~AlYSIS OF A BRICK ~ASCNRY INFILL WALL~
C,I,415,29X,~1¥,3X,~6.00·,6X,~1.00~)
END
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SUBROUTINE CONTRl2(ARR~y,XCOORO,YCOORD,ZCOORD,SX,SY,SZ,NSN,~SEX,
CN~ 8 Y , NSaz, NS8 XX, NS8 YY , NSBZ Z , ST EMP, Naau N ,I B0 UN, NO 1SP , NROT .. Ni~, NS ,
CNSC ,NV, N80UNl)
01 MEN 51 0 N SX ( NS) , SY ( NS) ,s Z ( NS) , NSN ( NS) , NS8 X ( NS) , NS8 Y ( NS) ,N s.g Z ( NS) ,
CNSBXXCNS) ,NSBYYCNSl ,NSBZZCNS) ,STEMPCNS)
DIMENSION NBOUN(NEOUNl),I80UN(N80UNL),NOISP(NBOuNL) ,NROTCN80UNL)
DIMENSION ARRAVCNV) ,
C-----GEN~RATE SUPPORT NO~E DATA AND BOUNDARY ELEMENTS
CALL SUPORT{SX,SY,SZ,NSN,NS8X,NS8Y,NS8Z,NS8XX,NSEYY,NSBZZ,STEMP,
CNS,NSC,XCOORO,YCOORC,ZCOORD,NN,NEOUN,I80UN,~OISP,NROT,NBCUNL,
CA-RRAY,NVl
C-----WRITE SUPPORT NODE DATA ON TAPE 1
DO 200 I=1, NS
200 W"RITE(1,9000)NS~{I),NS8XCI) ,t'-~SBY(I' ,NSBZCI) ,NSeXX{Il ,NSBYY(I),
CNSBZZtI) ,SX (I) ,S,( (I) ,SZ{Il ,SlEMP (I)
C-----WRITE BOUNDARY ELEMENl DATA ON TAPE 1
NTYP7=7
WRITE(1,9300) NTYF7,NEOUNL
DO 300 I=1,N80UNL
300 WRITEC1,91DD) NE,OUNCI.',IBOUNCIl ,NO.ISP(I) ,NROT<.Il
,RETURN
gOOD FCRHAT(1X~I4,6IS,3Fl0.4,5X,F10.4)
9100 FORMATC215,15X,2I:)
9300 FORMAT(215,/)
END
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SUBROUTINE GONTRL3(ARRA~,NeEAM,IEEAM,JBEAM,KBEAM,NGEOP,N~.NS,
CNV,NBE)
OIM~NSION ARRAYCNV)
DIMENSION N3EAMCNBEl ,IEEAM(NBE) ,JBEAMCNBE) ,K8~AM(N8£) ,NGEOP(N:E)
C-----WPITE B~AH ELEMENT CONTROL CARD ON TAPE 1
WRITE(1,SOOO) NBE
PRINT 9400
C-----ASSIGN GEOMETRIC FROPERTIES TO BEAM ELEMENTS
DO 100 I =1, 2
READ 8000,AR~A1,AREA2,AREA3,TI1,fI2,FI3
PRINT 9S0U, AREA1,AREA2,A~EA3,TI1,FI2,FI3
100 WRITS(1,9100) r,AREAi,AREA2,AREA3,TIi,FI2,FI3
WRITE(1,9200)
C-----GENER.ttTE BEAM ~LEtJ:ENT tJA'TA
CALL BEAM(NeEAH,!8EAH,J8EAM,K8EA~,NGEOP,N8E,APRA~,NV,NN,NS'
C-----WRITE BEAM ELEMENT DATA ON TAPE 1
HATNO=1
00 200 I=i,N8E
200 WRITEC1,93DO) N8EtMtIl ,I8EA~(I) ,JeEAM (I) ,K8EA~(I),
CMATNO.NGEOP (I)
RETURN
BOOO FCRMAT(SX,6F1D.O)
9JOO FORMAT(4X,·2·,I5,4X,·2~,4X,~04,4X,~1~/4X,~1~,5X,~3.oE3·,4X,·.lS¥}
9100 FCRMAT(I5,6F10.~)
92DO FORMAT:(//)
9300 FCRMAT(6IS)
g400 FCRHAT(10X,·MATERIAL AND GEOMETRIC PROPERTIES FOR THE RC FRAME·,I,
C15X,~MODULUS OF ELASTICITY ~ 3.6E3 KSI~,I,
C1SX,¥POISSONS RATIO = O.15~,III,
C12X+AXIAl~6X~SHEAK~5X~SHEAR~3X·TCRSIONAl~iX·FlEXURAL·2X·FlEXU?AL~/
C13X.AREA·6X·AREA1~5X~AREA2·4X~IN£RTIA·2X·INERTIA1~2X~INERTIA2~//)
9500 FCR~AT(10X,8F10.4)
END
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SUBROUT IN E CONTR L4 (A R ~.AY , NGROUl , IGROUT", J GR OUT, KGROUT, LGR OUT,
CCTRL1,CTRL2,CTRL3,NV~NGE)
OIH€NS!ON ARRAY(NV)
DIMENSION NGROUT(~GE),!GROUT(NGE),JGROUT(NGE),KGROUT{NGE),
CLGROUT(NGE) .
OIM~NSION CTRL1(NGE,5),CT~l2(NGE,B"CTRL3(NGE,3)
COMMON/GREEN3/MT,WM,GT,WG .
PRINT 7000
C-----GENERATE MATERIAL PROFERTY INFORMATION FOR GROUT ELEMENTS
CALL PRPTYCNGE,NGE,CTRl1,CTRl2,CTRL3)
C-----GENERATE PLANE STRESS-GROUT ELEMENT DATA
CALL GROU1(NGROUT,IGRCUT,JGROUT,KGROUT,LGROUT,NGE,ARRAY,NVl
C-----WRITE GROUT ELEMENT DATA ON TAPE 1
00 400 I=1,NGE
4D 0 WRITE (1, 9aO 0) NGR.OUT (I), IGROUT (I), JGROUT (I) ,KGROU1 (I) ,LGROUT (I) ,
CI,WG
RETURN
7000 FCRMAT(/11,1DX,·GRQUT ELEMENT MATERIAL FROPERTIES~)
98DO FCRMAT(615,30~,F1C.4)
END
SUBROUTINE CONTRLS{ARRAY,N8RICK,IBRICK,J8RICK,KBRICK,LBRICK,
CCTRL1,CTRl2,CTRL3,NV,NBREl
DIMENSION ARRAY(NVl
DIMENSION N8RICK CNBRE) ,IBRICKC NBRE) ,J8RICK (N8·REl ,KBRICK CN8RE),
CL8RICK(NBRE)
DIMENSION CTRL1(N8R~,S),CTRL2(NB~E,8),GTRl3(N8RE,~)
COMMON/GREEN2/8L,eH,B~
PRI NT 7100
C-----GENERATE MATERIAL PROPERTY INFORMATION FOR BRICK ELEMENTS
CALL PRPTYCNERE,N8RE,CTRl1,CTRL2,CTRL3)
C-----GENERATE PLANE STRESS-ERICK ELEMENT DATA
CALL BRICK (NBRICK,IBRICK,J8RICK,K8RIGK,lBRICK,N8~E,ARRAy,NV)
C-----WRITE BRICK ELEMENT DATA ON TAPE 1
00 600 I=i,N8RE
600 WRITE(1,9aOO) N8R1CK(I),IBRICKCI),JBRICK{!) ,KBRICl«I} ,L8RICKtI),
CI,BW
RETURN
7100 FORMATt/II,10X,·SRICK ELEMENT MATERIAL FROPERTIES·)
9800 FG~HAT(6I5,30X,F1C.4)
END
A.ll
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SUBROUTINE CONTRL6{AR~~y,NJTV,IJTV,JJTV,KJTV,LJ1V,CTRL1,CTRl2,
CCTRL3,NV,NVMJ)
DIMENSION ARRAY(NV)
DIMENSION NJTV(NVt',J} ,IJTV(NVMJ) ,JJTVCNVMJ) ,KJTV(NVHJ) ,lJTV(NV~J)
DIMENSION CTRLi(N~MJt5),CTRl2{NVMJ,8),CTRl3(NVMJ,3)
COHHON/GREEN3/MT,WH,Gl,WG
PRI NT 7200
C-----GENERATE MATERIAL PROFERTY INFCR~ATION FOR VERTICAL MORTAR
C-----JOINT ELEMENTS
CALL PRPTYtNVMJ,NVMJ,CTRL1,CTRl2,CTRl31
C-----GENERATE PLANE STRESS-VERTICAL MC~TAR JOINT ELEMENT DATA
CALL MORTR1(NJTV,IJTV,JJTV,KJTV,LJTV,NVMJ,ARRAY,NV)
C-----WRIT£ VERTICAL MC~TAR JOINT ELEMENT DATA ON TAPE j
00 SDO I=1,NVHJ
800 WRITE(1,9aOOl NJTV(I) ,IJIV(Il ,JJTV(Il ,KJTV(I) ,lJTV(I),
CI,WM
RETURN
7200 FCRMAT{II/,10X,~MCRTARlELEMENT MATERIAL PROP~RTIES~).
9aOO FORMAT(615,30X,F10.4}
END
SUBROUTINE CONTRL7(ARRAY,NJTHA,IJ1HA~JJTHA,KJTHA,lJTHA,CTRL1,
CC1Rl2,CTRl3,NV,NHPJAl
DIMENSION ARRAYCNV)
DIMENSION NJTHAtNHMJA),IJIHA(NHMJA) ,JJTHA(NHMJA) ,KJTHA(~,}-P1JA.),
CLJT HA (N HMJA)
OIMENSION CTRL1CNHHJA,Sl ,CTRL2CNHMJA,8) ,CTRl'3(NHMJA,3)
COMMON/GREEN3/MT,kM,GT,WG
PRINT 7300
C-----GENERATE MATERIAL PROfERTY INFORMATION FOR HORIZO~TAL MO~TAR
C-----JOINT A ELEMENTS
CALL PRPTY(~HMJA,NHMJA,CTRl1,CTRL2,CTRL3'
C-----GENERATS PLANE STRESS-HORIZONTAL MORTAR JOINT A ELEMENT OAT~
CALL MORTR2(NJTHA,IJTHA,JJTHA,KJTHA,lJTHA,NHHJA,ARRAY,NV)
C-----WRITE HORIZONTAL MORTAR JOINT A ELEMENT DATA ON TAPE 1
DO 1000 I=i,NHMJA
1000 WRITE(1,9800) NJTHA(I),IJTHA(I),JJTHA{r),KJTHA(I),LJ~THA(r),
CI, WH
RETURN
7300 FCRMAT(I/I,10X,~~ORTAR2ELEMENT MAT~RIAL PROPERTIES~'
9BOD FGR~AT{615,3CX,F10.4'
END
SUBROUTINE CONTRL8tARRAY,NJTHB,IJTHB,JJTHB,KJTHB,lJTHE,C1RL1,
CCTRL2,CTRL3,NV,NHMJBl
DIMENSION.. ARRAYCNV)
DIMENSION NJTH8CNPMJB) ,IJTH8<NHMJ8l ,JJTr8<NHMJ8l ,l<JTHB (NHMJ8),
GLJTH8 (t'~HHJB)
DIMENSION CTRL1CNHMJ8,S) ,CTRL2(NHMJ8,8l ,C1Rl3CNHMJB,3l
COHMON/GREEN3/HT,WM,GT,WG
PRINT 7400
C-----GENERATE MATERIAL PROFERTY INFORMATION FOR HORIZONTAL ~ORTAR
C-----JOINT a ELEMENTS
CAll PRPTY(NHMJB,NHMJE,CTFl1~CTRl2,CTRL3)
C-----G£NERATE PLANE STRESS-HORIZONTAL MORTAR JOINT e ELEMENT DATA
CALL MORTR3(NJTHE,IJTH8,JJTH8,KJTH8,LJTHB,NHMJa,A~RAy,NV)
C-----WRITE HORIZONTAL MORTAR JOINT E ELEMENT DATA ON TAPE 1
00 1200 I=i,NHMJ8
1200 WRITE(1,SaOO) NJTHBCI) ,IJTHB<Il ,JJTHB(I) ,KJTH6(I) ,LJTHBCI},
CI,WM
RETURN
74DO FORMAT(II/10X,~~ORTAR~ ELEMENT MATERIAL PROPERTIES·)
9800 FORMATt6IS,30X,F1D.4)
END
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SUSR aUT I NE f\ 00 AL P (XC 0 OClD, YCOO R0 ,ZC OOR D,~.J ODE, NN ,A R~AY ,N V)
C-----THIS SUBROUTINE GENERATES ALL NODAL FOINT COORDINATES ASSOCI~1ED
c-----WITH THE ~ASON~) WALl AND THE REINFORCED CONCRETE FRA~E.
C-----NOOAL POINT COOROINATES ARE GENERATED FROM LEFT 10 RIGHT, BOTTOM
C-----TO TOP OF THE WAll.
DIMENSION X,COOROlNNl ,YCOORO(NN) ,ZCOORO{NN) ,NODE{t\Nl ,ARR,~Y(NV)
REA L MT
COMMON/GREEN1/WC,GPL,OPH
COMMON/GREEN2/BL,8H,BW
COMHCN/GREEN3/MT,WM,GT,WG
COMMON/GRE~N4/NHOtNHE
C--~--INITIALIZE COUNTERS
L=1
K=1
KK=1
IvAL=1
leC=1
ICOUN1=1
00 2200 I=1,NV
C-----O£IER~INE Z-COORDINATE LOCATION FeR A PARTICULAR ;OW OF NODES
GO TO tl00,200,300,400JKK
100 z=o.o
KK= KK +1
GOT"O 500
200 Z=Z+GT
KK=KK+1
GO TO 500
300 Z=Z+BH
IF(I.EQ.(NV-1» KK=1
KK= KK +1
GO TO 500
4130 Z=Z+MT
KK=3
500 CONTINUE
C-----CHECK FOR EVEN OR oro NUMBERED RO~ OF NOO£S. FROtJ: BOTTOM TO
C-----TOP OF THE WALL THE PATTERN WILL EE --- OOOEEOOEEOOEEOO ••• OOEEOOO.
IF(I.EQ. (NV-1») ICOUNT=ICGUNT+1
IF(!.NE.(ICCUNT+3)) GO TO 1400
IF(L.EQ.2) ICOUN1=ICOUNT+2
ICOUN1=ICCUNT+-1
L=L+1
DC 1300 J=1,NHE
C-----O£TERMINE Y-COORDINATE LOCATIONS FO~ THE NODES I~ AN EV~N ROW
GO TO {600,7DO,800,SOO,lDOO,1100)K
600 Y2=O.O
K=K+l A.14
GO TO 1200
700 Y2=Y2+GT
K=K+ 1
GO TO 1200
800 Y2=Y2+(8l-MT)/2.0
IFCJ.EQ. (NHE-1)) K=1
K=K+1
GO TO 1200
900 Y2=Y2+HT
IF (J. £Q. (NHE-2» K=2
K=K+1
GO TO 1200
1000 Y2=Y2+8L/2.0
K=K+1
GO TO 1200
1100 Y2=Y2+BL/2.0
K=4
C-----FILL COORCINATE A~RAYS
1200 XCOOR01LOC)=D.O
YCOORCCLOC) =Y2
ZCOORO{LOCl =-z
NODt: {LOC)=LOC
LOC=LOC+1
1300 CONTINUE
NH=NHE
GO TO 2100
1400 CONTINUE
DO 200t] J=1, NHO
C-----OET~RMINE V-COORDINATE LOCATIONS FOR'THE NODES IN AN 000 ROW
GO TO (1500,1600,1700,1700,1,s00)1<
1500 Vl=O.O
K=K+1
GO TO 1900
160 0 Y1=Y1+GT
K=K+1
GO TO 1900
1700 Y1=Y1+8L/2.0
IF(J. EQ. CNHO-1») K=1
K=K+1
GO TO 1900
j800 Y1=Y1+MT
K=3
C-----FILL COORCINATE ARRAYS
1900 XCOORO(lOC)=G.O
YCOORO(LOC)=Y1
ZCOORO(LCC)=Z
NOD:: (LOC')=LOC
lOC=LOC+1
200 a CONT I NUE
NH=NHO
L=1
2100 K=1
A.iS
C-----FILL ARRAY ~ITH THE NUMBER OF NODES I~,t A HORIZO~~lA,L ROW FeR
C-----ALL ROWS VERTICALLY
ARRAYCIVAL)=NH'
IVAl=IVAl+l
2200 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE BOUNOC(N3X,N8Y,N8Z,N8XX,NBYY,NBZZ,XCOORD,YCOORD,ZCOORO,
CNN)
C-----THIS SUBROUTINE ASSIGNS TWO DEGREES OF FREEDOM TO All INTERNAL
C~----NODES IN TH~ WALL, y- AND Z-TRA~SlATION AND THREE DEGREES OF
C-----FREEOOM TO ALL PERIMET~R NODES IN THE WALL, Y- AND Z~TRANSlATION
C-----AND X-ROTATION.
UI HE NSION t~ax(NN) , N8Y (t\ t~) , ~~ 8Z (NN) , t~ BXX (N N) ,t'J eyY ( t\ N) ,~{ EZZ {N N)
DIMENSION XCOOROCNN} ,YCOCROCNN),2CCORO{NNl
CHBX1=YCOCRD (NNl
CH8X2=ZGOOROCNN)
00 200 I=i,NN
NBX<!l=1
NBY(I)=O
NBZtI}=O
NBVY (Il =-1
N8ZZCI)=1
IFCYCOOROCI).EQ.O.O.OR.ZCOOROlI>.EQ.O.!J) GO TO 100
IF(YCOORO(I) .EQ.CHBX1.0R.ZCOORDCI) .EQ.CHBX2) GO TO 100
NEXX (I) =1
GO TO 200
100 NEXX(I)=O
200 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE TEMP(T,NN)
DIH~NSION T CNN)
DO 100 I=1,NN
T (!) =O. 0
100 CONTINUE
RETURN
ENO
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SUBROUTINE SUPORT(SX,S~,SZ,NSN,NS8X,NS8Y,NSBZ,NS8XX,NSBYY,NSBZZ,
CSTEMF,NS,NSC,XCOO~D,YCOORt,ZCOO~D,NN,NO,II,NDISP,NROT,~eCUNl,
CARRAY,NVl
C-----THIS SUBROUTINE DETERMINES THE NODAL POINT LOCATICNS FOR ALL
C-----SUPPORT NODES AND ASSIGNS ZERO DEGREES OF FRESOOM TO EACH ONE,
C-----BOUNDARY ELEMENTS ARE GENERATED WITH APPROPRIATE DISPLACEMENT
C-----OR ROTATION CODES.
OIMENSION SX(NS1,SY{NS),SZlNS),NSN(NS),NS8X{NS),NS8~(NS) ,NS8Z(NS),
CNSBXX(NSl ,NSB)'YlNS) ,NSBZZCNS:) ,STEMP(NSl
OIMEt\SION XCOORD Ct<Nl ,YCOORDCNNJ, ZCOORD (NN) ,ARRAY (NV)
DIMENSION NO(~8CUNL),II(NBOUNtl,~OISP(N80UNL1,NROT(N80UNl)
GO TO (100,200,~OQ,40n,5DO,600,700) NSC
C-----CASE ·1· SUFFORl CONOITIO~ -- NODE GENERATION
100 SY(1)=YCOORO(1)-.SO
SZ(1)=ZCOORO(1)
SY(2)=YCOORO(1)
SZCZ'=ZCOORO(1)-.50
SY(3) =YCOORO{Nt·~)
SZ(3)=ZCOORD<1)-.50
SY(!t) =YCOOROCNN) +1.0
SZ(4)=ZCOORO(NN)+1.0
GO TO 800
C-----CASE ~2~ SUFPORT COND!TIO~
200 SY(1}=YCOORO{1)-.SO
SZt1J=ZCOORD(1)
SYC 2) =YCOORO(l)
SZ(2)=ZCOORO(1)-.SO
SY<~)=YCOORO(NN)
SZ(3l=ZCOORO{1)-.50
SY(4)=YCOORO(NNl +.50
SZ(4)=ZCOORO(1'
SY(S) =YCOORD (NN) +1. 0
SztS)=ZGOORO(NN} +1.0
GO TO 800
NO DE GENER. ATI ON
C-----CASE ·3· SUFPO~T CONDITIO~ -- NODE GENERATION
300 SY(1)=YCOORD{1)-.50
SZ(1)=ZCOORO(1)
SY(Z)=YCOORO(1l
SZ(2)=ZCOORDt1)--.SO
SY(3)=VCOORO(NNl
SZ(~)=ZCOORO(il-.SD
SY(4)=YCOCRO(1)-.50
SZ(4)=ZCOORDtNN)
SY(5)=YGOOROtNN)+1.0
szeS)=ZCOORD(NNl +1.0
GO TO 800
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C-----CASE ~4· SUFPORT CONDITION -- NODE GENERATION
400 SY(l) =YCOORO(1)-.50
SZ(1)=ZCOORO{1)
SY ( 2) =yeo ORO (1)'
SZ(2)=ZCOOROC1)-.SO
SY(3)::YCOORO(NN)
SZ(3)=ZCOOROC1)-.50
SY(4)=YCOOROCNN)+.50
SZ(4) =ZCOORO-(1)
SY(5)=YCOOROC1)-.50
SZ{5)=ZCOORO{NN)
S~(6}=YGOORO(NN)+1.0
SZ(6)=ZCOORO(NNJ+1.0
GO TO 800
C-----CASE ~s· SUFPORT CONOITIO~ -- NODE GENERATION
500 SX{1),:O.O
SY(1}=YCOORO(1)-.50
SZ(ll=ZCOORO(1)
SX(2) =0.0
SY -( 2) =YCOORO (1)
SZ(2l=ZGOOROC1)-.50
SX{~)=1.0
SY(3)=YGOORO(1)
SZ ( 3) ='Z cooR0 ( 1 )
SX ( £() = O. 0
SY(4)=YCOOROtNNl
SZ(4)=ZCOORDt1)-.SO
SX{S)=1.0
SY (5) =y COCRO (NN)
SZ(5)=ZCOORO(1)
S){6}=O.O
SY(6)=YCOORD(NN'+1.D
S2C6l=ZCOORO{NN)+1.D
GO TO 1000
C-----CASE ·6¥ SUPPORT CONDITIO~ -- NOOE GENERATION
60D SX(1)=O.O
SY(1J=YCOORD(1)-.50
SZ(1)=ZCOORO{1)
SX(2)={).O
SY(2)=YCOCRO(1)
SZ(2)=ZCOORD(1)-.~O
SX(3)=1.0
sy ( 3) =YCOORD (1)
52 ( 3) =ZC OORD {1}
SX(4)=O.O
S'\' (4) =YCOORD {t~N)
SZ(4)=ZCOORO(1}-.SO
SXCS)=1.0
SY(S) =YCOORD (NNl
SZ(Sl=ZGOORD(1)
SX(6')=O.O
SY(6l=YCOORO(1)-.SO
SZ(6)=ZCOOROCNN)
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SXC71=1.0
SY(7)=YCCORO(1)
SZ(7)=ZCOORO{NN)
SX(8)=O.O
SY(8) =YCOORO (NN) +1.0
S2(S)=ZCCCRC(NN)+1.0
GO TO 1000
C-----CASE ¥7~ SUPPORT CONDITION -- NODE GENERATION
700 SX(1)=O.O
SY(1)=YCOORO(11-.50
SZ(1)=ZCOORO(ll
SX(2)=O.O
SY(Z}=YCOOROC1)
$Z(2)=ZCOOROC1)-.=O
S~(3)=1.0
SY(:3) =YCOORD (1)
SZ{3)=ZCOOROC1)
SX(4)=O.O
S'f (4) =y ceoR. DC ~JN)
SZ(4)~ZCOORD{1)-.50
SX(S)=o.O
SY(S)=YCOORO·(NN) +.50
SZCS)=ZCOORO(1)
SX(6)=1.0
SY(6) =YCOCROCNN)
SZ(6)=ZCOORO{1)
S)«(7)=0.0
SY(7)~YCOORO(1)-.SO
S2(7)=ZCOORO{NN)
SX(8):1.0
S~ (B) =YGOORO (1)
SZ(8l=ZCOORO (NN')
SX ( g') =0. 0
Sy (g) =YCOORO (NN) +1. 0
SZ(9)=ZCOOROtNNl+1.D
GO TO 1000
800 CONTINUE
C-----SET SUPPORT NODE DEGREES OF FREEDCM
00 900 I=1,NS
NSN (1)= NN+I
SX(I)=O.O
Nsax (Il = 1
NSBY(I)=1
NSBZCI}=1
NS8XX (I) =1
NSBYY(I)=1
NS8ZZ(I)=1
900 STEMP(I)=O.O
GO TO 1200
1000 CONTINUE
00 1100 I=i,NS
NSN{I)=NN+I
NS8X(I)=1
NSBY(I)=1 A.19
NS8ZeI)=1
NS8XX(I)=1
NSBYY(I)=1
NS8ZZeIl=1
1100 STtMP(I)=O.O
120 0 CONT I NUE
C-----GEN~RATE BOUNDARY ELEMENTS
J=1
IC1=3
IC2=3
IC3=2
ISET1=1
ISET2=ARRAY (1)'
ISET3=NN-ARRAY(NV'+1
IF(NSC.LE.4) GO TO 1300
IFCNSC.£Q.6l IC2=IC2-1
GO TO 1500
1300 IC1=.IC1-1
IF(NSC.EQ.4> GO TO 1400
IF(NSC. EQ.3) IC2=IC2-2
GO TO 1SnO
1400 IC2=IC2-1
150 0 CONTI NUE
IC=IC1
ISET=ISET1
DO 2300 !=1,N80UNL
IF{I.NE.1) GO TO 1900
NCCl) =ISET
IIC!)=NSNCI)
NCISP(I)=1
NROT (I> =0
GO TO 2300
1600 CONTINUE
GO TO (1700,1800) J
1700 IC=IC+IG2
ISET=ISET2
J=J+1
GO TO 2000
1,80 0 Ie= IC+IC 3
ISET=ISET3
GO TO 2000
1900 CONTINUE
I F ( I • GT • Ie) GOT 0 16 '0 0
2000 NrtI)=ISET
IItI)=NSNCI)
IFCSX(Il.EQ.O.O) GO TO 2100
NDISP(Il=O
NROT<!)=l
GO TO 2200
210 0 CONT I NUE
NDISF{Il=1
NROT (I) =0
2200 CONTINUE
230{J CONTINUE
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE 8EAM(NEEAH,II,JJ,KK,NGEOP,N~E,ARRAY,NV,NN,NS)
C-----THIS SU8ROUTINE GENERATES ALL BEAM ELEMENTS. THE I NODE, J NODE
C-----ANO K NODE FOR EACH £l~MENT IS ASSIGNED. ELEMENT NUMBERING AND
C-----GENERATION IS PERFORMED FROM LEFT TO RIGHT ALONG THE SOTTOM EDGE
C-----OF THE WALL, VERTICALLY UP THE LEFT SIDE OF·THE WALL THEN THE
C-----RIGHT SIDE, AND FINALl~ ACCROSS THE TOP EDGE OF THE WALL.
C-----A GEOMETRIC PROPERTY CODE IS ALSO ASSIGNED ,1 IF THE ELEMENT
C-----8£LONGS TO THE BEAM, AND 2 IF THE ELEMENT BELONGS TO THE COLUHN.
DIMENSION NEEAMCNEE}, IItNBEl ,JJ<N8El ,KK(N8E) ,.ARRAY{NV) ,NGEOP(N8E)
GOMMON/GREEN5/NH01,NV1,NV2
J=1
DO 1200 I=1,N8E
N8EAM(I)=I
IF(I.GT.NH01} GO TO 100
II(I)=J
JJ(I)=J+1
GO TO 700
100 tONTINUE
IFCI.GT.CNH01+NV1» GO TO 300
IF (J • NE. 1) Ga TO 200
II (1) =II (J)
JJCI)=II(!) +ARRAY(J)
GO TO 800
200 II(I)=JJtI-1)
JJ{I)=II(I)+ARRA~(J)
GO TO 800
300 CONTINUE
IF(!.GT.{NH01+2<¥NV1») GO TO 500
IFeJ.NE.1) GO TO 400
II (I) =ARRAY (J)
JJ(I)=II(I)+ARRAyeJ+1)
GO TO 800
400 I!(1) =JJtI-1)
JJCI)=II(I)+ARRAyeJ+1}
GO TO 800
sao CONTINUE
IF(J.NE.1l GO TO 600
II(I)=JJCNH01+NV1)
JJ(I) =II(Il +1
GO TO 700
600 IICI)=JJtI-l)
JJ (I) =1 I (I) +1
700 CONTINUE
KK {ll =t~t~+NS
IF<J.NE.NH01l GO TO 900
J=1
GO TO 1000
BO 0 CONTINUE
t<K {I} =N!'4+NS
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IFfJ.Nc.NV1) GO TC 9DO
J=1
GOT 0 1 0 00
90-0 J=J+1
1000 IF{JJeI) .. EQ.{IICI)+1)} GO TO 1100
NGEOPC!)=2
GO TO 1200
1100 NGEOP(I)=l
1200 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE GROUT(NGROUT,II,JJ,KK,LL,NGE,ARRAY,NV'
C-----THIS SUBROUTINE GENERATES ALL PLANE STRESS (GROU1) ELEMENTS.
C-----THE 1- ,J- ,K- ,AND l- NODES FOR EACH ELEMENT ARE ASSIGNED AND THE
C-----ElEMENT NU~BEREO, THE ELEMENTS ARE GENERATED FRC~ LEFT TO RIGHT
C-----80TTOH TO TOP OF THE WALL.
Drrt~NSI ON t~GROUT (NG E") ,II (NGEl , JJ (N,GEl , KK eNGEl "LL ("GEl , ARRAY ( NV)
COMHON/GREENS/NHC1,NV1,NV2
J=1
00 1000 I=i,NGE
NGROUTlIl=I
IfCI.GT.NH01) GO TO 100
!I(I)=J
JJC!)=J+l
KK(I)=JJ(I)~ARRAY(1)
Ll (I) =KK (1)-1
GO TO 700
10 0 CONT I NUE
IF(I.GT.(NH01+NV2» GO TO 3DD
IF(J.NE.1l GO TO 200
1 I ( I) =L L ( J)
JJ (I) ==K K'( J)
KK(I)=JJ{I)+ARRAY(J~1)
LL ( I ) =K Kt I) - 1
GO TO 800
200 II{I}=IItI-1)+ARRAY(Jl
JJ(!)=JJ(I-1)+ARRAyeJ)
KKCI)=JJ(I)+ARRAY(J+1l
LL(Il=KK{I)-1
GO TO 800
300 CONTINUE
IF(I.GT.(NH01+Z·NV2)} GO TO SOO
IFCJ.NE.1) GO TO !tOO
II (Il =Ll tNH01)
JJ(!)=KKtNH01l
KK(I)=JJ(!)+ARRAYtJ+2)
LL(I)=KK(I)-1
GO TO 800
400 II (I) =I I (1-1) +ARRAY fJ+1)
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JJ(I)=JJtI-l)+ARRAY(J+1)
KK(I)=JJfI)+ARRAY(J+2)
llCI'=KK(I)-1
GO TO 800
500 CONTINU~
IF"(J.NE.1) GO TO 600
II(I):LL(NH01+NV2)
JJeI)=KK(NH01+NV2)
KK(I)=JJ{I)+ARRAY(NV2+2)
LLCI)=KKfI)-1
GO TO 700
600 II(I)=I!fI-l)+1
JJ(I)=JJtI-1)+1
KKtI)==KK(I-1)+1
LL (!) =lL (I-i) +1
700 CONTINUE
IF(.J.NE.NH01) GO TO 900
J=1
GO TO 1000
800 CONTINUE:
IF(J.NE.NV2) GO TO 900
J=1
GO TO 1000
900 J=J+1
100 0 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE BRICKCNBRIGK,II,JJ,KK,lL,NBRE,ARRAY,NVl
C-----THIS SUBROUTINE GENERATES ALL PLANE STRESS (BRICK) ELEMENTS.
C-----THE I- ,J- ,K~ , AND l- NODES FOR EACH ELEMENT ARE ASSIGNED AND
C-----T~E ELEMENT NUMBERED. THE ELEMENTS AQE GENERATED FRO~ LEFT TO
C-----RIGHT BOTTOM TO TOP OF THE WALL.
OIMENSION NBRICK(~BRE) ,II (NBRE) ,JJ (NBRE) ,KK-(NERE) ,LL (NERE),
CARRAYCNV)
COMHON/GREEN6/N1,N2
J-=1
K=1
NCOUNT=1
00 ·400 I=1,NBRE
NERICK(I)=I
IF(I.NE.1) GO TO 200
IICI)=ARRAY(K)+2
JJ{I}=IIt!)+l
KKtI)=JJ(I'+ARRAY(K+1)
ll(I}=KKCI)-1
GO TO 400
100 CONTINUE
l<==K+2
II(I}=IICI-1)+ARRAY(K)+4
NCOUNT=NCOUNT+1
GO TO 300
20 0 CONTlt~UE
IF{I.GT. (2~h1~NCCUNT» GO TO ion
II-CI)=II(I-1l+J
IF(J.EQ.2) J=O
J=J+1
300 JJ(Il=II(I)+1
KK(!)=JJ(I)+ARRAY(K+1)
LLtI)=KKfI)-1
400 CONTINUE,
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE MORTR1CNJOINT,II,JJ,KK,LL,NVMJ,ARRAY,NV)
C-----THIS SUBROUTINE GENERATES ALL PLANE STRESS (VERTICAL MORTAR JOINT)
C-----ELEM£NTS. THE·I- ,J- ,K- , AND l- NODES FOR EACH ELEMENT ARE
C-----ASSIGNEO AND THE ELEMENT NUMBERED. lHE ELEMENTS ~RE GENERATED
C-----FROM LEFT TO RIGHT BOTTOM TO TOP OF THE' WALL.
DIMENSION NJOINT (NV~1J) ,II(NVMJ) ,JJ (NVMJ) ,KK CNVMJ) tll (NVMJ>,
CARRA Y (N V)
COMHON/GREEN6/N1,N2
J=1
K=1
NCOUNT= 0
N=N1-1
NCOUNT=NCOUNT+N
00 500 I=i,NVMJ
NJOINT(I)=!
I F ( I • N£ • 1 ) GOT 0 3 {) 0
II(I)=ARRAY(K}+4
J'J ( I) =1 I (1) +1
KKtI)=JJ(I)+ARRAY(K+1}
Ll (1) =KK-lI) -1
GO TO 500
10 0 CONT INUE
K=K+2
II(I):II(I-1)+ARRAY(Kl+7
IF(N.EQ.N1l GO TO 200
N=N1
NCOUNT=NCOUNT+N
GO TO 400
20 {) N=N 1-1
NCOUNT=NCOUNT+N
GO TO 400
30 0 CO~~TI NUE
IF (! • GT • NCOUNT) GO TO 100
IICI)=II{!-1)+3
400 JJCI)=IItI)+1
KK(I)=JJeI)+ARRAYCK+1)
LL (Il =KK (IJ -1
50 0 CONT INUE
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE ~ORTR2(N~OINT,II,JJ,KK,LL,NHMJA,ARRAy,~Vl
C-----THIS SUBROUTINE GENERATES ALL PLANE STRESS (HORIZONTAL MORTAR
C-----JOINT A) ELEMENTS. THE 1- ,J- ,K- , AND L- NODES FOR EACH ELEMENT
C-----ARE ASSIGNED AND THE ELEMENT NUMEEREO. THE ELEMENTS ARE GENERATED
C-----FROM LEFT TO RIGHT BOTTOM TO TOP OF THE, WALL.
DIMENSION NJCINT(~HMJA),II(NHMJA),JJ(NHHJA),KK(NHMJA),Ll(NHMJA),
CAf<RAY(NV)
COMHON/GREEN6/N1,N2
J=1
K=1
M=O
N=1
NCOUNT=1
DO 500 I=1,NHMJA
NJOIt~T(I)=I
IF(I.NE.l) GO TO 200
II(r)=ARRAY(K)+AR~AY(K+1)+2
J'J ( I ) =I I ( I) +1
KKCI)=JJtI)+ARRAY(K+2)
LL(I)=KK(I)-l
GO TO 500
100 CONTINUE
K=K+2'
IItI)=II(I-l)+ARRAY(K+11+4
N=-N
M=M-N
NCOUNT=NCOUNT+1
GO TO 400
20 0 CONTINUE
IF(I.GT. (2)J.N1--\&-NCCUNT) )GO TO 100
Il(I)=II(I-i)+J
IFCJ.EQ.2) GO TO 3DQ
JJCI)=IItI) +1
KK(I)=IICI)+ARRAYCK+2)+J+M+N
lL{!)=KKtI)-1
J=2
GO TO 500
300 J=1
4DO JJ(I)=II(!)+1
KKCI)=IIlI)+ARRAYtK+2)+J-3·H-N+1
LL(I):KK(I)-1
SO 0 CONTI NUE
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE HORTR3(NJOINT,II,JJ,KK,Ll~NHHJE,ARRAY,~V)
C-----THIS SUBROUTINE GENERATES ALL PLANE STRESS (HORIZONTAL MORTAR
C-----JOINT B) ELEMENTS. THE 1- ,J- ,K- , AND L- NODES FOR EACH ELEMENT
C-----AR£ ASSIGNED AND lH~ ELEMENT NUMBERED. THE ELEMENTS ARE GENERATED
C-----FROH LEFT TO RIGHT BOTTOM TO TeF OF THE WALL.
DIMENSION NJOINT {NHMJEl , II (NHMJ E) , JJ (NHMJ8) , KK(NHMJS) ,Ll (NHMJE) 1
CARRAY (N V)
COMMON/GREEN6/N1,N2
K=1
L=1
M=O
N=1
NCOUNT= 1
DO 900 I=l,NHMJB
NJOINT(I)=I
IF(I.NE.1) GO TO 400
II(I):ARRAY(K)+A~~AY(K+1)+3
JJ(I)=II(I)+ARRAY(K+2)+1
KKCI)=JJ(I)-1
LL{I)=KKtI)
GO TO 900
100 CONTINUE
K=K+ 2'
GO TO (200,300) N
20D II(I)=IItI-1)+ARRAY(K+l)+S
L=-l
M=H-L .'
NCOUNT=NCOUNT+l
GO TO 600
3UO IICI)=IICI-1)+ARRAYCK+1)+E
L=-L
M=M-L
NCOUNT= NCOUNT+ 1
GO TO 800
'40 0 CONT INUE
IF(I.GT. «2~N1-1)~NCOUNT») GO TO 100
GO TO (500,700) N
500 II(I)=II(I-1)+1
600 JJCI)=IItI)+1
KK(I)=II(Il+ARRAYfK+2)+L+M
LL{!)=KKtI)
N=2
GO TO 900
700 II{I)=II(!-1)+2
·800 JJCI)=IICI)+ARRAY{K+21+L+M
KKCI)=JJ(I)-1
LL (!) =KK (!)
N=1
900 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE PRPTY(NEl,~MAT,MICARO,PCARD,TCARO)
C-----THIS SU8ROUT~NE CREATES A SET OF MATERIAL PROPERTY CARDS FOR
C-----EvERy PLANE STRESS ELEM~NT.
DIMENSION MICAROfNMAT,S>,PGARDCNMAT,8),TCARO(NMAT,3)
C-----WRITE PLANE STRESS CONTROL CARD C~ TAPE 1
WRIT E (1 , 900 0 ) NE L , NMAT
C---~-INITIALIZE ARRAYS
00 400 I=1,NMAT
0,0 100 J = 1 , 5
100 HICARO(I,J)=Q
DO 200 J=1,8
200 PCARO(I,J)=O.O
00 300 J=i,3
300 TCARQ<I,J)=O.O
400 CONTINUE
C-----INPUT INITIAL MODULUS VALUES
R'E A0 '8 0 0 0, EO, PNU , G
PRINT 9100~EO,PNU,G
DO 500 I=i,NMAT
500 HICAROtI,1l=I
00 aDO I=1,NMAT
00 600 J=2:,4
600 PCARO(I,J)=EO
00 700 J=S,7
700 PCARO(I,JJ=PNU
PCARO (1, 8) =G
80 0 CONT I NUE
C-----WRITE MATERIAL FRCPERTY OATA ON TAPE 1
00 900 I=1,NMAT
WRITE(1,9400)(MICAROCI,J), J:1,S)
WRITE(1,9500){PCAFDtI~J), J=1,S)
WRITE(1,96DO)(TCA~O(I,J), J=1,3)
900 CONTINUE
WRITE(1,9700)
RETURN
8000 FORMAT(8F10.0}
gOOD FCRMAr(4x,·4~,2I5,4X,~1·,~X,~2·,4X,·1·}
9100 FORMATC/ , 15X,.INliIAL MODULUS OF ELASTICITY = ·E10.3,
C/,15X,~INITIAl POISSONS RATIO = ·F5.4,
C/,1SX,~INITIAl SHEAF MOOULUS = ~E1D.3)
9400 FCRMAT(215,~F10.2'
9500 FCRMAT(8E10.3)
9600 FORMAT(3Fl0.2)
9700 FCRMAT(///l
END
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SUBROUTINE MARKERCNN,NS,NBOUNL,NBE,NGE 1 NSRE,NVMJ,NHMJA,NHMJSl
C-----THIS SUBROUTI~E CREATES A S~~IES OF LIN~ MARKERS IDENTIFYING
C-----KEy POSITIONS IN THE INPUl OATA WRITTEN TO TAPE 1. THESE'LINE
C-----HARKERS ARE WRITTEN TO TAPE 2.
HARK1=2
WRITEC2,9000) MARK!
HARK2=NN
WRITEC2,9000} MARK2
MARK3=NS
WRITEC2,9000) MARK3
MARK4=2
HRITEC2,9000) MARK4
MARK5=NBOUNL
WRITE(2,9000) MARKS
MARK6=7
WRITE(2,gOOOJ MARK6
t'(ARK7=N BE
WRITEC2,9000) MARK?
HARK8=1
WRITE(2,SOOOl MARK8
MARK9=3-¥-NGE
WRITE (2, gOGO) HARK9
MARKiO= 4
WRITEt2,90UOl MARKiO
MARK11=NGE
WRITE(2,90DO) MAR~11
MARK12=1
WRITECZ,9000) MARK12
MAR K13= 3.'f.NBR E
WRITECZ,90UOl MARK13
MARK14= 4
WRITE{2,9000) MARK14
MARK15=NBRE.
WRITE(2,9000) HARK15
MARK16= 1
WRITE(2,90GOl MARK1E
MARK17=3-¥-NVMJ
WRITE,2,9000) MARK17
MARK18=4
WRITE(2,9CnO) MARK18
MARK1 9= NVMJ
WRITE(2,9000) MARK19
MARK20=1
WRITEC2,9000l MARK20
MARK21= 3.1ttNHMJA
WRITE(2,90001 MARK21
MARK22=4
WRITE(2,9000) MARK22
MARK23= NHMJA
WRITE(2,9000) MARK23
HARK24=1
WRITE(Z,90001 MARK24
MARK25=3~NHfiJ8
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WRITE(2,gOOO) MARK25
MARK2E=4
WRITE(2,9000) MARK26
MARK27=NHMJ8
WRITE(2,9000l HARK27
MARK28=16
WRITEt2,9000) MARK28
RETURN
9000 FORMATtI10)
END
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PROfRAH STARltINPUT 1 0ATA3,TAPE3=DATA3)
C-----PROGRAH START IS AN AUXILIARY PROGRAM THAt INITIALIZES A CRACK
C-----CODE EQUAL TO ZERO FOR All NONLINEAR PLANE STRESS ELEMENTS.
C-----WRITTEN BY PERRY GREEN
C-----FRITZ ENGINEERING LABCRATORY
C~----LEHIGH UNIVERSITY
C-----BETHlEHEM,PENNSylVANIA
C-----MARCH, 1979
c
C-----TAPE 3 = DATA3, OUTPUT LOCAL FILE--CONTAINS THE INITIAL CRACK
c-----tOOE INFORMATION FOR ALL PLANE STRESS ELEMENTS
DIMENSION HARK(28)
C-----READ <LI NE MARKERS
READ 8000,(KARK(I)tI=1t28~
C~----OETERMINE TOTAL NeHB£R OF PLANE SlRESS ELEMENTS
ISUM=O
00 100 I=11,21,4
100 ISUM=ISUM+HARK{Il
c-----WnITE CRACK CODE DATA ON TAPE 3
ICRACK=O
00 200 I=1,ISUM
WRITE(3,9000l ICRACK
20 0 CONT INUE
STOP
8000 FCRMATtI10)
gOO 0 F CR MAT ( I 1 0)
END
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PROGRAM SAP2 CINPUI,DUMP ,TAPE5=INPUT,TAPE6=DUMP
1 TAPE2,TAPE3,TAPE~,lAPE7,TAPE8,SlRESS,TAP~9=STRESS)
•• ~. .+ ~¥ ~~ ~~ ~~ .~ •• .~ •• •• ~. ••
SAP2 A STATIC A~~LYSIS PROGRAM FO~ THREE-OIMENSIO~AL
REVISED DECEMBER' 1~72
.¥ ~~ ~. ¥¥ ~~ ~~ ~~ ~. •• .~ ~~ ~. ~. ••
,TAPE1, SSAF 1
•• ... •• ·SSAF :3
STI1UCTUR£S SSAP 4
SSAP t:
¥Jf ¥?+ Jf~
.If.SSAF E
• ·..HOOIFICATICN BY PERRY S. GREEN .
-----TAP~PE 9 = STRESS, OUTPUT LOCAL FIlE--CONTAINS PFINCIPAL STRESS
,-----VALUES AND PRINCIFAL STRESS ANGLE FO~ All PLANE STRESS ELEMENTS
COMMON IJUNK I HE(12l,JUK(210l SSAP
COMMON IElPARI NFAR(1~),NU~NP,MBANO,NELTYPtN1,~2,~3,N4,NS,Ml0T,NEOSSAP
COMMON I EM I QQC(2Sg4) SSAP
,OIMENSION T(7) SSAP
SSAP
PROGRAM CAPACITY CONTROLLED BY THE FOLLOWING TWO STATEM€NTS ••• SSAP
COMMON A(32000)
MTOT=32000'
7
10
11
12
COM H0N A, ( 7 0 0 n)
M10T= 700 0
PROGRAM CONTROL tATA
5 CALL SECCNOCT(1)
READ (5,100) HEO,NUHNP,NELTYP,ll,NF,NDYN
IF {NUMNP.EC.O) SlOP
WRITE{6,20Q> HEO,NUMNP,NELTYP,lL
INPUT JOINT OATA--ID ARRAY ON TAFE 8
N1=1
N2=t~1+0· NUMNP
N3=N2+NUMNP
N4=N3+NUMNP
N5=N4+NUMNP
N6=NS +NUM,,",P
IF(N6.GT.MTOT) C~lL ERROR(N6-~TOT)
CALL INPU1J(A{N1),AtN2),A(N3),A{N~1,A(N5),NUHNP,NEQ)
FCRM ELEMENT STIFFNESSES--STIFF. ON TAPE 2 -STRESS MATRIX ON
CALL SECONO{TC2ll
MEAND::O
NUMEL=O
A.32
SSAP 1~
SSA.P 14
SSAP 1~
SSAP if
SSAP 17
SSAP 1~
SSAP is
SSAP 2D
SSAP 21
SS ~A. P 22
SSAP 2:3
SSAP 2~
SSAP 2~
SSAP 2E
SSAP 27
SSAP 2€
SSAP 29
SSAP "3C
·SSAP "3"1
SSAP "32
SSAP ~ ...-'-i '_
TAPE1SSAP 3~
SSAP 3~
SSAP 3E
SSAP ~i'VI
SSAP ~~
..... '-
30 N2=N1+4·LL
N3=N2 +NE QE-¥-LL
LE=(HTOT-N3)/(N~C +12}
NOYN=O
CALL STRESS(A(N1),ACN2),AtN3) ,NEQ8,L8,LL,NEQ.NBLGCK)
3<:
5E
57
58
c:c
~ .",.
-c( i...
79
8D
81 :
82
8~
8 ~.
85 :
8E ..
8 7 ~
88:'
8 c:~
C; 0 :~
g.., :-.
<32
6C
61
E2
6~
64
E:
61:
67
6e
e~
7 ~ .
71
72:
7? :
74
7: :
7E '.
77 :
CALL SECOND (T(7)l
N2=N1+t~UMNpt¥-6
N3=N2+6"'LL
CALL PRINTOCACN11,A{N21,AfN3l,NEQE,NUMNP,lL,NBLOCK,NEQ,2l
REWIND 1
REWIND 2
DO 900 M=1, ~ELTYF
READ (S,1001) NF~R
WRITE (1) NPAR
NtM£l=NUMEl tNPAR (2)·
MTYPE=NPAR(1)
CALL a TYPE (MTYP E)
CONTINUE
COMPUTE STRESSES
PRINT DISPLACEMENT
NEQ8:(MTOT-4 4 LL)/lMEANO.LL+1}/2
NElOCK=(NEQ-1)/NEGB +1
IF (NEQ8.GT.NEO' NEQ8=N~Q
N3=N2+NEQe"'LL
N.l;=N3+6"LL
WRITE (6,201) NEQ~MeAND,NEQ8,NeLOCK
CALL SECONOfT(3)'
CALL INL(A(N1) ,.A (t\2l ,AtN3) ,A(NLt) ,NUHNP,NE:aE,LL)
CALL SECONO(Tf4})
SOLVE FOR OISFLACEM€NT UN~NOWNS
NS8=(MBAND+lt)~NEGB
NSBE=NEQ8~LL¥(2+{M8AND-1}/NEQ8)
IFtNSB8.LT.NSel NSB8=NS8
N4=N3+NSBB
CALL USOl(A (Ni) ,ACN3) ,ACNLt) ,NEQB,HEAND,Ll,N8LOCK"NSB,4,3,7,2,2l
CALL SECONO(T{6»
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAF
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAF
SSAP
SSAP
NE23=2~NEQ8 SSAP
N2=N1+NEQe~~BANO SSAP
N3=N2+NEQa~Ll SSAP
N4= N3 +4~ lL SSA P
NN2=N1+NE28 4 MBAND SSAP
NN3=NN2+NE28·lL SSAP
NN4=NN3+4·lL SSAP
CALL AOOSTF(A{N1),A(NN2),A(NN3),~(NN4),NUHEL,NeLOCK,NE2E,lL,HEAN(}SSAP
CALL SECONO(TtS» SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAF
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAD
SSAP
SSAP
SSAF
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
I~PUT NODAL LOACS AND JOINT MASSES --- WRITE ON TAPE 3
FCRM TOTAL STIFFNESS M~TRIX --ON TAPE ~
900
A.33
1001 FeRMAT (1415)
END
SU8ROUT I NE .I NPU1 J (I D, X, Y , Z , T , NUMt\P , NEQ)
-----E. WILSON JULY 1971
01 MEN S1 0 N X ( 1") , Y (1} ,Z {1} , I 0 { NUMNP, 6) ,T ( 1 )
~ 7,
Sci
<: ~:
1nC
101
102
1 n ~:
10 li:
10 Sl
10 r'
107
10 e:
10 S:
11 C
iii'
112 :
112'
11 L'
11 ~:
11 €
117
11e
11 S
12 ~
121
122
12~
12 t ,
12 S :
12 E .
127
128
12~'
13 C '
131
132
13~'
131{'
13~
13 E :
1~7:
1~ e ~
1~~ ::
1 ~ 0 "
141 .
1~ 2
14 :3
14~
14 ~
14f
1'-17
1~8
14 ~
15 (j
151 (
152
15~
15~
,F8.211
,F8.2/1
,F8.2/1
,F8.2//
,F8.2//
• F8.t.//1
,F 8 • 2)
GO TO 5
•
•
•
DO 40 I=i,o
40 TCI)=T(!+1)-T(I)
T(7)=TC1l+T(2l+T(3)+TC4)+TCS1+TCE)
WRITE (6,20 3) T
100 FGRMAT(12A6/6ISl
200 FCRMAT(1Hl,12A6/JI
• 23H NUMBER OF NODAL POINTS = ,ISII
• 28H NUMBER OF ~LEMENT TYPES = ,IS/I
• 28H NUMBER OF LOAO CASES = ,IS)
201 FCRMAT(34H2 TOTAL NUMEER CF EQUATIONS =,15,
1 /34H EANDWIDTH =,IS,
2 /34H NUMBEF OF EQUATIONS IN A BLOCK '=.,15,
3 /31tH NUMBER OF BLOCKS =,151
203 FeRMAT ( 12H20VERA(l LeG //
• 33H NODAL POINT I~PUT •••••••••••••
• 33H FORM ELEMEN7 STIFFNESSES ••••••
33H IN f UT NCO ALL 0 ADS ••••••• ~ •••••
33H FOR~ TOTAL STIFFNESS ••••••••••
33H EQUATIO~ SOlVING~ •••••••••••••
33H SLEMENl STRESSES ••••••••••••••
33H TOT~l SOLUTION TIME •••••••••••
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAF
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
REAO OR GENERATE NODAL POI~T OA1A--------------------------------SSAP
WRITE (6,2000) SSAc
WRITE (6,2001) SSAP
NOLD= 0 SSA P
1 ORE A0 ( 5 , 1 0 0 0 ) t~, (I 0 ( N, I) ,I=1 , 6) ,X ( N) ,Y (N) ,Z ( N) , KN, T (N 1 SS AP
WRITE (6,20(2) N,CIOCN,Il,I=1,El ,XCNl,YCN),Z(N) ,l<t\,T{Nl SSAT:
IF(NOLD.EQ.C) GO TO 50 SSAP
~----CHEGK IF GENERATICN IS REQUIREO-----------------------------------SSAP
DO 20 I=i,6 SSAP
IF(IOCN,I).EQ.O.ANO.IC(NOlO,IJ.LT.Ol IOCN,Il=IDCNCLD,!) SSAF
20 CON1INUE SSAP
IFCf<N.EQ.C) GO TC 50 SSAP
NUM=(N-NOL01/KN SSAP
NUMN=NUM-1 SSAP
IF(NUMN.LT.1) GO TO 50 SSAP
XNUM=NUM SSAP
OX=(X(N)-X(NOLD»/XNUM SSAP
OY={Y(N'-Y(~OLD)l/X~U~ SSAP
OZ=(Z(N)-Z(~OLO»/XNUM SSAP
OT=(T(N)-T(~OLO)/XNUH SSAP
K=NOLD SSAP
DO' 30 J=1,NUMN SSAP
l<t<= K SSA P
K=K+KN SSAP
X(K}=X(KK)+OX SSAP
YCK)=YCKK)+OY SSAP
Z(K)=Z{K~)+DZ SSAP
A.34
T(K)=T(KK)+Dl SSAP 15:,
00 30 I=1,6 SSAP 15E,
IDCK,Il=IO(KK,I) SSAP'157:
IF (IO(K,I).GT.1J IOCK,I)=ID(KK,I)+KN SSAP 15e
30 CONTINUE SSAP 15g:
SSAP 16C
50 NOl[,=N SSAP 161::
IFtN.NE.NUMNP) GO TO 10 SSAP 162;
SSAP 16:=)
---- PRINT ALL NODAL feINT OATA----------------------------------------SSAP 104:
SSAP if ~,'
WRITE (6~2003) SSAP iEE·
WRITE {o,20011 SSAP 167,
WRITE C6,200S} CN,(IO(N,I},I=1,61,XCN),Y,(Nl,Z(Nl,1(Nl,N=1,NUMNP) SSAF 16E
SSAP 16 S'
-----NUH8ER UNKNOWNS AND SET MASTER NeVES NEGATIVE---------------------SSAP 170.
SSAP 171·
NEQ=O SSAP 172
00 60 N=1,NUMNP SSAP 17~
00 60 1=1,6 SSAP 17~
IOfN,I)=IABS(IO(N,I'l SSAP 17~
IF(!O{N,!)-11 57,58,5~ SSAP 17E
57 NEQ=NEQ+1 SSAo 177
IO{N,Il=NEQ SSAP 178
GO TO 00 SSAP 17S
5~ IO(N,I)=O SSA~ 18C
GO TO 60 SSAP 181
59 ID(N,I)=-IO(N,I) SSAP 182
60 CONTINUE SSAP 18~
WRITE (6,2004) CN,{IDCN,I),I=1,El,N=1,NUMNP) SSAP 1'84
REWIND 8 SSAP 18:
WRITE (8l IO SSAP 18E
SSAP 187'
RETURN SSAP 113e
000 FeRMAT (7IS,3F10.0,IS,F10.0) SSAP l8S'
000 FOR~AT (//23H NOD~L PCINT INPUT DAJA ) SSAP 1c r'
001 FORMAT (SHDNODE 3X 24HBOUNDARY CONOI1ION CODES l1X SSAP 191,
• 23HNOOAL FOINT COORDINATES / 7H NUM8ER 2X 1HX ~x 1HY 4X 1HZ 3X SSAP 1S2
• 2HXX 3X 2HYY 3X 2HZZ12X 1HX 12X 1HY 12X 1HZ 12X 1HT.' SSAP 19~
2002 FeRMAT (I5,EIS,~F13.3,I5,F13.3) SSAP 19~_
.2003 FORMAT (1121H GENERAJEO NODAL DAlAl SSAP 19:,
004 FeRMAT (1117H EQutTIOK NUMBERSI SSAP 19Ei
1 35H N X Y Z xx ~y ZZ /C7I5tl SSAP 1971
2005 FeRMAT (I5,EI5,~F13.3) SSAP 1~Ei
END SSAP 1<;9'
SUBROUTINE ELTYPECHTYFEl SSAP 20c'
GO TO (1,2,2,4,5,6,7,el MTYPE SSAP 201
SSAP 202
THREE DIMENSIONAL TRUSS ElEMEN1S SSAP 20~
SSAP 20 t
1 CAL L TR USS SSAP 2 0 ::
GO TO 900 SSAP ZOE
SSAP 207
THREE DIMENSIONAL B~AM ELEMENTS SSAP 20e
SSAP 20~
2 CAL L 8E AM SSAP 21 C
GO TO 900 SSAP 211
SSAP 212
A.35
fl AN£ 5T RESS ELEMENTS
3 CALL PLANE
GO TO 900
AXISYMMETRIC SOL 10 ELEHSNTS
1+ CALL PL ANE
GO TO 900
THREE DIMENSIONAL SOLID ELEMENTS
5 CALL THREEO
GO TO 900
PLATE 8ENOI~G ELEMENTS
6 CALL SHELL
GO TO gOO
7 CALL BOUND
GO TO 900
THICK SHELL ELEMENTS
8 Ctl.LL THKSHL
00 RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE INl(IO,8,TR,T~ASS,NUM~F,NEQ8,LL)
I~PUl NODAL LOADS AND MASSES
DIMENSION IO CNUMNf,6) ,ECNEQS,Lll ,TR{6,ll) ,THASSCNEQ_B)
COMMON / JUNK I R(6) ,TXM(6)
NT=3
REWIND NT
KSHF= 0
WRITE (6,2il021
00 750 I=1,NEQ8
TMASS{I)=O.
DO 750 K=1,LL
7508(I,K)=O.O
00 90'0 NN=1,NUMNF
DO 100 I '= 1 , 6
TXMCI)=O.
DO 100 J=1,LL
10 0 TR (I , J) =a•0
IFCNN.EQ.1) GO TO 300
15 0 IF (N • NE. NN) GO T a 400
00 200 I=i,6
IF (ll 180, 1t30, 1QO
180 TXMCI1=R(I)
SSAP 2i~
SSAP 21 1J
SSAP 215
SSAP 21E
SSAP 217
SSAP 218
SSAP 21S
SSAP 22 ~
SSAP 22j
S'SAo 2,.. ...t::.c.
SSAP 223
SSAP 22~
SSAP 22:
SSAP 22 E
SSAP 227
SSAP 22~
SSAP 229
SSAP 2~ t
SSAP 231
SSAP 232
SSAP 23~
SSAP 23~
SSAP 235
SSAP 23 E
SSA.P 23 7 ~.:
SSAP 2 -3 e :
SSAP 2~c :....., ..
SSA? 24 0 ~~
SSAP 241 :.:
SSAP 242.:.
SSAP 2lt3~
SSAP 2~ ~ ..
SSAP 21.{ =.~
SS~p 24 E'",
SSAP 2~ 7 :'.
SSAP 2£+·g ::'
SSAP 21; 9 ::
SSAP 25 ~ ~.
SSAP 251'·:
SSAP 252"
SSAP 253,"
SSAP 25 L; .:",
SSAP 2 ~ J:: ~.'.
... .J •.
SSAP 2 t: C ;:"
.,.! l,.. t.
SSAP 257 i.'
SSAP 2S B ~"
SSAP 21: c f~ ~ r
SSAP 26 0 r
SSAP 2E 1 r
SSAF 262''-
SSAP ~~.~ ,SSAP
SSA P 2E:: r.
SSAP 26 E r
SSAP t267 L
SSAP 26 f I
SSAP 2E 9 L
SSAP 27 r t
.,
A.36
GO TO 200
190 TR(I,l)=R(I)
200 CONTINUE
300 READ (5,1001) N,t,R
IF CN.EO. Q) GO Te 1S0
WRITE(o,2001) N,L,R'
GO TO 150
400 00 300 J=1,6
II=IOtNN,J)-KSHF
IF (IIl 800,800,500
sao 00 600 K=i,lL
600 E(II,K)=TR(J,K)
TMASS (II) =TXH (J)
610 IFCII.NE.NEQ8) GO TO 800
WRITE (NT) S,TMASS
KSHF =KS HF+NE a8
00 700 I=1,NEQ8
Tt1ASSCI)=O.
00 700 K=1,LL
700 Bf!,K)=O.O
800 CON TI NUE
900 CONTINUE
WRITE (NT) S,TMASS
RETURN
001 FCR~AT (ZI5,7F10.Ul
001 FeRMAT (2I5,7F10.~)
002 FeRMAT (23H2 •••• • ~OOAl PCINT leADS 1/ 10H NODE tC~D 23X
• 14HAP?LIEO LOAOS I 10H NO. CASE 6X 2HRX 8X
• 2HRY ax 2HRZ ax 2HMX ex 2HMY 8~ 2HMZ )
END
SUBROUTINE ERROR(~)
WRITE (6,2000) N
,: 000 FeRMAT (/ / 20H SlORA GE EX CE£OE'D E'1 15)
STOP
END
SUBROUTINE AOOSTF{A,8,STR,THASS,NUMEL,NBLOCK,NE2~,Ll,MeAND)
FORMS GLOEAl EQUILI8RIUM EQUATIONS IN BLOCKS
OIHE:NSION A(NE2B,MBAND) ,BCNE2B,lll ,STR(4,LL) ,TMASS(NE2Bl ,SS(1)
COMMON IEMI lRDtNO,~M(2592)
EGUIVAlENCE (SS,NC)
NE Q E=NE 2 8/2
l<=NEQB+1
X=NBLOCK,
HE=SQRT ~X)
ME=MB/2+1
NE88=MB·NE2B
MM=1
NSHIFT=O
f<EWIND 3
~EWINO 4.
READ ELEH~NT LOAD MULTIPLIERS
WRITE (6,2000)
00 50 l=i,LL
A.37
SSAP 27 :1
SSAP 272
SSAF 27~
SSAP 27~
SSAP 27 :
SSAP 27 E
SSAP 277
SSAP 278
SSAP 27 s~:,
SSAP 28 C[..,
SSAP 2 81 ~:'
SSAP 282 f',
S,SAP 2 8 ~ ~"
SSAP 28 ~ I;':
SSAP 28 =~.'.
SSAP 28 E ~',
SSAP 28 7.~
SSAP 28 E,;,
SSAP 28~ :'.
SSAP 29 G'.-
SSAP 2g1:
SSAP 292 ~:.
SSAP 2 g :3 '.
SSAP 29t :.
SSAP 2 Q t: :,.I ~.
SSAP 2 9 E ~._
SSAP 29 7 .~"
SSAP 29 €:':
SSAP 2~ ~i:
SSAP ~ 00 ::.
SSAF ~o 1
SSAP ~O2
SSAP 3 0 :3 .~.
SSAP 30 L :-~
SSAP 30: :
SSAP 30 E:-'
SSAP 30 i~,
SSAF 3D e:.:
SSAP 30 9 ~;:'
SSAP 31 G'~'.
SSAP 311,~
SSA? :12
SSAP j1~
SSAP 31 L
SSAP 31 ~::
SSAP 31 Et:
SSAP 31 7 ;~~
SSAP 318 t'
SSAP 31 S!
SSAP 32 C;'
SSAP ~ 21 [
SSAP 322 i
SSAP - t:32:.(
SS.t\ P 32 L: ~
r
SSAr: 32 ~;
SSAP 32 E;
SSAP '7 ..... - r~ (. I t,
SSt.p 32 f:'
OETERHINE IF STIFFNESS IS TO BE PLACED ON TAPE 7
REA 0 ( 5 , 1 0 0 2) ( ST R( I, l) , I = 1 , 4 )
'50 WRITE (6,2002) l,(STR(I,Ll,I=1,4}
WRITE (8) ST~
700 CONTINUE
WRI TE (4') (( ~ (I t J) , I =1 , NE QE) ,J=1 ,~e AND) , ( (B (I , L ) , I =1 , Nt.: Q8) i L =1 ,L L )
I F ( M• EQ • NEL 0 CK) GeT 0 1 0 0 0
WRITE(4l «A{ItJ),I=K,N~28),J=1,MEANOl,«8(I,ll,I=K,NE28"l=1,ll'
IF (MH.EQ,MB> M~=O
SSAP 32g
SSAP -33 C
SSAP ~31
SSAP ~32
SSAP 33:3
SSAP 33L
SSAP 3~ 5
SSAP 13E
SSAP 337
SSAP "338
SSAP 33 ~
SSAf' 3 Lf IJ
SSAP 341
SSAP 34 2
SSAP 343 :
SSAP 34~ (
SSAP '3 ~: ~
SSAP 34E:
SSAP 347
'1
SSAP 342'1
SSAP 3~gl
SSAP 35 C
SSAP 35j
SSAP ~ J: .... :
.... -' C.
SSAP 3 ~ "1 ~-.; ....
SSAP 35l.4 ,
SSAP 3~ ~:
SSAP 3SE:
SSAP 35 7
SSAP 3S~
SSAP 35~
SSAP 36C
SSAP ~E :1
SSfJ..P ~E 2
SSAP 36~
SSAP 36 ~
SSAP 3E 5'
SSAP 36E
SSAP 367
SSAP 36 e
SSAP 36Sj
SSAJ: 37 CJ
SSAP ~71 j
SSAP 372.!
SSAP 372
SSAP
I
37 ~'
SSAP 37:;l
SSAP 37E
SSAP 37 7
SSAF 37.Q
SSAP 37 ~
SSAP 380
SSAP 381
SSAP ~82
SSA~ 38~
SSAP 38 ~'
SSAP 38: :
SSA~ 38E
( 2 BLOCKS AT A TIME)FORM EQUATIONS IN BLOCKS
REWIND 7
REWIND 2
NA=7
NUME=NUM7
IF (MH.NE.1) GO TO 75
NA=2
NUME=NUMEL
NUM7 =0
DO 1000 M=1,N8l0C~ ,2
DO 100 I=1,NE2B
DO 100 J=1,~8AND
100 A(I,J)=O.
READ (-3) ((8 (I,L),I=1,N::QE) ,l=1,lL), (TMASS (Il ,1=1,NEQ8)
IF CM.EQ.NBLOCK) GO TO 200
READ (3) (CE(I,Ll ,I=K,NEZel ,l=1, Ll), (TMASS(Il ,I=K.,NE28)
200 CONTINUE
IF (~H.GT.1) GO TO 700
00 650 I=1,NO
I I -= LK(I ) - NS HI FT
IF(II.GT.NE2B.AND.II.LE.NE881 GO TO 660
650 CONTINUE
GO TO 700
660 WRITE (7) LRO, CSS(I) ,I=1,LRO)
NUM7=NUM7+1
75 00 7GO N=1,NUME
READ (NAl LRO, (SS (!-), I=1,LRD)
00 600 I=i,NO
L~N=1-lM{Il
II=Lt'1tI)-NShIFT
IF (II.LE.O.OR.II.GT.NE2El GO 'TO 600
00 ~no L=i,lL
00 300 J=1,4
KK=NO"{NO+Jl +1
300 S(II,l)=BtII,Ll+SS{ItKK1·STR(J,Ll
DO 500 J=i,NO
JJ= lM (J) +LMf~
IFfJJ) 5DO,SOCt3~O
390 KK= N·D~J +1
400 A(II,JJ)=ACII,JJ)tSS(!+KK)
500 CONTINUE
6DO CONTINUE
A.38
~--------------------------------------------------------------------
SSAP 3ft
SSAP 38~
SSAP 38S
SSAP 3g C
SSAP jg 1
SSAP --,c .......... JL
SSAP 39 ~
SSAP 391.;
SSAP 3S·:
SSAP 39E
SSAP ~c-v "'" f
SSAP 398
SSAP 3~~
SSAP 40e
SSAP 401
SSAP ~O2
SSAP ltO~
SSAP 40~
SSAP 40:
SSAP 40E
SSAP 407
SSAP 40~
SSAP 40g
SSAP 41 C:
SSAP 411 :
SSAP ~12 :
SSAP 41~
SSAP 41 L
SSAP 41~
SSAP 41f
SSAP 417
SSAF 41~
SSAP 41 <:;
SSAP 42 G:
SSAP t., 21 :
SSAP 422,:
'SSAP lf2~
SSAP 42~
SSAP 42:
SSAP 42E
SSAP 427
SSAP 42e
SSAP 429
SSA~ Ii 3 C
SSAP 4~1
SSAP l.{~2
SSAP 4~~
SSAP 434
SSAP .lf~!:
SSAP 43E
SSAF 437
SSAP 43 ~.
SSAP 43<:
SSAP !.ritO
SSAP 441
SSAP ~4 2
SSAP 4L,~
SSAP 4~L
A.39
NC=ME+LL
NBR=(MB-1)/NEQ8+1
I ~c =N EQ 8-1
NMS=t~EQ8¥MB
WRITE (6,20C4l N,CL,(O(I,L),I=1,6l,l=1,LL)
DIMENSION ACNSB) ,e(NSE) ,HAXB(NEnE>
1=6
00 250 I1=1,6
00 100 L~1,L'L
100 OtI,L)=O.
IF(M.GT.NN) GO TO 150
IF (M.EQ.• Ol GO TO 150
READ tNT) 8
NN=NN-NEQ8
150 IF(IDlN,I).LT.1} GO TO 250
K=M-NN
t-';=M-1
00 200 l=1,LL
200 O(I,L)=B(~,L)
250 1=I-1
00 500 KK=1,NUMNP
REWIND NT
REWIND 8
READ (8l 10
M=NEQ
NN=NEQB-f-NELOCK
WRITE (6,2D03)
N=NUMNP
RETURN
50 a N=N-1
DIMENSION IO(NU~1l\F,6) ,8(NEQ8,Ll) ,O(6,lL")
~M=MM+1
loao NSHIFT=NSHIFT+NE2E
RETURN
L002 FeRMAT (ttF10.0)
~ooo FeRMAT C10H2S1RUCTUR£ 12X 25HElEMENT LOAD ~ULTIPlIERS I
• iOH LOAD CASE gX 1HA 9X 1HB 9X 1He 9X 1HO/}
~ 00 2 F CR MAT (16, 7 X , l..t F 1 0 • 3}
END
SUBROUTINE PRINTOCIO,O,8,NEQ8,NUMNP,LL,NBlOCK,NEG,NTl
2003 FORMAT (~OH1 ••••••• NODE DISPLACEMENTS AND R01ATIONSI/
5H NODE 5H LOAr 1iX 1HX 1iX 1HY 1iX 1HZ 9X 2HXX
• 9X 2HYY 9X 2HZZ)
2004 FeRMAT (1HO,I~,I5,1P3E12.3,~E11.2/(I10,3E12.3,3E11.2»
END
SUBROUTINE USOL {A,E,MAX8,NEQB,M8,LL,N8LOCK,NSE,NCRG,N8KS,NT1,
NT2,NRST1
SUBSTITUTE INTO ~EHAINING EQUA1IC~S ----------------------------
00 130 J=I,NH8,NEGB
IF CA(J) .NE. D.·) MAX8(I)=J
130 CONT INUE
SSAP 4~:
SSAP 44E
SSAP ~47
SSAP 448
SSAP Lt4S
SSAP 45C
SSAP ~~i
SSAP 452
SSAP LiS3
SSA.F 454
SSAP 45S
SSAP 45E
SSAP 457
SSAP 45~
SSAP 45~,
SSAP 460,
SSAP 4Ei
SSAF ~62
SSAP 46:!
SSAP 4E.y
SSAP 4ES
SSAP 4EE
SSAP £tEl:
SSAP 468:
SSAP 46?'.
SS AF 47 C·
SSA P l.t7 1 .
SSAP l.t72:
SSAP 47~~
SSAP 471,:
SSAP 47='
SSAP L;.7E
SSAP L:77·
SSAP 478:
SSAP It7 ~.
SSAP 48D:
SSAP 481:
SSAP 482;
SSAP 482~
SSAP 48~::
SSAP 48:~
SSAP 48E~
SSAP 487f.
SSAP 488
SSAP l.t8~
SSAP 49C
SSAP 491
SSAP ~g2
SSAP 49:3
SSAP 4gL
SSAP 49~
SSAP 49E~
SSAP 497!
SSAP 4 cp f
SSAD 4~~t
SSAP 5001
SSAP 5tJ1~
SSAF SOc!
f
1PE12.4)
REDUCE EQUATIONS BlOCK-BY-BLOCK -------------------------------
JL=I+1
IF (JL.GT.NEQ8) GO TO 3D 0
II=I
DO 200 J=JL , NE 08
II=II+NEQE
IF<II.GT.NMS) GO TO 200
C=A (II)
IF {C.EQ. O. 0) GO TO 200
C=C~A{I)
DO 900 N=1,NelOGK
IF (N.GT.1.ANO.NBR.EQ.1l GO TO 110
! F (N 8R.EQ. 1) Ga "T 0 1 £] 5
REWIND N1
REW,IND N2
NI=N1
IF(N.£Q.1l NI=NORG
READ (N II A
DO ·300 I=1,NEQ8'
D=A {I)
IF(O) 115,300,120
M=NE Q8~ ( N-1) +I
WRITE (6,11E) M,D
FeRMAT (33HOSET OF EQUATIONS HAY EE SINGULAR /
26H DIAGO~AL TERM OF EQUATION IS, 8H EQUALS•
N2=NT2
N1=NT1
REWIND NORG
REWIND NBKS
110
105
115
KK= J +~~HE
JJ=I+NMB
DO 175 l=1,ll
A(KK)=AtKK) -C4-A(JJ)
KK= KK+NEQE
175 JJ=JJ+NEQ8
200 CONTINUE
300 CONTINUE
WRI T E (N BKS) A, H. AXB
120 II=1
00 125 J=2,NC
II=II+NEQE
125 A(II)=A(II)/O
116
KK= J- II
MAX=MAX8(Il
DO 150 JJ=II,MAX,NEQ8
150 A(JJ+KK)=A(JJ+KK)-C·A(JJ)
A.40
~--------------------------------------------------------------------
IF(N8R.~E.1) GO TO 750
DO 7IfO I=l,NSB
-740 ACI1=8'(I)
GO Tosoa
75 0 W~ITE (N2) 8
800 CONTINUE
DO 800 l~N=1 ,NBR
IF(N+NN.GT.N8LOCKJ GO TO 800
NI=N1
IFCN.EQ.1) NI=NORG
IFCNN.EQ.NBRl NI=~ORG
READ (NI> B
IL=1+NN·NEQ8·N~QE
00 700 I=1,NEQ8
II=Il
00 690 K=1,NEQ8
IF (II.GT.Nt~e) GO TO 690
C=A(II)
IF (C. E Q• a. C) GO TO 6 gO
C=C'" A (Kl
MAX=MAX8 (K)
Kt<=I-II
00 640 JJ=II,MAX,~EQ8
640 BtJJ+KK)=B<JJ+KK)-C¥A(JJl
KK=I+NMB
JJ=K+NMB
DO 650 L=i,LL
E(KK)=8(KK)-C~A(JJ)
KK=KK+NEGE
650 JJ=JJ+NEQE
690 II=II-INC
70.0 IL=IL+NEQE
M=N1
N1=N2
900 t\2=H
EACKSUBSTITUTION - RESULTS ON TAFE NRST -----------------~-----
lS=LL~NEQ8
NE8=NEQS;lftNER+1l
NUM=NeR~NEQ8
MAX =NES·LL
00 90S I=1,MA,X
905 E"{Il=O.
REWIND NRST
00 1000 N=1,N8LOCK
BACKSPACE 'NEKS
READ <N8t<S) A,MA:X£
EACl<SPACE NBKS
DO 910 L=1,LL
K=L+NEB
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SSAP :30"2
SSAP SO y j
SSAF 50:: '
SSAP SOE
SSAF S07
SSAP 508'
SSAP 50S
SSAP SiD
SSAP 511
SSAP 512
SSAP 512
SSAP c 1 Ii ~
.; .:
SSAP 515;
SSAP 51€
SSAP 517
SSAP 51e
SSAP S1~
SSAP S2D
SSAP 521
SSAP 522 ~
SSAP 52:3
SSAP 52 y :
SSAF 52S
SSAP 52E
SSAP 527·
SSAP S28 .
SSAP 52 ~-
SSAP 5~ c-
S'SAP 531
SSAP 532
SSAF ~~"7
.... """' ....
SSAP S3~
SSAP 5:3 5 :
SSAP 53 E.
SSAP 537
SSAP 53 e.
SSAP 53 ~:'
SSAP 5lf C:
SSAP 541 :
SSAP S-l+ 2-"
SSAP 5~ ~
SSAP S~ ~:
SSAP 545:
SSAP SIt E:'
SSAP 51; 7:'
SSAP S l; 8 :_:
SSAF 54 <::
SSAP S5 r:·.
SSAP 551:'.-.
SSAP 552';
SSAP 55 ::'.
SSAP != 5 ~ ..
SSAP 555"
SSAP t: t:: r:.. ..,J .-I ....
SSAP 557:'
SSAP 55 e
..
SSAP 55~
SSAP S6 O'
---------------------------------------------------------------------
WRITE (NRST) (A(!) ,!=1,LS1
·1000 CONTINUE
DC 910 J=1,~UM
I=K-NEQ.B
E(K)=8(I)
910 K=K-1
552
57E
577
578
57 ~
S8C
1381
58 !
58~
585
58E
587
58~
58S
Sgn
591
S92
t:c·~ ..-
SE1
562
~6~
56~
56:
56E
567
56~
S6~
570
571
572
57 ~
57 L
575
S9E
CO"
:J ~ (
59~
599
60C
601
602
60~
EOL
605
60E
60'
60E
609
61C
611
512
E1~
61~
E15
61E
617
61E
\
DO 1000 lI=1,NT
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAF
SSAP
SSAP
SSAF
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAF
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAF
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAF
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
DIMENSION OCNEQ,l8),B(NEQB,LL),STRt4,ll) SSAP
COHMCN IELPAR/ NFAR(1~),NUMNP,MBAND,NELTYP,Nl,N2,N3,N4,N5,MTOT,MEQSSAP
COMMON IJUNKI IT,LH SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SSAP
SS~F
SSAP
-00 95'5 I=1,NEQ8
J=NEQ8+ 1-1
MAX'=MAXB (J)
IF CA(JJ.EQ.O.) GC TO 95'5
DO 950 L=i,lL
KK=J+ tL-1l-¥-NEB
JJ=KK+1
IL=J+NEQ8
C=B(KK)
00 940 II=IL,HAX,NEQB
C=C- A(I!l ·8 (JJ)
JJ=JJ+1
E (KK) =C
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE STRESSfSTR,B,O,NEQB,LE,lL,NEQ,NelOCK)
LT =lH+1
LLT=1-LT
LH=L T+L 8-1
IFClH.GT.LL) LH=lL
READ (8) STR
NT= (ll-1) IL E +1
lH=O
REWIND 3
I=O
DC 960 l=i,lL
K=(L-1) "'NEB
00 960 J=1,NEQB
K=K+1
1=1+1
960 A(I) =8t Kl
940
950
955
I=NH8
DO 920 L=1,LL
K=(L-1l·NEB
DO 920 J=1,NEQS
I=I+1
K=K+1
920 8(K)=ACI)
A.42
~OVE DISPLACEMENTS INTO CORE FOR lE tOAD CONDITrC~S
CALCULATE STRESSES FOR ALL ~l£MEN1S FOR L8 LOAD ~CNOITIONS
SSAP 619
SSAP 620
SSAP 621
SSAP ·622
SSAP E2 ~'
SSAP E2~
SSAP E2 S:
SSAP 62E
SSAP 627
SSAP 628
SSAP 62<?
SSAP 63C
SSAP 631
SSAP 632
SSAP E77'-''-
SSAP 63l{
SSAP E~C"~...; ....
SSAP 63E
SSAP 637
SSAP 6~ r'- C
SSAP 639
SSAP E~C
SSAP 641
SSAP 642
SSAP 64~
SSAP 6l;L;
SSAF E45
SSAo 64E
SSAP 647
SSAP 6lf8
SSAF E~ ~
SSAP 6SG
SSAP 651
SSAP 652
SSAP Et:"7
.-J .....
SSAP ES~
SS~,p E55
SSAP ESE
SSAP 657
SSAP 65e
SSAF 65~
SSAP 660
SSAF 6E j
SSAP 662
SSAP DE ~ ,
SSAP E6 ~:
SSAP E6=
SSAP 6EE
SSAP 667
SSAP 66E
SSAP 66~
SSAP 67 C
SSAP 671
SSAP 61 ?
SSAP E7~
SSAP E7 L
SSAD E75
SSAP 67E
IF (NTAG.EQ.O) GO TO 800
LL=L-LT+1
DO 300 I=1,NS
SG (I) =0 • 0
00 300 J=1,4
300 SG(I)=SG(I)+TI(I,J)~STR{J,Ll
REWIND 2
IF(t~DYN.EG.3) READ tZ)
NQ=NEQB~N8l0CK
DO 200 NN=1,N8l0C~
READ t2l E
N=NEQE
IF (NN.EQ.1) N=NEQ-NQ+NEQB
NQ= r~Q- N-E QE
DO 200 J=1,N
I=NQ+J
DO 200 L:::lT,LH
K=l+lLT
200 OtI,K)=8(J,Ll
LK=LH-LT+1
RETURN
EN'O
SUBROUTINE CAl8AN(M8ANO,NOIF,lM,X~,S,P,NO,NDM)
-----CALCULATES BAND WIDTH ~ND WRITES STIFFNESS MATRIX ON TAPE 2
DIMENSION LM(1), Xt'(1) ,S{NDM,NO~) ,fCNDM,4)'
MIN=100000
MAX=O
DO 800 L=1,NO
IF fLM(l).EG.O> GO TO 800
IF (LM(l).GT.HAX) MAX=LM(l)
IF CLMCL).LT.MIN), MIN=lM(L)
800 CONTIf\UE
N[! F= ~A X-HI ~-+1
IF (NOIF.GT.M8ANDl M8ANO=NDIF
tRD=1+NO'" fND ...6l
WRITE (2' LRD,ND,tLMCI) ,I=1,NO), «(SCI,J) -,I=l,NOJ ,J=1,NO),
1 (( p t I , J 1 , I =1 , NO) , J=1 ., If) , ( XM( I) , 1= 1 , NO)
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE STRSCCSTq,D,NEO,NTAG)
DIMENSION STR{4,1),O(NEQ,1}
COMMON IJUNKI LT,lH,L,SG(20),SIG(7),EXTRA(150)
COMMON IEMI NS,NO,lH(48),E(48,481,TI(~8,4)
REWIND 1
00 iODO ~=1,NELTYF
READ (1) NPAR
MTYPE=NPAR(1)
NFA R (1) = 0
CALL ELTYPE(MTYPEl
1000 CONTINUE
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00 500 J=1,N'O
JJ=LMeJ)
IF(JJ.EQ.O) GO TO sao
DO 400 I=1,NS
400 SGCI'=SGCI)+8(I,J).OCJJ,LL)
500 CONTINUE
GO TO 900
800 READ (1) ND,NS,ClMC!),I=1,NO),«( B(I,J),I=1,NS),J=1,NO),
1 (lTI{I,J),I=1,NS),J=1,4l
9·00 RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE POSINVCA,NMAX,NDDl
DIMENSION ACNDO,NDOl
00 200 N=i,NMAX
D=A (N ,~~1
.00 100 J=1,NMAX
100 A(N,J)=-AfN,J)/D
00 150 I=1,NMAX
IF(N-Il 110,150,110
110 DO 140 J=1,NMAX
IFCN-J) 120,1-40,120
120 A(I,J}=A(I,Jl+A(I,N)~~(N,J)
140 CONTINUE
150 A(I,N)=A{I,Nl/0
A CN ,Nl=1. 0/0
200 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE VECTOR{V,XI,YI,ZI,XJ,YJ,ZJ)
DIMENSION V(4)
X=XJ-XI
Y=YJ-YI
Z=ZJ- ZI
~(41=SQRT(X·X+Y~Y+Z·Z)
V ( 3) =Z/ v( ~1
V(2)=Y/VC!tl
V{ 1) =XI V ( L()
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE CROSSCA,B,C)
OIMENSION AC4l,€(4),C(4)
X=A(2)~B(3)-A{3)~et2)
Y=A(3)·B(1) -ACi) ·e(3)
2=A ( 1) J(l 8 ( 2) - A t 2) ... E: t 1)
C(4)=SQRT(X4X+Y~Y+Z·Z)
C ( 3) =Z/ C (q)
C(2)=Y/C(4)
C(1)=XlC(lt)
RETURN
END
A.44
SSAP 677
SSAP 67 e
SSAP 67g
SSAP 68C
SSAP 681
SSA,P 682
SSAP f8 ::
SSAP 684
SSAP 68:
SSAP 6~,E
SSAP 68i
SSAP 6 .8 e
SS,AP 68~
SSAP 6130
SSAP 691
SSAP 6°'".,J t...
SSAP 69 ~
SSAP 6914
SSAP E9 ~
SSAP 69E
SSAP 6S7
SSAP 6~e
SSAP I" co:0 .... ..-'
SSAP 70C
SSAP 701
SSAP 702
SSAP 70~
SSAP 704
SSAP 70~
SSAfJ 70E
SSAP 707
SSA~ 70e
SSAP 70~
SSAP 710
SSA.P 711
SSAP 712
SSAP 713
SSAP 71L
SSAP 71:
SSAP 71E
SSAP 717
SSAP 7ie
SSAP 71 r:
SSAP 72(
SSAP 72j
SSAP 722
SSAP 72~
SSAP 72~
SSAP 72~
'SSAP 72E
SSAP 727
SSAF 72E
SSAP 72S
SSAP 730
SSAF 7"':{~
.... J..
SSAP 7~2
SSAP 7:3~
SSAP 73y
FUNCTION DOT(A,8) SSAF 73~
OIMEKSION A(4) ,8(4) SSAP 73E
OOT=A{1)·8(1}+A(2)~E(2)+A(3)~B(3) SSAP 737
RETURN SSAP 73 E
END SSAP 73~
SUBRCUTINE BOUND BOUN 1
COMMON A (1) BCUN 2
COHMON IELPARI ~PAR(1~),NUHNP,MBANO,NELTYPtN1,N2,N3,N4,N5,HTOT,NEQ8QUN ~
200 READ CS,1000l NF,NI,NJ,NK,NL,KD,K~,KN,SO,SR,TRACE
IF C1RACE.EQ.O.l lRACE=1.0E+10
IF (KG-. GT. 0) GO TO 550
22:,
,..,~"L .... ::
2 ~ .~­
2= ;,
2E
27.
2 E ~'
2S :.
3 0 ~
3 j .:.
"32::,
3 ~;'
3 ~ ~
35 -;'
~ E ;~
~7r~ E
3 e i·:
'"lC .,
'" - ;.,'~ cr.j'
4 i f
t.'" j.
61 L f--
4~~
~~f
LtE
47:
4c
4<:
S1
c:-; L
c: "l ~
...-' ,~ I~
~
=
E
7
~
~
1 (
11 ':
12 :,:
1:3=
1 ~ :::
1 ~ :::
1E .:
17 :'
18 :-
1 g:_
20.'
21.
BOUN
BGUN
BOUN
8CUN
BCUN
BOUN
BOUN
SOUN
SOUN
BCUN
BOUN
80UN
aeUN
seUN
BOUN
BGUN
BOUN
BCUN
BOUN
:SCUN
BOUN
BOUN
BOUN
BeUN
BOUN
BOUN
BCUN
BCUN
BOUN
BOUN
BOUN
BCUN
Be-UN
BOUN
BCUN
BOUN
BCUN
SGUN
8CUN
B,OUN
80UN
BOUN
BCUN
80UN
BCUN
BOUN
BCUN
aeUN
BCUN
8CUN
COMMON I JUNK I IT,LH,l,SIG(201
IF (NPARC1).EO.O) GO TC 500
CALL CLAMP (NPAR(2),A(N1l,A(f'.~2),A(N3),A(N4)~NUMNP,MEANO)
RETURN
KG=KN
IF(NJ.EQ.Ol GO TO 250
'x 1= X( NJ ) - x (NI)
Y1=YCNJ)-Y(NI)
Z1=Z(NJ)-Z{NIl
X2= X ( ~~L ) - x(NK)
Y2=Y fNL )-Y (NK)
Z2= Z (NL) - Z (N K)
00 30 1=1,1058
30 lM(I)=O
NS=2
ND=6
READ (5,1005) RH
NE=O
WRITE (6,2000> NU~EL
210 KG=~
MARK=O
500 WRITE (6,2002)
NUHE=NPARt2l
DO 800 MM=1, NUHE
CAL L ST RSC ( A( N1 ) , A ( N3) , NEQ , 0 )
WRITE (6,2001)
00 800 L=LT,LH
CALL STRSC (ACN1>,ACN3),NEQ,1)
WRITE (6,3002) MM,L, (SIGCI),I=1,2)
,800 CONTINUE
RETURN
,001 FeRMAT II)
:002 FeRHAT (/19HD CONSTRAINT FORGESII
1 S5H NUMBER LOAD CASE FORCE MO~ENT//)
002 FGRHAT {1X,ZI10,4X,2E15.S)
END
SUBROUTINE CLAMP (NUMEL,IO,X,y,Z,~UMNP,MBAND)
COMMCN/EM/lM{24l ,ND,NS,S(24,24),P{24,4),XH{24),SA(12,2~),TT{12,~)
DIMENSION XCi) ,y(j),Z(1> ,I·O(NUHNF,1)·
COMMON I JUNK / R(6,,~M(4)
A.45
11=Yl-¥-Z2-YZ·Z1
T2=Z1"'X2-Z2.f.X1
T3=X1.f.Y2-X2"Y1
GO TO 260
250 11= X( NI) - X(N Pl
T 2=Y ( NI ) - 'Y ( NP)
T3= Z( NI ) - Z( NP )
260 Xl=T1·T1+T2¥T2+T3¥T3
XL=SQRT {Xl>
T1:T1/XL
T2=T2/XL
13=T3/XL
IF (KD.EQ.O> GO TC 300
SA(1,1)=T1~TRACE
SA. (1, 2) =T2-'TRACE
SA ( 1 , 3) =T~·TRACE
St1,1)=T1·T1~TRACE
S(1,2)=T1~T2¥TRACE
·S(1,3)=T1~T3·TRACE
S(2,2)=T2~T2~TRACE
S(2,31=T2~T3~TRACE
S(3,3)=T3~T3~TRACE
FP=TRACE·SO
Rt1)=T1·PP
R(2)=T2~PP
R(3)=T3"';PP
GO TO 350
30 0 S (1 ,1) =a•
S{1,21=O.
S{1,3l=O.
S(2,2)=0.
S{2,3)=O.
S{3,3)=O.
SA ( 1, 1) =o.
SA ( 1, 2) =o.
SA {1 , 3) =o.
R (ll =0.
R(2)=O.
R{3)=O.
35-0 IF CKR.EO.O) GO TC 400
SA(2,4)-=11~TRACE
SA ( 2,5) =T2"TRACE
SAt2,61 =T~·TRACE
S(4,~)=T1·T1~TRACE
S(4,5)=T1¥T2~TRACE
S(4,6)=T1·T3~TRACE
S(S,Sl=T2·T2·TRACE
S{5,6)=T2~T3~TRACE
S16,6)=T3·T3~TRACE
FP=TRACE"SR
R(!f}=T1·PP
RCS)=12J!'pP
R(o)=T3 .... PP
GO TO 450
400 St4,41=O.
$(4,5)=0.
A.46
BCUN
BCUN
BOUN
8CUN
BOUN
eOUN
80UN
BCUN
BOUN
8GUN
BCUN
BOUN
BOUN
BCUN
BOUN
SCUN
BCUN
BOUN
8GUN
BOUN
BCUN
BOUN
BOUN
BOUN
aaUN
BGUN
Be'UN
80UN
8CUN
BOUN
BCUN
8CUN
8CUN
BCUN
8CUN
BCUN
BOUN
BCUN
BOUN
BCUN
BOUN
80UN
f3CUN
BCUN
8CUN
EOUN
BCUN
BOUN
eCUN
80UN
f~CUN
aOUN
aeUN
80UN
BOUN
BOUN
SOUN
SOUN
57
S8
::c
../ -
6n
61
62
6~
E~
65
6E
67
68
6~
70
71!
72
1
7~
74
7';
7f
77
7~
7C:
80
B 1
82
8'3
8lJ.
8~
BE
-87
8e
Bt:
~ C
91
92
9E
~7
C:C
cc
iCC
101
102
10~
10l:
1G:
iOE
107
iDE
lOS
11C
111
...1000 FORMAT (8I5,3F10.0)
.~005 FORMAT (~F10.0)
·~ooo FeRMAT C25H1 ••• 8CUNO~RY ELEMENTS ••• //28H ELEMENT TYPE ••••••••• =
• 7//23H NUMBER OF ELEMENTS ••• = !~ III
• 6X 4HNOOE 40H •• NOtES DEFINING CONSTRAINT OIREC110N •• SX 5HCODES
• 5) 7X SHDISPL 5X 8HROTATION 6X ~HSTIFF 5X 10Hcc~srRAINT 19X 1HN
• EX 2HNI ax 2HNJ EX 2HNK 8X 2HNL 3X 2HKO 3X 2HKR ~x 2HKN l1X 1HO
• 11X 1HR 11X 1HS 7X 6~NUMeER)
2005 FeRMAT (11/1/25H ELEMENT LOAD MUL1IPLIERS//
.. A.47
S{4,6)=O.
5<5,5)=0.
S{S,E'=O.
S(6,E)=O.
SA{2,1.4l=O.
SAt2,S)=O.
SA(2,E)=O.
R(4)=O.
R(S)=O.
R(6)=O.
450 DO 500 1=2,6
11=1-1
DO 500 J=i,I1
500 SCI,J)=S{J,!l
00 520 I=1,NO
00 520 J=i,4
520 P(I,J)=RCI).RM(Jl
NN=NP
NNI=NI
NNJ=NJ
NNK=NK
f\NL=NL
NKO=l<O'
NKR=KR
SSD=S'D
SSR=SR
TTR=TRACE
GO TO 550
550 MARK=1
555 NN=NN +KG
NNI=NNI+KG
S60 NE=NE+1
WRITE (6,210 0' t~N,Nf\I, NNJ, NNK, NNl, NKO ,NKR', l<N ~ SSG ,SSR~ TTR, ~E
DO 600 I=1,NO
6UO lH(!)=! DtNN, Il
NDM=24
CALL CAL8AN (M8ANO,NOIF~LM,XM,S,P1NO,NDM)
WRITE til NO,NS,<LM(L),L=1,NO),«SA(L,Kl,L=1,NS) ,J<=i,NV',
1 «TTCL,K),L=1,NS},K=1,4).
IFCNE.EQ.NUHEL> GO TO 700
IF CNN.lT.NF) GO 10 5S5
IF (MARK.EQ.1) GO TO 210
GO TO 200
700 ~RITE (6,2005) RM
RETURN
i
i
t
SCUN 112 !.
aCUN 11 ~ ~
BOUN 11!J t
BCUN 11: I
BOUN 11 Et
BOUN 117 !
-SOUN 118
BCUN 11~
BCUN 120
BOUN 121 {
aeUN 122 !
9CUN 12~
BCUN 124
BOUN 12~
BCUN 12E
80UN 127
BOUN 12 E -
80UN 12S
8eUN 130
8CUN 131
80UN 1~""'"-'c
BCUN 1":t";(
"'""''''
eCUN 131:
aCUN 1"tc.........
SCUN 13 E
BOUN 1~t
'""' I
BOUN 138
BCUN 13S
BOUN 1-4 C
eCUN 141
BCUN lq2
BCUN 1:4 ~
eCUN 1~4 :
BCUN 14: ;
BOUN 11+ € ;
BGUN 1 ~ 7·:
BCUN 1~ e
BOUN 1l.f S ~
BOUN 15 D,'
aeUN 151
BCUN 1 t: ,.. :,,.J C
BOUN 15:3 i
8CUN 15L
BOUN 15 :
BCUN 1SE
BOUN 157
eCUN 158
BOUN 15~
BCUN 16 C
BOUN 161
80UN 162
BOUN 16~
BCUN 1EL
BOlJN 10:
eOUN lEE
90UN 167
9DUN ioc
BOUN 16S
• 9X 1HA 9) 1HB ~x 1He 9X 1HO /~F10.4)
100 FeRMAT (SI10,315,1P3E12.2,Itl)
END
SUBRO UT I NE TRUSS
001 FeRMAT (/)
002 FeRMAT (//23H TRUSS MEMBER ACTIONS II
• 4EHO HEMBE·" LOAD STRESS
Q{)2 FORMAT (2I8,F15.5,F15.3l
END
SUBROUTINE RUSS (ID,X,1,Z,T,E,THERM,OEN,AREA,WT,NUMNP)
2~ .:'
2 S ~-'
2 E ~
27 ".',
2 E·'
29
30·
31 .--
~2
~ < -
'"'" '",
3€·
37
3 t :,',
7C,
..... oJ .'
40:'-
41 .'
-42·,
tt ~ .'
1.t it ::
4~ :-,
46 ,.
47 .
4~
49
5C
51
52
S~
E
7
e
9
10
1j
12
1~
1~
is
iE
17 :""
1 ~ .
1S~
17 0
171
172
1
)FORGE
EL EME NT lOA 0 MUl TI PL! ERS
NUME=NPAR (2)
NUMM AT=NPAR (3~)
WRITE (6~2000) NUME,NUMMAT
WRITE (6,2001}
00 10 I=1,NUMMAT
READ C5,1001) N,ECN),THERH(N),OEN(N),AREA{N),WT{t\}
WRITE (6-,2002) NlJE(Nl ,THERH(t~) ,OEN(N) ,ARE,f1.CN) ,WT (N)
CONTROL INFCRMATICN AND MEMBER P~OPERTIES
RETURN
WRITE (5,2002)
NUME=NPAR(2}
DO 800 Mt1=1,NUME
CALL STRSC {A(N1),A(N~),NEQ,O)
WRITE (6,2001)
DO 800 L=LT,LH
CALL STRSC '(A(N1},A(N~),NEQ,1)
~RITE (6,3002) 'MM.,l,SIG:(1l,SIG{2)
CONTINUE
RETURN
IF(NPAR(1).EQ.O) GO TO 500
NE=N5+NUMNP
N7 =N6+NPAR(3)
N8 =N7+NP ~R ( 31
N9 =N8+NPAR(3)
N10=N9+NP.~Rt 3)
MH=N10+NPAR(3)-MTOT
IF(MM.GT.Cl CALL ERRO'RCMM)
CALL RUSS{ACN1),ACN2) ,A(N31 ,A(N4),AtNS),ACN61,A(N7l ,ACN€l,A(N9),
ACN10l,NUMNP)•
aCUN
BCUN
80UN
TRUS
T'RUS
COMMON Ati) TRUS
COMMON /ELPARI NPAR(14),NUHNP,M8ANO,NElTYP,N1,N2,N3,N4,NS,MTOT,NEQTRUS
COMMON I JUNK / Ll,lH,L,SIGt20> TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS·
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
'T'RUS
TRUS
TRUS
DIMENSION X(1)~Y(1),Z(D,ID(NUMNP,1) ,E(1}1THERH(1',OENC1) ,AREA(lJ TRUS
• ,TC11,WT(1) TRUS
COMMCN IELPARI NfAR{14),NNNNN,M8AND,NELTYP,N1,~2,~3,N4,N59MTOT,NEQTRUS
CO t1 MeN I E'HIl M( 24 ) , ND , NS ,S ( 2.it, 2 t;) ,P (21+,lt) , XM(2 1+) , ST( 1 2 , 2 .it) ,TT ( 12 , it, TRUS
COMMON IJUNKI EMUL(4,~),I,JtK,L,~,N,II,JJ,KK,MTYPE,TEMP,OX,Oy,DZ,TRUS
1 Xl2,Xl,XX,yy,F,FT,FX,Fy,FZ,MIN,tJ:AX,NOIF,KKK,'TEM,~TYP TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
80.0
10
50 a
A.48
REAt (S,1003l EMtJl
WRITE (6,2003) EMUL
ELEMENT INFOR~ATICN
WRITE (6,2005)
N=1
100 READ (5,100~l ~,rI,JJ,Hl'yP,TEM,l<K
IFlKK.EQ.O) KK=1
12U I F ( M• NE • N) GOT0 2 0 0
I=II
J=JJ
MTYPE=MTYP
REf"T=TEM
KKl<=KK
1. FORM ELEMENT STIFFNESS ANO STRESS MATRICES
200 OX=X(!)-X(J)
oy=y (I) -YIJ)
OZ=Z{I)-ZtJ)
XL2=DX~OX+OY~OY+DL~OZ
XL=SQRT(XL2)
XX=ECHTYPEl·AREA (~TYPE)·XL
STt1,1)=DX/XL2
Slf1,2l:0Y/XL2
ST (1,3) =DZ/Xl2
5T ( 1, 4) =-ST {1, 1)
ST (1,5) =-$T (1,2)
ST(1,6l=-ST(1,31
00 300 L=i,6
YY=ST(1,L)Jt'XX
00 250 K=L,6
S(K,L)=ST(1,K)·YY
250 S(L,K'=S(K,L)
ST{1,L)=E(MTYPE)~ST{1,L)
300 ST{2,Ll=AREACHTYFE)¥ST(1,ll
2. INERTIA AND THERMAL LOADS
F=WT(MTYPE)~Xl/2.
TEMP=(T(I)+TCJ)}4n.5 - REFT
FT=-TEMP·THERM(MTYPE'·E(MTYP£)·A~EA(MT~PE}
FX=OX~FT/)(l
FY=OYJtlFT/XL
FZ= OZ"FT tXL
DO 350 L=1,4
Tlf2,Ll=EHUL(L,4}¥FT
TT{1,l)=TT(2,L)/AREA(MTYPE)
P(1,Ll=EMUL(L,1'~F-EMUL(l,4)4FX
P(2,L)=EMUL{L,2)~F-EMUL(L,4)¥FY
P(3,L)=EHUL(L,3)~F-cMUL~l,4l~FZ
P(4,L)=EMUl{L,1)~F+EMUL(l,4)·FX
P(S,Ll=EMUL(L,2)·F+EMULil,4l 4 FY
350 P(6,Ll=EMULtL,3)¥F+EMUL(L,4}¥FZ
F=DEN(MTYPE)·AREA(HTY~E)¥Xl/2.
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
T,RUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
T-RUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
T'RUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
T,RUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
5 E ~.
57 r
58
SC;
60
E1
62 '
6~
E~
65
66
67
6e
69
7C
71
72
7'3
71.1
7 t; ".
7E·
77:
78:
7~ ".
8 {) .:-
81 >
82"
8:3
84 :'
85 :-
-BE ;'
87
8 e ~:
8 S ,:
9 C,
91,
92: .
93
9L
9 S~·:·9: :-,
97
ge
oc
,J ...
100
101 t'
~.
10 2 ~"
1 0 ~ t.
t10 L ~:10~t
10 E ¥'
107 t-,
1 0 ~ }~,
109;'
j 1 C1
111t-.'
112 [,'
11 "7 l,~ [-
A.49
IFCNfAR(1).EQ.O) GO TO 5UO
NE=N5+NPAR{S) + NUMNP
N7:N6+NPAR(5)
N8=N7+t~PAR(S)
N9= NB +1Z"N PA R( LJ)
NiO=N9+6·NPAR (3)
IF(N10.GT.MTOT) C~LL ERROR(N10-MTOT)
CALL TEAMCNPAR(2l,NPAR(31,NPAR(4),N?AR(S) ,A(N1l,A(N2l,ACN3),
i ACNli) ,A(NS-) ,ACNE'. ,A(N7) ,ACN8),(J,(N9) ,NUMNP,M3.AND)
RETURN
1 .'
it
11
12
1:3
1 t, ,-".
15: .'
1E: -
17
18
ii!?
115
liE
117
1iE
11':
120 !
12 j 1
122 t
12 ~ ~
12 ~ ~
12 t: f,.- L
12 E~!
~12 i ~~
12e~
12~~
130:
1 '3:1 .:
132:
1 ~:3 ::
1 ~ lJ :~
13 ~ .:
1 ~ E _:
137 ,.
13c:
1"3 ~ -:
1~ 0 ,.;
14 j ~.
1"'2~
if; ~ .:
1l;L
1ft : .
1ft E ::
1 ~'7 .:...
14 [ '.'
1 q ~ :-:
15 C :,:.
151 ~':
15 2 .~.:
15 ~ ':-.
1BANDT£HPTYFEJI
3. FORM leCATION MATRIX AND COMPUTE BANO WIDTH
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
iRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRlJS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
Tr<US
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
TRUS
BEAM
BEAM
COMMON IElPARI NFfJR(1Lf),NUMNP,HBAND,NELTYP,N1,N2,N3,N~tN5,:MTOT,NE09EAM
COMMON / JUNK / LT,LH,L,SIG(20) BEAM
COHMON A(1) BEAM
SEAM
BEAM
SEAM
BEAM
BEAM
BEA~
9EAH
BEAM
8EAM
BEAM
BEAM
BEAM
BEAM
4. CHECK FOR MORE ELEMENTS
WRITE (6,2004) N,I,J,MTYPE,REFT,NDIF
IF (N.EQ.NUME) RETURN
N=N+1
1=1'" KK,K
J=J+KKK
IFCN.GT.Ml GO TO 100
GO TO 120
NO=6
NS=2
NDH=24
CALL CALBAN CMBAND,NUIF,LM,XM,S,F,ND,NOM'
WRITE (1) NlJ,NS, <lM CLl ,L=1,ND), «ST(L,Kl ,l=1,NS) ,K=1,NO),
1 ({TT(L,K),L=1,~iS),K=1,4) .
00 375 l=i,6
375 XM tL) =F
500 WRIT~ (6,2002)
DC !fDO L=1,3
lMtL)=!OfI,L)
400 LMCL+3)=IOCJ,L}
001 FCRMAT (I5,5F1D.O)
o0 3 F OR MAT ( 4 F i 0 • 0 )
004 FeRMAT C4IS,1F10.C,I5)
00·0' FeRMAT f///ZSH1NUK8ER OF TRUSS MEMBERS= I5/
1 2S~ NUMBER OF OIFf. MEMBERS= IS)
DO 1 FeRMAT ( I J /1 X , 4H TYPE, j i; x , 1HE , 1 0 X , 5 H AL PHA, ~ 2 X , 3HOE N, 11X , :4 H~ R~ A
1 11 X, 4HWTIL )
002 FORMAT (I5,5E15.7)
003 FCRMAT(/112SH ELEMENT tOAD MULTIPLIERS I 20X.1HA,14X,1H8,14X,1HC,
1 14X11HO,/6n X-DIR4E15.6/ 6H Y-DIR4E15.6/ 6H Z-DI~4E1S.6/
2 EH TEHP4E15.6l
004 FORMAl (416,F10.2,I71
005 FORMAT (/I/~2H1 N
END
SUBRCUTINE EEAM
A.50
NUME=NPAR(2)
DO 800 HM=1,NUME
CALL STRSC (A(N1),A(N~),NEQ,O)
W~ITE (6,20Q1)
00 800 L=LT,LH
CALL STRSC (A(N1),A(N3),NEQ,1)
WRITE(6,3002l M~"L, (SIG(!l ,I=1,12l
800 CONTINUE
RETURN
2001 FORMAT (/)
2002 FCRMATC/29HO ••••• eEAM FORCES AND ~CMENTSI/
• 10HOBEAM LOADS>:: SHAXIAL 2t7X,5HSHEAR) ,5X 7HTORSION
• 2(5X,7H8E~DING)1 10H NO. NC. 8X 2HR1 10X, 2HR2 10X
• 2HR3 tUX 2HM1 10X 2HH2 10X 2HM3)
3002 FORMAT (I5,I4,1PE11.3,SE1,.3/8X,EE12.3/)
END
SUBROUTINE TEAM{NEEAM,NUMETF,NUMFIX,NUMMAT,ID,X,~~Z.E,G,RO,
.SFT, COPROP,NUMNF,M8ANO)
FCRMS 3-0 BEAM S1IFFNESS AND S1RESS ARRAYS
COMMO Nt EMIL M(24) ,NO, NS, ASA (24 , 24) , RF (24, 4) , X M( 24) ,S A(12, 2~) t
51=(12,4)
oI ME NSI ON X (1l , Y ( 1) , Z ( 1) ,IO ( NUHNF ,11 ,E ( 1 1 ,G ( 1) ,S FT( NUMF I X, 1"'
,CCFROPtNUMETP,1),RC(1),E~Ul(3,4)
COMMON INEWSI LC(41 ,TC3,31 ,JK('6) ,MELTYP,DL,MATTYP
OI MEN S! aNIL C (4l ,TI (:3 , 3) , TJ ( 3 , 3) , S TI F (7 -22) ,T S ( 2, 2), LS ( 4 )
EQUIVALENCE (STIF,LM'
INI'TI~LIZATION
WRITE (6,20051 NEEAM,NUHETP,NUMFIX,NUMMAT
N=O
00 5 I=l t 10=8
5 STIF(I)::O.
READ AND PRINT MATERIAL PROPERTY rATA
WRITE (6,2001)
DO 10 I=1,NUMMAT
READ (S,1001) N,E{Nl,G(N),RO(N)
WRITE (6,20021 r~,E(N) ,GCN) ,RO{N)
10 G(N)=O.5·E(N)/(1.+G~N))
REAO AND PRINT GEOMETRIC PROPERTIES Of COMMON ELEMENTS.
WRITE (6,200~)
DO 30 I=1,NUMETP
READ (5,1002) N,(COPROPCN,J) ,J=1,6l
I F ( (C OP R0 P (N ,1) • NE • 0 • 0) • AND. (C CFRO F { N, It) • NE • 0 • 01 • tl NO.
1 (COPROPCN,S).NE.U.C).ANO.(COFRCPCN,6l.NE.O.O» GO jO 20
WRITE (6,2013)
CALL EXIT
20 WRITE (6,2004) N,tCO-PROP(N,J),J=1,6)
30 CONTINUE
EL£HENT LOAD MUL1IPLIERS
A.51
BEAM 1C:
BEAM 20
SEAM 21
BEAM 22
BEAM 2~
BEAM 24
SEAM 2:
BEAM 2E
BEAM 27
BEAM 28
BEAM 2t?
BEAM' 3C
BEAM :3 jl
BEAM ~~I'-tC
BEAM 3~
BEAM :3 L
1
BEAM <C:
""' -'BEAM :3 E;
eEAM 37
BEAM 3R
SEAM '":tcVoJ
BEAM 40
8EA~ It'!
BEAM 1t2
BEAM ~:3
BEAM !tl{
BEAM ~:
BEAM 4E
BEAM It7
8EAM 48
BEAM 4S
8EA~ 5C
BEAM S1
e,EAM f=fI'".. t
BEAM 1::"';:
--''-
SEA tJ s~
BEAM 55
BEAM SE
BEAM 57
BEAM SE
BEAM 5S
BEAM En
BEAM c1
BEAM 62
BEAM 6~
BEAM Sf,
BEAM 65
BEAM 6E
SEAM E7
BEAM E8
BEAM 6~
BEAM 7C
BEAM 71
BEAM 72
BEAM 7~
BEAM 71.J
BEAM 75
BEAM 7E
READ (5,1006) (CEMUl{I,J) ,J=1,4l,I=1,3)
WRITE (6,2006) ((EMUl (!,J) ,J=1,4) ,1=1,3)
READ AND PRINT FIXED END FORCES IN LOCAL COORDINATES
IF{NU~F!X • EQ. 0) GO TO 56
WRITE (6,2010)
DO S5 I=1,NUMFIX
READ (5,1005) N,{SFTtN,J),J::1,12)
55 WRITE (6,2011) N,{SFT(N,Jl,J=1,12')
56 CONtINUE
READ AND PRINT ELEMENT DATA. GENERATE MISSING INPUT.
WRITE tS,LtODO}
l=O'
60 f<KK=O
READ (5,3000) I~EL,INI,INJ,INK,I~AT~IMEL,ILC,INELKI,INElKJ,INC
IF (INEL.NE.1) GO TO 15
NI=INI
NJ=INJ
NK=INK
15 IF (r NC • E Q~ 0) I ~J C=1
55 L:L +1
KKK=K~K+1
HL=INEL-L
IF (ML) 66,67,68
66 WRITE (6,40031 INEL
CALL EXIT
67 NEL=INEL
NI :INI
NJ =INJ
NK=INK
MATT'fP=IMAT
MELTYP=IMEL
00 gO I=1,f+.
gO LC<I)=ILCtIl
NlOAO=LC(1) +LCtZl+LCt3l+LC{4)
NEKOOI=INElKI
N£KODJ=INElKJ
00 91 I=1,3
91 TtZ,I)=Tlt2,Il
GO TO 69
6 B NEL= I "·EL - ML
NI =IN+KKK·INCR
NJ =IN+~KK~INCR
6~ CONTINUE
WRITE (6,4D011 NEl,NI,~J,NK,MATTYP,MELTYP,LC1NEKOUI,NEKODJ
74 O)=X(NJ)-X(NI)
DY=Y(NJ)-~tNIl
D2= Z ( NJ) - Z ( NI)
DL=SQRT{OX·OX+DY·DY+DZ·OZl
IF(OL} 75,75,76
75 W~ITE (6,400Sl NEL
CALL EXIT
FORM GLOBAL TO LOCAL COORtINAT£ TRA~SFORM~TION.
A.52
BEAt~ 77
EE'AM 7E
BEAM 79
BEAM 8 (
BEAM 81
8EAH 82
BEAM 8~
BEAM 8~
BEAM 8::
BEAM 8E
BEAM 87
BEAM 88
BEAM 8S
BEAM 90
BEAM 91
BEAt{ 92
3EAM 0'"J "-
BEAM 9~
BEAM g~
BEAM 9E:
9EA~ ~7:
BEAH Se ~
8EA.M 9S:
BEAM 10 C"
BEAH 101 .
BEAH 10 £::
-BEAM 1 0 ~:.
3EAM 104 ~
BEAM 1 0 ~ ~
BEAM 10 E~
BEAM 1C7~
BEAM 10 e'
BEAM 1 C'= ~.
BEAM 110;
8EAM 11:1
SEAK 112·,
BEAH 11 ~:.
BEAM li L ;,
SEAM 11 ~:,
BEAM 11 E~.
BEAM 117;
BEAM 11 ei
BEAM (119
BEAM 12.(
BEAM 121
8EAH 122
-SEAM 12~
BEAM 124
BEA~ 12~ :
BEAM 12E
BEAM 127
BEAM 128
BEAM 12<:
BEAM 12C
BEAM 1~1
8EA,M 1~'"",L
BEAM 1~:
9EAM 1~L
76 T(1,1)=DX/OL
T(1,2l=OY/Ol
,. (1 , 3) =DZ/OL
COMPUTE OIRECTIO~ COSINES OF LOCAL Y-AXIS
A1=XCNJl -X(NI)
A2=Y(NJ) -Y(NI)
A3=Z (NJ) -Z( NI)
81=XfNK)-XCNll
82=Y{NK)-Y(NIl
E :3=Z ( NK) - Z ( NI )
AA=A1~A1.A2~A2+A34A3
AE=Al·81+A2~B2+A3·B3
U1=AA·B1-ABJlf.A1
U2=AA"'82-AB~A2
U3=AA·B3-A8~A3
UU=U1~U1+U2·U2+U3~U3
UU=SORT CUU)
IF (UU.GT.O.J GO TO 40
WRITE (6,4002) INEL
SlOP
40 T(2,1)=U1/UU
T{2,Z)=U2/UU
T(2,31=U3/UU
T(3,1)=T(1,2)~T(2,3l-T(1,3)¥Tf2,2)
T(3,2)=T(1~3)·T{Z,1)-T{1,1)·T(2,3)
TC3,3J=T(1,1l·T(2,2)-Tf1,2)·Tt2,1'
CHECK IF NEW STIFFNESS NEEDED
IF CNEL.GE.1l GO TO 80
IF CABSCOS-DLl.GT.Dl/100.) GO TO 80
IF «(MT.NE.MATTYP).OR.tHE.NE.MELTYP» GO TC- 80
IF (eJK(11.NE.NEKCDI).OR.fJK(2l.NE.NEKOOJ») GO Te 80
DO 81 1=1.4
IF (LS{I) .NE.le!!) GO TO 80
81 CONTINUE
DC 82 I=1,2
00 82 J=1,2
IF (A8SCTS(I,J)-TlI,J».GT.A'BStT11,J)/100.11 GO TO 80
82 CONTINUE
GO TO 18S
80 DS=DL
HT=M AlTY?
ME=MELTYP
DO 77 I=1,2
00 77 J=1,2
77 lS(I,J)=TtI,J}
'00 78 1=1,4
78 lSCIl=LCC!l
JKC11 =N=.KOOI
JK( 2) =~~EKOOJ
FCRH NEW STIFFNESS
A.53
3EAM 1'3~'
BEAM 1~E:
BEAM 137'
8E A, M- 1 3 8 '1
BEAM 1~C:
BEAM 1ltC
BEAM 1~j
BEAM 142
BEAM 1~~
9EAM 141,
BEAM 1~:
BEAM 1LtE
BEAM 1'1;7
BEAM 1-4E
BEAM 14~
BEAM 1St
BEAM 151
BEAM 152
BEAM 15~
BEAM 15 u '
BEAM 1=~
BEAM 15E
BEAM 157
SEAM 15~
BEA~ 1S~
BEAM 16C
BEAM 161
S=:AM 162
BEAM 1€?
BEAM 1E~
cBEAM 16:
BEAM tEE
BEAM 1E7
BEAM ioe
BEAM 1Eg
BEAM 17C
BEAM 171
BEAM 172:
-BEAM 1 c7 ~:
BEAM 17~.
BE AM 17::
BEAM 17E:
BEAH 177:
BEAM 17~,
BEAM 17~
EEAM 18 C'
BEAM 181
BEAM 182
BEAM 18·~
BEAM 18L,
EEAM 118:
BEAM 18E
BEAM is,
BEAM 18e
BEAM 1ES
BEAM 19C
8EAM l~j
BE AM 1 9 2
BEAM '1g ~
BEAM 194
BEAM 1 o t:
BEAM 19E
BEAM 197
BEAM 198
BEAM 199
BEAM 20C
BEAM l G1
BEAM 202 f>
BEAM 20~>
BEAM 20 L:
SEAM 2GS !',
BEAM 20 E:'
BEAM 207
BEAM 208 .'
BEAM 20 <? '.:
BEAM 210: :
BEAM 211 .~ :
BEAM 212 :
BEAM 21 ~ :'.,
BEAM 21:4 :
BEAM 21 =:
BEAM 21 € .~
SEAM 21 i·
BEAM 21 e·:
BEAM 21 ~ ':'
BEAM 220
BEAM 221
8EAM 222:·"
BEAM 22~
8EAM 22 ~.,
BEAM 22: :
BEAM 22 E."
BEAM 2 2 7 ~
BEAM 22 e;',
SEAM 22 S ~
BEAM 23 (::
BEAM 231
BEAM 2 ~ 2 :',
BEAM 2~ ~.
-"'"
BEAM 231{ ':.
8EAH 235
SEAM 23 E~
BEAM 2~-..... 1
BEAM 238
BEAM 23 S .-:'
BEAM 240 1::-
)BEAM 2l.t 1 ':,:
BEAM 2~ 2,:-.
BEAM 2 ~"3 ,:',
BEAM 2lf ~ .",'
BEAM 2~ 5 '.'
BEAH 2~ E;
8~AM 247 i'
)BEAM 2~E
BEAM 24~
BEAM 25 C
ADD GRAVITY lOADI~G ••• POI~T lOADS ONLY COMPU1ED
IF {N3EAM~NEL) 66, 500,260
260 CONTINUE
IF (~L.GT.O) GOTa 65
IN =INI
IN =INJ
INCR=INC
GO TO 60
00 RETURN
CHECK FOR LASl ELEMENT
NCM= 24
CALL CALBAN CMSANO,NOIF,LM,XM,ASA,RF,NO,NOM)
WRITE (1) NO,NS, {lM (1) ,I=1,ND}, «(SA (I,J) ,I=1,NS) ,J=1,NOl,
1 «(~F{I~J),I=1,NS),J=1,4)
FCRH ELEMENT lOC~TION MATRIX
CALL SLAVE (X,Y,Z,IO,NUMNP,NI,NJ)
WRITE ELEMENT INFCR~A1ION ON TAPE
NS=12
ND=12
185 CONTINUE
DC 170 M=1,6
LM<M,'=IO(NI,M)
LMCM+12)=O
LH (H +18) =0
170 l~(H+e)=IO(NJ,M)
TRANSFORM TC MASTER DEGREES OF FREEDOM
001 FCRMATtIS,3F10.0)
D02 FCRMAT(I5,6F10.0l
005 FCRMAT{I5,6F10.0/F1S.fl,5F10.0)
006 FORMAT C4F10.01
!001 FCRMAT(S5H1MATERIAl YOUNG S POISSON S MASS
1 155r MODULUS RATIO DENSITY
:002 FCR~AT(1H ,I5,3X,F12.0,F14.5,F14.5)
.iOO 3 FeRMAT ( 1 Hil
• 26H BEAM GEOMETRIC FROPERTIESI/
1 48H ELEMENT AREA ~REA AREA
2 60H INERTIA INE~TIA INERTIA
3 / 48H TYPE X Y Z
4 30H X Y 2
004 FCRHAT(1H ,I5,2X,EF12.3'
oos FCRMAT(39H1 ••••••• THREE OIMENSIO~Al EEAM ~LEMENTS//
DO 180 I=1,3
DO 180 J=1,,,
RF(I,J)=RFtI,J)+EHUl(I,J)4X~(I)
:180 RF(I+6,J)=RF(I+6,J)+E~UL(I,J)~XM(I+6)
A.54
251:
25 2'
2S ~;
25£(
2=: ~
25 E'
25 j:
25 e:
25<: .
,6 (
261
·262 ,
26~ .. 1
26 ~ .. I
2E ~ I
26 E :
267
26e
26 S .
27 r: .
27 j.
2'12
27"3.
27 ~
27 ~
27 €'
277
2·78.
27~ .
28 C
28 j
282
28:3 .
28L.
2-8 :
28 E
287
28E
28~
29 C
29 j.
2S2
29:3 .
29 z.,.
29~
29 E~
2g7~
2<3 e'
29~ ;
30 ( ;
~01:
30 C:
"3 0 ~ .
3 DIJ
3D S
3CE'
307'
3QE'
BEAM
3EAH
a::AH
BEAM
BEAM
9EAM
aEAM
BEAM
BEAM
)8EAM
BEAM
BEAM
BEAM
8~AM
BEAM
BEAM
8EAM
9~AH
8EAM
BEAM
9EAM
~EAM
EEA.H
IDENTICAL.8EAM
8EAM
BEAM
8Efl. M
BEAM
BEAM
BEAM
BEAM
8=AM
BEAM
BEAM
BEAM
BEAM
BEA~
BEAM
BEAM
BEAM
BEAM
BEAM
BEAM
·8E AM
BEAM
BEAM
BEAM
BEAM
BEA·M
8EAM
BEAM
SEAM
BEAM
BEAM
3EA~
BE AM
8EAM
BEAM
FIXED END FORCES If' LeCAl ceORes
00 73 N=i,4
FO~M NEW BEAM STIFFNESS
UIM~NSION E(1),Gt11,RO(1},COPROP(NUMETP,1J ,SFT{NU~FIX,1'
COM MaN/ EMIL M( 2 4) , NO, NS, ASA ( 24, 24) , RF ( 24, L;') , XM( 2 It) ,S A (12, 2£{ ) 1
SF<12,4)
CO HMeN / NEW 8 I L C (~ ) , T (3, :3) , J K ( c) , til EL T YP , Dl , M~ TTY F
OIMENSIONR(121,S(i2,12),Ct12)
DC 5 I=1,144
5 S(11=0.
AX=CCPROP(MELTYP,1}
AY=COPROF(~EL1YF,2)
AZ=COPROP(MEL1YP,3)
AAX=COPROPCMELTYF,4)
AAY=COPROP(MELTYP,S)
AAZ=COPROF(~ELTYF,5}
SHFY=O.O
SHFZ=O.O
ZY=E(MATT~P}/{DL~OLl
EIY=ZY"'AA'f
ElZ: Zy· AAZ
IF(AY.NE.O.O) SHF~=6.¥EIZ/{G(MATTYP)~AY)
IF(AZ.NE.C.O) SHFZ=6.~EIY/(G(MATT~P).~AZ)
COMMY=EIY/(1.+2.·~HFZ)
COHMZ=£IZ/(1.+2.¥SHFY)
36H NUMBER OF EEAHS =,r5/
36H NUM8ER OF GEOMETRIC .FROFERTY SETS=,ISI
36H NUMBER OF FIXE[ END FORCE SETS =,I5/
• 36H NUMBER OF ~ATERIAlS =,151
.006 FCRMATt/I/2SH ELEMENT LOAD MULTIPLIERS / 20X,1HA,1~X,1H8,14X,1HC,
1 14X,1HU,/oH X-OIR4E1S.6/ 6H Y-DIR4E15.61 6H Z-OIR4E1S.E/ ~
010 FORMAT(1H1~1H ,
1 30X~OH FIXED ENe FORCES IK LOCAL COORDINATES
2//53H TYPE NODE FORCE X FORCE Y FCRCE Z
3 35H HOMENT X MOMENT Y MC~ENT Z
:011 FCRMATC1H ,I3,6X,1HI,3X,6F12.3/1~ ,9X,1HJ,3X,6F12.3/)
013 FCRMA'r (1HOI
1 60H SECTION PRCF£RTIES OTHER THAN SH~AR AREAS· t'!·AY NCT SE SPECIF
2 34HIEO AS ZERO. E)ECUTICN TERMINATED.)
000 FCRfJAT (10IS,2IE,I8)
000 FCRMAT,t1H1/
• 5H08EAM 5X 5HNODES 5X 5H MATL 5H GEOM 5X 10HELEM LOADS 4X 10X
• 12H END CODES I 5P NO 4X 1HI ~X 1HJ 4X 1HK 5H NO 5H NO
4X 1HA ~X 1He 4X 1He 4X 1HO 9X 1HI 9X 1HJl
001 FeRMAT {10I5,2I10)
002 FeRMAT C9HOBEAM NO ,IS, 26H K NOO~ ON BEAM X-AXIS
2EH •••••• EXECU1ION lERMINATEO 1
:OD3 FCRMAT(36HOElEMENT CA~O ERROR. ELEMENT NUM8ER= IE)
:004 FORHATf1H ,31HNODAL POINT NUMBERS FOR ElEHENT,I5,36HAP£
1 EXECUTIC~ TERMINAT~O.)
-005 FGRMA1(8HOEL~MENT,I5,39H HAS ZERO LENGTH. EXECUTICN TERMINATED.)
END
SU8ROL~INE NEWBH(E,G,RC,CCPROP,SFT,NUMFIX,NU~ETP)
A.55
H=LC(N)
IF <M.GT. Ql GO TC 71
00 70 1=1,12
70 SF(I,t\)=D.
GO TO 73
71 00 72 1=1,12
72 SF(I,N)=SFTCM,I)
73 CONTINUE
FORH ELEMENT STIFFNESS IN LOCAL COORDINATES
S(1,1)= ECMATTYP)¥ AX/Ol
S(4,~}= GCMATTYPl¥AAX/DL'
5(2,2)= COMMZ·12./Dl
S{3,3)= COMMY4 12./0L
S,(S,S)= COHMY¥ 4.¥Dl.(1.+0.S.SHFZ)
S(6,6)= COMHZ. 4 •• 0L.t1.+0.S·SHFY)
S{2,6l= COMMZ· o.
S(3,51=-CCMMY. 6.
DO 102 I=1,o
J=I+E:
102 S(J~J~=S(I,Il
DO 104 1=1,4
J=I +5
104 SCI,J)=-SCI,I)
$(6,12)= S(6,6).C1.-SHFY)/(2.+SHFY)
S(5,11)= St5,5)~(1.-SHFZ)/(2,+SHFZ}
S ( 2 , 12) = S ( 2 , 6)
s(o, 8)=-S(2,6)
S (8 ,12) =-$( 2 , E)
S(3, 11) = S(3,S)
S(5, 9)=-S(3,S)
$(9,11)=-$( ~,5)
00 106 I=2,12
K=I-1
00 106 J=t,K
106 SCI,Jl=S(J,Il
MODIFY ELEMENT STIFFNESS AND ELEMENT FIXED END FORCES FOR KNOWN
ZERO MEMBER END FCRCfS.
IF «JK(1)+Jl<tZ)).£Q.O) GO TO 14~
00 1ltO K=1,2
KK=JK1K)
K0= 10 00 00
11=o"'(K-1)+1
I 2= I 1 +5
00 140 1=I1,12
IF (KK.LT.KO) GG TO 140
SII=S(I,I)
00 125 N=1,12
125 R(ti)=S(I,N)
DC 130 M=i,12
C(H)=S(M,I)/SII
DO 130 N=1,12
130 S(M,N)=S(M,N)-C(M)~R\N)
DO 135 N=1,4
SFI=SF(I,f\)
~EAM 30~:
SEAM 31 ( :
eEA~ 311
BEAM ~1 2 ~
8EAM 313 ,
SEAM 31 L::
BEAM 31~"
SEAM 31 E
;
8EAM 317:
SEAM 31.~ :
BEAM 31<:
9EAM 32C
eEAM ~21
SEAM 322
BEAM j2~
BEAM 321{
BEAM 325
9EAH 32E
BEAM 32/
SEA M. 328
BEAM 32S
BEAM 3~C
BEAt-' ~31
BEAM ~32
e£A~ 3:32
8EAM 3~ l;:
B£AH 33=
BEAM 33 €
BEAM 337:
BEA~ 33 e ~:."
BEAM 33<: ,.
8EAM 34C
BEAM ~41
8EA~ ~4 2 :
BEAM 3l; ~ -
BEAM 3 Lt L "
BEAM 3~ S
BEAM 34 E:
8EAH "3 L; 7 .:
BEAM 34 E";
BEAM 31., ~ ""
8EA~ 35 C ~
BEAM 3 S1 :~
eEAM 352:
BEAM 3 5 ~ ~."
BEAM 35~i
8EAM ~ z:. J: :.'L, J." .-
BEAM 35E~
SEAM 35 r;"
"9EAtf 35 C~'
BEAM 35 ~.:
SEAM ~6 L ~
8EA~ ~ E :1 '~
SEAM 36 2 ~".
8E:At1 3 f. ~ :,
SEAM 3Ey:
8::AM 3E~
9EA~ 36 E ':
A.56
367·
36 ~ ,
3E ~:
37 D·,
~71 .
37 ~ >
37 ~
37 ~:
37 ~
37E
37 i
37 e
37~
38 C
~81
382·
'38 ~­
38~
'385 .
38 E'
38 i~­
38 E:
38 S'
390'
~g 1 ~'
392'
3 0 '-;j :, ., '- ..
39~ ::
39: -~:'.
3<3 E ~'.
397"
398 ..
39 S~·
40 C:-
l;01'-
402:
~O~ ;:
4 0 ~::
40 ~:,
40 E: :.
'+ 07:'
40 e.
1+ 0 ~~.
41 r:
411 :.
41 2 ~.-,
l{ 1 :3 ~
41 L' ~.::
415
41 E ;~'
41 7 ~:,
41 e;--'
~1<?~"
42C
421
422
~2 ~
424
3~AM
8EAM
SEAM
3EAH
8EAM
BEAM
SEAM
BEAM
8EAM
BEAM
9EA~
BEAM
BEAM
3EAM
BEAM
~EAH
gEAM
3EAM
BEAN
3EAM
:: E'o, H
BEAM
3~A~
CCO~CS8EAM
BEAM
BEAM
BEAM
BEA~I
8EAM
BEAM
BEAM
BEAM
8~AM
BEAM
BEAM
BEAM
8EAM
BEAM
BEAM
BEAM
BEAM
BEAM
BEAM
SEAM
8E:AM
BEAM
8E:A M
8~AM
SEAM
BEAM
8EAfJ
BEAM
C3EAH
a~A~
BEAM
8~AH
8EAM
SEAM
A.57
XXM=RO(HATTYP)~AX~OL/2.
00 180 M=1,3
XH(H)=XXH
XM(M~'3) =0.
XM(H+~}=O.
180 XH{H+6)=X~H
RETURN
F CR ~ MA SS MA T'RIX
08TAIt\ SA(12,12) RELATING EL=:MENT ENO FORCES (LOCAL) AND
JOINT DISFLACEMEN1S (GLOBAL).
ELE~ STIF~ ASAt12,12) ANO FIXED END FORGES PF(12} IN fLOEAL
00 32 1=1,576
32 ASACI)=O.
DC 1EO LA:i,10,3
L8=LA-1
D01EO ~A=1,10t3
ME=MA .... 2
'Co 160 IL=i,3
I=IL+L8
DO 160 J=MA,M8
XX=O.
DO 161 K=1,3
161 XX=XX+T(K,Il)+SA(K+LB,J>
160 ASA (I,J)=XX
CO 135 M=i,12
135 SF(M,N)=SF{M,N)-C(Ml.SFI
1.36 Kt<=KK-KO
14D KD=KD/10
145 CONTINUE
00 31 I=1,288
31 SA(I}=O.
00 150 LA=i,10,3
LE=LA+2
DO 150 HA=1,10,3
M8=MA-1
00 150 I=LA,L8
00 150 JM=1,3
J=JM+H8
XX= O.
DO 151 K=1,3
151 XX=XX+S(I,K+MB)¥T(K,JM)
is 0 S ~ ( I , J) =:x ~
DO 16S LA=1,10,3
LE=LA-1
DO 165 Il=1,3
I=IL+L8
00 165 N=1,4
XX=O.
'DO 162 K=1,3
:162 XX=XX-T CK,IL)·SF{f<+lB,N)
'16 5 RF (I , N)= XX
END
SUBROUTINE SLAV~ (X,Y,Z,IO,NUMNP,NI,NJ)
PERFCRMS SLAVE••• ~ASTER OISPlACE~ENT TRANSFORMATION
( FOR NODES CC~NECTED TO 8EA~ ELE~E~TS ONLY)
01 MEN51 0 N X ( 1) , Y (1l , Z (1) , I 0 ( NUMNf , 1 )
CeM M0 N I E~J l M( 2 4) ,ND , NS , S ( 24 ,,2 " ) , R ( 9 6), , XM ( 24' ,S A { 12 , 2 4)
DETERMINE REQUIRED TRANSLATION DEGREES OF FREEDOM
DO 5£+ NF=1,j2,6
NOO=NI
IF (NF.EQ.7l NOO=NJ
00 30 K=1,3
I=K+NF-1
IF (LMCI).GE.O) GO TO 30
H=-LMCI)
LM(I) =IOtM, K}
IFtK-2) 35,!f.5,S5
35 D1=-(Y(NCO)-Y'(H»
02= Z(NOO)-Z(M)
lM(NO+1)=IO(M,S)
LM(NO+2)=IOCM,S)
GO TO 5 a
45 Dl=-{Z(NOO)-Z(M»
02= X(NCO)-X(M)
LM(ND+1)=IO{M,4)
LM{ND+2)=IOtM,6)
GO TO SO
55 D1=-(XCNOOl-X(M)}
02= Y(NCO'-Y(Ml
LN(NO+1)=IO~M,5}
LM (ND+2l =IO (M, 4)
50 CONTINUE
TRANSFORMATION ••• ARRAYS INCREASE IN SIZE
00 60 II=1,ND
S(ND+1,II)=S(!,II)·D1
S(NO+2,II)=S(I,II)~D2
XM{NO+l):XH{I)~n1~01
XMCND+2)=XM(Il·V2 4 D2
SCII,ND+1)=S(II,I)·01
SCII,NO+2)=S(II,!)¥02
60 CONTINUE
DO 70 II=1,NS
SA(II,NO+1)=SACII,I)·01
70 SACII,ND+2)=SAtII,I)·02
S{NO+1,NU+l)=StI,I)·D1¥¥2
S(ND+2,NO+2)=S(I,I)~D2¥¥2
S(ND+1,NO+2)=S(I,I)·01·02
S(NO+2~NO+1)=S{NO.1,ND+2)
ND=NO+2
30 CONTINUE
A.58
BEAM
SEAM
EEA~
BEAM
BEAM
BEAM
SEAM
,TT {12,~, BEAM
BEAM
BEAM
BEAM
BEAM
BEAM
8EAM
BEAM
BEAM
BEAM
BEAM
BE AM
SEAM
BEAM
BEAM
BEAM
BEAM
BE AM
BEAM
BEAM
SEAM
BEAM
BEAM
BEAM
8EAtJ.
SEAM
SEAM
BEAM
BEAM
BE.AM
BEAM
BEAM
BEAM
8EAM
BEAM
BEAM
BEAM
BEAM
BEAM
SEAM
BEAM
BEAM
BEAM
BEAM
BEAM
8EAM
BEAM
BEAM
BEAM
BEAM
BEAM
42 ~:
42 El
It 2 7 i
42 e;
42~
4~ 0
4~1
-4 321
~33:
4 3~;
it3~
43E,
l.f37
43E
4'3C:
41] C
lt41
4~2
!j~~
444
~t,~
1;4c
447
44E
44S
45 0
~51
ltS2
~5~
Its!:
45S
4SE
457
458
45~
lt6C
461
462
4E~
4€~
465
l.JE~
467
468
Lt6~
£+ 7 c:
471 :
472
47:3 ;
47~
-47 ~
1+7 E
~7 7
Lt7~
l.t7~
48C
481
482:
00 54 J=1,3
K=NF+J+2
IF~lM(K).GE.O)
M="'LM tK)
l~(K)=ID(M,J+3)
54 CONTINUE
E,
7
j ,
1C
11
12 :
1~
1 lJ
1:
iE
17
18 :
1 S:
2 C:
2 i.
22 :
2j;
24·
2:
2 E:
27:
2 e:
2S
30:
31
:3 2':
3 ~.
3 ~:
35:
3 E~
37 L·
3 E:
j~:'
I.t C .
It 1 :
l.t 2 ~
~~:-
-~ ,
l{83
LtBy
485
48f
4"87
488
48~
49C
491
492
~g ~,
l'
GC TO 54
SET ROTATIONS
NUME=NPAR(~~)
IF (NPAR(S).EQ.O) WRITE(6~2000l
IF (NPAR(S) • .EQ.1l WRI1E(6,2001l
IF (NPAR(S) .EQ.21 WRITEt6,2002)
W~ITE(6,200S)
00 800 HM=1 v NUME
CALL STRSC(A(N1),ACN3),NEQ.O)
IF (NS • £ Q. 1) GO T C 80 {)
WRITE (6,3000} M~
00 700 L=LT,lH
CALL STRSC{A{N1),ACN3),NEQ,1)
ITAG=O
DO 600 KK=1,NS,4
ITAG=ITAG~+1
00 :20 1=1,4
II=KK-1"'1
SIG(I)=SGCII}
CC=(SIGC1}+SIGt2»/2.0
E8={SIG(1)-SIG(2»)/2~
GR= S QRT ( BE..... 2 +SI G(4) .. ~ 21
SIt; (S) = CC +C R
BEAM
BEAM
BEAM
BEAM
BEAM
BEAM
8EAM
BEAM
BEAM
RETLJR N BE AH
END SEAM
SUBROUTINE PLANE PLAX
GOMMON A(1) , PlAX
COHMON IELPARI NPAR(14),NUHNP,~eANO,NELTyp,Nl,N2,N3,N4,N5,MTOT,NEQPlAX
COMMCN IEMI NS,NO,lM(48l ,8(48,48),T1(48,4)' PLAX
COMMON /JUNKI LT~lH,l,SG(20),SIG(7),EXTRA(1?O) PLAX
DIMENSION STRLAB{S) PLAX
OATA STRLAB/3HCEN,3HL-I,3HJ-K,3HI-J,3HK-ll PLAX
IFCNFAR(l).EQ.O) GO TO 200 PLAX
IF(NFARC1}.EQ.3) ~P,AR{Sl=2 PLAX
IFCNPAf< (S). EQ. 0) "':RITE (6,2000) PLAX
IFCNPAR(S).EQ.1') ~'RITE (6,2001) PLAX
IFCNFAR(S).EQ.2} WRITE (6,2002' PLAX
IF (NPAR(1) .EQ.3) WRITE (6,2003) PLAX
IF (NPA9(6) .NE.OJ WRI-TE t6,200~} PLAX
! F ( NP AR ( It) • EQ. 0) f\ PAR ( ~) =1 Pl AX
N6=N5+NUMNP PLAX
N7=N6+NPAR(3) PLAX
N8=N7 +NPAR (3) Pl AX
N9=N8+NPAR(3) PLAX
N10=N9+NPARl3> PlAX
~M=Nl0+11~NPAR(4)~NPAR(3}-MTOT PLAX
IFCM-M.GT-.-ol CALL ERROR(M~,) PlAX
CALL PLNA~«A(t~1l,fJ(N2),A(N3),A(N4),A(N5) ,A(N6) ,ACN71 ,ACNB),A(N9}, PlAX
1 A (N 1 0 ) , f'\: p ~ R ( 4) , NUMNP) Pl AX
RETURN PLAX
Pl AX
PL AX
PLAX
PLAX
PlAX
PLAX
PLAX
PLAX
PlAX
PLAX
PL'AX
PlAX
PL AX
PLAX
PlAX
'PL A)(
PLAX
PlAX
PLAX
PlAX
PL AX
Pl A:X
520
200
510
A.59
SIG(6)=CC-CR
5I6(7)=0.0
IF (CBB.EO.O.Ol.AND.(SIGf.!t).EQ.O.O» GO TO"600
SIG{7)=2e.6~8·ATAN2lSIG(4)~B8)
Pl'AX
PlA)(
PlAX
PLAX
48 ::
.4 t; ,....;
50 :::
51
----WRITE PRINCIPAL STRESSES AND ANGLE QN TAPE 9
WRITE(9,9DOU) (SIG(l) ,1=5,7)
000 FCRHATt2E15.6,F10.3'
.. ,
f,
to.
r
r
···:
."
...~ ~~ ...~
r. .. .~
ll~:
52fJ
5 ~ [~
5 ~ :~~5Sr.:
se r..
57 C·::
58 f:'":.;
~~!
61::·'
6 2 t::
6 ~ ~~:-:
6 it :;:7:,
6 1: ::::wi ~:"
E,e ~
6 7 ~:",
6.s r::
6~ r·~
7 fJ L:'
71[:.'
72[.:':
7~[::r:7 Lt r:.
7 st..7Er
77r';
7 f·'
7 c :'.~- ..
80 :.'
81 ::
~ 2 ~:~'
8 ~ .~.:,
8~ ~:'
85
8 E ";
87 ':
88 ,';
'8 c ,-'
gO '..
OiL
921
gj r:,
t::
r
NUHE=NPAR (21
NUHMAT=NPAR (3)
,WRITE (6,2000) NUKE,NU""AT,NUHTC
••••• MODIFICATION 4.... BY PERRYS. GREEN •••••••••••••••••
READ ·AND PRINT Of MATERIAL PROFERTIES
DO 60H=1,NUMHAT
READ (5;10161 HA1,NTC(MAT)"WTfMATl,RbCHAT).WANG(MAT)
IF (NTC(HAT) .EO.O) NTCfHAT)=1
WRI TE (& , '2 0 cO" MAT, NT C( MAT) , WT· ( MAT) t R0 ( MAT) , WA NG{ ~AT l
NT=NTCIHATl
READ (5~1D05) (E(]~J,HAT)~J=1.11),I=1,NT)
WRITE (6,2010) «(E(I,J,MATl,J=1,11l,I=1,NT)
IF ( NPARlS) .NE. 2 ) GO TO 60
60 CONTINUE
READ (5 ~ 10n 2) ( (EHUL t1, J) , J=1, 5) ,'I=1, 4)
IF (NPAR(1)~EQ.31WRITE (6,ZOU4) «(E~Ul-CI,J),J=1,~',I=1,~1
:600 WRITE (6.,3001l L-9STRL~8(ITAG),(SIGCl) ,1=1,7) PLAX
700 CONTINUE PLAX
8'00 CONTINU'E PLAX
RETURN PlAX
ono FORMAT (22H1AXISY~METRIC ANALYSIS l PlA~
001 fCR~,AT' C22H1f'lANE STRAIN ANALYSIS) PLAX
:':,.002 FORMAT (22H1PLANE StRESS ANALYSIS) PtA)
. DO'3 FORMAT (1ltH MEMBRANE ELEMENTS) PlAX
004 FORMAT (30H INCOMFATI8L£ MODES SUPPRESSED) PlAX
. on-s FCR~AT(14HOSTRESS OUTFUT/) PLA~
000 FORMAT(1X,1-!tHELE"ENT NUM8ER,I5,5X,84H(CENTER STRESS'ES IN LOCAL Y-ZPlAX
.• COOROS,80UNOAR~ STRESSES NORMAL AND PARALLEL TO SIDES), PLAX
• /1X,5H lOAU,11X,~HS11,12~,3HS22.12X,3HS33,12X,3HS12,10X, PlAX
"". 5HS-'MAX.10X,5HS-MIN,5X,5HAN'GlEl· PlAX
:001 FCRMATtlX,I~,2X,Aj,1peE1S.6,OP 1F10.3) PlAX
END P,LA X
SUBROUTINE- PlNAX(IO,X,y,Z,T,NTC,WT,Rb,W~NG,E,NUHTC,NUMNP) PLAX
OIHENSION X (1) • Y (1) , Z (1) , IO tN UHNP, 1) , NTC {1) , WT (1) ,RO (1) ,·WANG ( 1), PL AX
• E(NUMTC,~1,1),T(1' 'PlAX
COMMON /ELPAR/ NFAR{14),NUHNNtH8ANO,NELTYP,N1,N2~N3,N4~N5,MTOT.NEQPlAX
COMMON IEM/ lM(12),.SC12,12) ,P(12,!t) ,XM(12) ,8(20,12) ,BBC20,12), PLA)(
1 TIC20 y 4),IXC4),IEfS) ,OfJt,4l,EHUl(4.,S).RR(41 ,Z2(lfl,H(6J ,H,~(6), PLAX
2 HT(6',HRC6),HZ(6),FAC,XMH,PRESS,NS,EE(10),TTIC4),PP(12~~) ,THICK PLAX
3 ,TMP(4),TP(12);~lPI~) PLAX
COMMON IJUNKI MAT,NT ..TEMP,REFT,BETA,U(4)',V(4) ,wt!+) ,G(4l PLAX
PLAX
PLAX
PlAX
PLAX
PlAX
PLAX
PlAX
PlAX
PLAX
PlAX
PlAX
PLAX
PL A"X
PlAX
PLAX
PLAX
FLAX
A.60
IF (NPAR(1) .EQ.4) WRITE (6,2005) ({E~Ul(I,J) ,J=1,S) ,1=1,4)
READ AND FRINT CF ELEMENT PROPERTIES
WRITE (6,2002)
N=O
130 REAO(S,1003t M,CIE(!},I=1,Sl,REFT,PRESS,NS,KG,THICK
MAT =I E ( 5) "
I F ( KG. Ea. D) KG=1
IF (NPAR(S) .'£Q.1) THICK=1.0
IF (NS .EQ. 0) NS=4
IFfNS.I.T.4J NS=1
IF( (IE (3) • EQ. IE (4» • AND. "(NS.EO. 20) 1 NS=16.
140 N=N+1
IF(M.EQ.N) GO TO 145
DO 142 I=1,4
142 IX(I)=IxtI)+KG
GO TO 1Lt9
145 DO 1.48 1=1, 4
148 '!XC!l=IElIl
FO~M CCNSTITUTIVE LAW AND COMPUTE THERMAL STRESSES
149 NT=NTC(~AT)
WRITE (6,2D03) N,IX,HAT,REFT,PRESS,NStKG~THICK
I=IX (1)
J=I X(2)
1<.=1 X (3)
l=I X(4)
TEMP = (TCI)+T(J)+T(K)+Ttl))/4.0
EETA=HANG(MATl
XHt1=RO(MAT)
~GT=Wl(MATl
CALL ELAW (NUMTC,EE,E,O,TTI,AlPl
CALCULATE ELEMENT STIFFNESS MATRIX
IF(NPAR(11.EQ.Jl GO .0 160
N0=8
·-00 15S 1=1,4
11=1 X{Il
RR (I) =Y( 'II)
ZZ(I)=Z(IIl
TMP (11=TI1I)
LM(I) =IO{II, 2)
155 LMCI+4)=IotII,3)
CALL QUAD
DO iSS I=.1'4
00 157 l=1.,4
P (I"ll=P (I ,t.,)+x~ fIl·ROCMAT).RR (1) "'EMUl Cl ,3'··2
P(I,L)~P{I,L)+X~(I)·HGT·EHUl(L,4)
P(I+4,L)=P(I+4,~)+XM(I)~WGT·EHULtL,5l
'XM(I)=XHtI) "XMH
Xt-(I+!t) =XMCI)
GO TO 30ll
ND=12
CALL VECTOR(V,XlI) ,Y(Il"!Z(I) ,X(,J) ,Y(J) ,Z(J"
A.61
!
'Pl.AX g~t
PlAX g~.'e:'
PlA X 9E~
PlAX 97~
?LAX C3E[:.:.
PlAX oc,f::
oJ -'1,1
PlAX 10Cf.
PlA)( 10 1fi
PLAX 102
PlAX 1n~
PLA~ 10L:
PlA:X 10~'
PlAX'10E':
, PlAX 107.F
t!
PlAX tn e1':
?lAX 10<:t
PLAX 110 f;
PlA X 111~,;
PLAX 112~!
?LAX 11~
Pl A)( 11 ~~.
PLA X 11: ~
PlAX 11 E f.
PlAX 117{
PLA X 11 ef
PLAX 11 ~i
PlAX 12[1/
PLAX 12j~
t
PlA X 122t
PLAX 12~i
?LA X 12 Lt ~
PLAX 12C:!
PlAX 12EI
?lAX 127~
PtA X 12 C~
PLAX 12~\:
Pl AX 13 n;
Pl AX 131 1
PlA X 132!
PLAX 1'3::~
PL AX 1"3 Lt:
PLAX 13 ~i
PLAX 13 El
PlAX 1371
PLAX 1381
Pl AX 1 ~ ~ ~
PLAX 114 Vi
PLAX 14 j;
PL AX 11] 2
Pl AX 14~'
PlAX 141;
PlAX 14~
PLAX 1l fE
PLAX 147
PLAX 1~E
PlAX 149
PL AX 1S C
PLAX 151
..
,
CALL VECTORlG,Xt!l,Y(I),ZtI),X(Ll,Y(L),Z(L»)
CALL CROSSlV,G,W)
CALL CROSSlk,V,U) .
CALL VECTOR.W,X(I),Y(I)~Z(I)~X(K),V(K),Z(K)
ffR(1)=O.O
ZZ ( 1) =0 • 0
RR(2)=V(!t)
1Z(2)=0.0
RR(3)=W(4)~DOTlW,V)
ZZ(3)~W(4)·DOT(W,U)
RR(4)=G(~)·OOT(G,V)
ZZ(4)=G(Q)·OOT{G,UJ
DO 170 I=1,4
II=IXtIl
TMP(!)=TtII)
LMlI)=IO(II,1)
LM(I+4) =ID(II,2l
170 LMC!+8)=IUfII,3)
. CAll QUAD
00 190 !=1,3
-00 190 K-=1,4
t<K=4¥{I~1l+t<
DO 180 L=1,4
150 PP(KK,L):V(I)·P(K,L)+U(I)·P(K+~,t)
DO 190 J=I,3
00 190 l=1",4
LL=4" (J-1-) +L
190 BB(KK,LL)=V(I)·(S(K,L)·V(J)+S(K,l+~l·U(J»
1 +U(I).(S(K+~,L)~V(J} .S(K+4,L+~)·U(J)l
DO 196 1=1,12
DO 19~ L=1,4
19~ P<I,Ll=PPtI,Ll
no 196 J=I,1Z-
S{I,J)=8B{I,Jl
196 S(J,Il=S(I,J)
DO 210 K=1,NS ·
DO 2DO L=1, it
002GO J=1,3.
. lL=lt4 (J-1l +L
200 eE(K,lL)=B(K.L)~VtJ)+E(K~L+4}·U{J)
DO 210 J=1,12
210 BCK,J)=BBlK,J')
UO 220 1=1,4
00"'215 L=1". It .
PCl ,L)=PtI" ,l-)+XM(I)~WGT·'EMUl(l,3'
P{I+4,L)=P(I+4~L)+XM(I)·WGT·EMUl(l,4)
215 P(I+8,L)=P(I+8,l)+X~(I'.WGT·EMUl(l,5)
Xt1(I)=Xt1(I) Jf-XMM
'x fJ ( I +4) = XM {I )
220 -XM(I+8)=X~{I)
CALCULATION OF SANO WIDTH AND WRITES 8LEMENT MATRICES ON TAPES
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PLAX 152
PLAX 153
PlAX 15~
PlAX 1r::c:--' .,.
PLAX 15E
PlAX 157
PLAX 158
PLA )( iSS
PLAX 160
PlAX 16 1 1
PLAX 162:
PLAX 1E~
PLAX 16t.
FLAX 16:
PlAX 16 E
PLAX 1E7 i
PLAX 16e:
PLAX 16S:
PLAX 170:
PlAX 171
PlAX 172:
PlAX 17~:
PLAX 17~
PL,A, X 17~
PlAX 17 E'
PlAX 177
PlAX 17 E
PLAX 179
PLAX 180
PlAX 181
PlAX 182
PLAX 18~
PL AX 18~
PlAX 18~
PLA X leE
PLAX 187
PlAX 188
PlAX 18~
PLAX 1CJC
?LAX 191
PLAX 192
PlAX 1o~
-" ....
PLA )( 1C?4
PlAX 1<3:
PlAX 1<3E
PlAX 197
PLAX 1~E
PLAX 199
Pl AX 2DC
PlAX 201
PLAX 202
PLAX ~o ~
PLAX 20L
pOL A)( 20=
PLAX 20E
PLAX 207
PLAX 2CE
PLAX 20g
A.63
210
211
21,
21j
21 ~
21 ~
21E
217~
218,
21 C; i
22 G'
221,
222
22~ i
22'~1,221': :
22 €!
227 12 2 e~
22<;fi
23 D~
2j 1:1
232;1
23 ~~j
2 3 L:l, >1
23sii
23 E~
237~'li~1
23"Et!
23 c ~~...~ I
214 t! !
24 j ,.:
,242;::2" ~~:;
2~LtJ
2" t: 'f~
., ... ~'j
24 E~
- r:21{ I E.i
2-Lf e~:
2ft ~!
25 (t
f2S i r
252 "t.:
21:-':..,; "w •
25~ f:
2 ~ t:'~.J - r
25 Et:
-j.
257[:'
258 r.25~t26 tl f.
261F
262 !:.:
26 < t·,
....... ~...
26 L r1.--.
2E~ }'::
26 E !=:
267[":
I
!
I
DO 500 II=i,2
00 500 JJ=1,2
CALL FORMECSS(II),SSeJJ),S)
TEMP=O.
00 200 I=1,4
DO 170 J=1,12
XMfJ> =0.0
TP(J)=f).
DO 160 1=1,20
BS{I,J)=O.O
BtI,J)=D.O
00'170 !=1,12
StI,Jl=O.D
300 CALL CAL8ANCMBANO,NDIF,LM,XM,S,P,NO,12)
'WRITE (1) ND,NS, CLHfIl ,I=1,NOl, «(8CI,J) ,I=1,NS) ,J=1,NOl,
1 ((Tr(I,J),I=1~NS"J=1,4)
IFCN.EQ.NUME) RETURN
IFCN.EQ.M) GO TO 130
GO TO 140
160
PLAX
PLAX
PlAX
PlAX
PlAX
PLAX
P:lAX
1 00 2 FeR MAT '. ( 5 F1 0 • 0 ) Pl A X
-l003 FORMAT (615,2F1D.O,2IS,F10.0) PLAX
1005 FORMAT (8F10.0/3F10.0) PlAX
1010 FeRMAT {2IS,3F10.DJ PlAX
2000 FOR~AT (34HONUHBER OF ELEMENTS = 151 PlAX
1 34HONUM8E~ OF MATERIALS = 151 PlAX
2 34HOMAXIMUH NUMBER OF TEMPERATURES = 151 PlAX
2002 FCR~AT (j50H2 EL.NO., I J K L TYPE TEMFERATURE PlAX
1 ,7X,BHPRESSURE ,14H' NO. STRESSES 20H KG THICKNESS) ?LAX
2003 FOR~AT (I10,515,2E15.6,2110,E1S.S', PLAX
2004 FeR-HA_TC 23H2ElEMENT lOAD FRACTIO"'-S 170H l CAD CASE TEMPERATURE PRESPL'AX
1SURE X-OIRECTIO~' Y-DIRECTION Z-OIRECTION 19X 1H~ 5F12.31 PLAX
2 9X 1HB 5F12.31 9X 1He 5F12.31 9X 1HD 5F12.3l PLAX
2005 FCRHAT(23H2ElEMENT LOAD FRACTIONS /7DH LOAD CASE TEMPERATURE PRESPlAX
1SURE ANG.VElOCITY Y~OIRECTION Z-OIRECTION 19X 1HA 5F12.3J PlAX
2 9X 1HB 5F12.31 9X tHe 5F12.3/ 9X lHO 5F12.3) PlAX
.2010 FeRMAT (1·SHO TEHPE·RATURE 11X ,ltHEfNl ,11X,4HE(S), 11X,4HEtTl, PLAX
1 9X,6HNUCNSl t 9X,6HNU(NT), 9X,6HNU(ST),~OX,SHG(NS)J26X,4HA(N), PLAX
2 11X,4HA(S) ,11X,lfHAtTl, PLAX
3 (/F15.2,3F15.2,3F15.~,F15.2/22X,~F1S.9)1 PLAX
~020 FORMAT CIII/16H MATERIAL NUMBER 13/1 PlAX
1 30H NUMBER OF TEMPERATURE CARDS =I3,5X,1SH WGT. DENSITY =£12.4, PlAX
2 1SH MASS DENSITY =E12.4,13H ANGLE BETA =F6.11 PlAX
END PLAX
SUBROL~INE'QUAO PLAX
COMMON IElPAR/-NPAR(14),NUHNP,M8ANO,NElTYP,N1,N2,N3~N~,N5,HTOT,NEQPlAX
COMMON IEMI LM(12),S(12,12),P(1Z,~),XM(12),B(20,12),8E(20,12), PLAX
1 TI ( 20, it) t I X(4) , IE (S l ,0 ( 4 , 4) , E HUL t 1+ , 5 ) " RR ( 4) 't ZZ-( 4) t H(6) ,HS (6) , Pl AX
2 HT(6),HR(ol,HZt6),FAC,XMM,PRESS,NS,EE(10),TTI(4),PP(12'~)7THICK PlAX
3,THP(4),lP(1Z),ALP(41 PLAX
COHMON/JUNKI HAT"NT,TEMP,REFT,BETA PlAX
DIMENSION SS(2l~'TT(Z)-,HH(2)tSSS(S),TTT(5),IVECT(4),JVECT(4),V(41 PLAX
DATA SSS/D.,-1.,1.,O.,O./, TTT/O.,O.,O.,-1.,1.1 PlAX
DATA SS/-O.5773502691~963,O.577~~0269189631 PlAX
DATA TT/~O.~7735D26g1e963,O.5173S0269189631 PLAX
DATA HH/1'.091.0/~,IVECT/4.",2,1,3/,JVECT/1,3~2~41 PLAX
PlAX
PlAX
PLAX
PlAX
Pl AX
PLAX
?lAX
PlAX
PLAX
P-tAX
PlA )(
PLAX
PlAX
PlAX
PlAX
268 ,
26S
27 (
271
272
27~
274
275
27 €
277
27 f.
27~
,B o!
c81
282
283
2'8~
28=
28E
287 j
2S E:
28 S:
2<3 c
2<3j
292
29~
29~
295
29E
2«37
2C;S
2t:S
3\10
~o 1
302
30 ~!
30~ :
305
30E
~07
30 E'
30C?
31C
311
t12
"31~
31~
31:
31E
317
31.e
31~
~2(J
321
~22
"322
32l..t
32:
PLAX
PlAX
PlAX
'PLAX
PlAX
PlAX
PLAX
PLAX
PLAX
PLAX
PlAX
PLAX
PLAX
PlAX
PLAX
PLAX
PL A)(
PLA~
PlAX
PLAX
PLAX
PLAX
PLAX
PLA-X
PLAX
PLAX
PtAX
PLAX
PLAX
PLAX
PLAX
PLAX
PLAX
PLAX
?LAX
PLAX
P-lAX
PLAX
PLA)(
PLAX
PLAX
PLAX
PLAX
PLAX
PLAX
PLA)(
PLAX
PLAX
PLAX
PLAX
PLAX
PLAX
PLAX
PLAX
PlAX
PlAX
PlAX
PlAX
ELIMINATE EXTRA DEGREES OF FREEDCM
ROTATE STRESS-DISFLACEMENT TRANSFCRMATION TO GIVE STR~SSES
NORMAL AND PARALLEL TO SlOES - Sl~IlARIlY R01ATE INITIAL STRESSES
FORM STRESS OISOLACEMENT MATRIX
IF ( IX(3l .EQ. lX(4) ) GO TO 5&0
IF(NPAR(6).NE.O) GO TO 560
00 550 'NN,=1,4
l=12-NN
K=L+1
C=TPCK) IStKtK)
DO 535 J=1,NS
535 TI(J,4)=TI(J,4}+C~B(J,Kl
DO S5D I=1~l
C=SfI,K)/StK,Kl
TP (!) =TP (I> ~C·TP {K}
00 540 J=1,NS
540 E(J,I)=8CJ,I)-C·S(J,K)
DO 550· J=1.'L
550 S(ItJ)=S(I,J)-C~S(K,J)
56'0 NSET=LL-1
IF ( NSEl" .LE. 0 ) GO TO 730
DO 720 L=1,NSET~
2nn TEMP=TEMP+H(I'·TMPlI)
FAK=FAC·HH(JJ)·H~(II)
FTP =TEMP-REFT
00 400 J=1,12
01=(O{1,1)·8{17J)+O(1,2)·B(2,J)+O(1,3)¥8(3~J)+O(1.4)¥B(4,J)l¥FAK
D2=(O(Z,1)·S(1,Jl+rr(2,2)·S(2,Jl+D(2,3)48(3,J)+O(2,4l·S(4,J»)~FAK
03=(ot3,1)·B(1,J)4n(3,~4B(2,J)+D(3,3l·8(3,J)+O{3,4)~8(4,Jll.FAK
04=(O(4,1)·8(1,J)+O(4,21·8t2,Jl+D(q,3)~8(3,J)+O(4,4)·8C4,J»).FAK'
TP(J)=TP(J).FTP~(D1·AlP(1)+02~AlP(2)+03¥AtP(31+D~,·ALP(~))
00 leDO I=J,12
S(I~J)=S(I,J)+e{1,I)4Dl+8(2,I)·02+E(3,I)~D3+E~,1)·D4
40D S(J,!)=StI,Jl
DO L50 I=1, it
450 XM(!)=XM(I)+FAK.HtI)
500 CONT I NUE
LL=NS /4
DO 530 L=1,lL
CAll FORH8(SSS(LJ,TTT(ll,BB)
TEMP=O.
DO 515 K=1,4
515 TEMP=TEMP+H(K)'~TMF(K)
FTP=TEMP-REFl
DO 53 OII=1, 4
1=II+4:11- tL'-1)
TI(I,~)=~TTI{II)·FTP
DO 530 J=1',12
Ef!,J)=D.O
DO 530 K=1,4
530 S(I,J)=9tI,J)+DlII,K'¥BB(K,J)
A.64
'00 660 l=1,4
DO 600 I=1,NS
600 TI(I,L)=TICI,4).EHULlL,1)
00 660 I=1,8
660 P(I,1.)=TP(!)·EHUlCL,1)
CALCULATE PRESSURE LOADS ON r-J FACE
IV=! VEeT (L)
JV=J VECT (tl
CALL VECTOR(V,RR(IV),ZZtIV),O.O,~R(JV),ZZfJV),O.O)
S2=V{1> "'Vl1)
C2=\J(2l "'V(2)
SC=-V(1)·Vt2)
11=4... ·L· .... 1
!2=11+1
14=I1+3
11=T1 {I 1,41
T2=T 1 (I 2.,-'1)
T4=TI (I'4~4)
15= 2. U'" sc.r It
TI(!1,4'=C24 T1+SZ·T2+TS
TltI2,4)=S2~T1+C2~T2-T~·
TICI4,4'=SC·CT2-T1)+(C2-S2)¥T4
00 710 J=1,8
81= E(Ii ,J)
82=E(I2,J)
B4=B(I4,Jl
€5= 2. 0" SCJl84
SCI1,J)=C2·S1+S24 C2+E5
E(I2,Jl=S2·B1+C2¥S2-BS
e (14, J) -=SC· (82-81) +(C2-S2) .84
-CGN'TINUE
CONTINUE
t
I
32E~
327 r-~2 fl-"-:32 9 ~:
.., ~ rt :;.::~.
'"'....., u "
~ 3 1 ~.:.:~
3 ~., k.:
'"" L.- ~ -',
33 3 (.~
~3!{ .,:::
3'3 S -.~.'
'33 E ~~:
337 .~.
33 E :.:
33~ .:;
3l+ 0 :.
3 te :1 r~
~42r,.',:
3~:3 ~':~;
34 ~ [.~
F3:4 5 ~,:'
3q E f.:-.:
347 f::'
3-4 8 ~~:
3i( c ~-
35 13 ~~
31:: 1 ~:;,.J ;'
~1='" !:','~,.-! c.. L.
3531.":,:
351.{[:.:
35SL
35 Er
35 7 ~
'35 et
r~5g ~~
360 r
361 ~;
~6~t
...., . l: r
~6 '1';36~~
365 i:
36E t:
3671
3E8 "
369~
37U'
~71 :
372
31~
37~
37~
37E
377
37 e
379
~SO
j81
382
38~
PlAX
F'lA X
PlAX
PLAX
PlAX
PLAX
PLAX
PLAX
PlAX
PlAX
PLAX
PLAX
'PL A:X
PlAX
PlAX
PLAX
'PlAX
PlAX
pLAX
PlAX
PLAX
PlA:X
PLAX
PlAX
PlAX
PLAX
PLAX
PlAX
PlAX
PLAX
PlAX
PlAX
PLAX
PLAX
PLAX
DR=RRCZ)-RR(1) PlAX
OZ=ZZ(1)-ZZ(2) PlAX
RI=PRESS·{2.~RR(1)+RR(2})/6. PLAX
RJ=PRESS·(2.~RR(2)+RR(1)}/6. PLAX
IFCNPARCS).EQ.Ol GO TO 670 PLAX
RI=PRESS·THICK/2. PlAX
RJ=RI PLAX
DO 700 L=1',4 PL'AX
P (1, L1=P (1, L) +OZ·R·I·E~Ul(l, 2) Pl AX
P(5,L}=P(S,L}+OR·RI~EMUL(L,2) PlAX
P(2,L}=P(2,L)+DZ~RJ~EKUL(L92) PLAX
P(6,l)=P(6tL)+OR·RJ~E~UL(Lt2l PlAX
RETURN P'lAX
'END PLAX
SUBROUTINE "FORMS (S,T, E) PlAX
COHMON IElPARI NPAR{1~),NUHNP,ME~NO,NELTYP,N1,N2,N3tN49N5,MTOT,NEQPlAX
COMMON IEMI lM(12),U(12,12),P(12,lf),XM(12l,Q(20,12) ,88(2~O,12), PlAX
1 TI ( 20, 4) ,I X (It) ,IE (5) ,0 (-it ,41 , EMU t (It ,51 ,RR (it) ,Z Z (If ) , H(6) , HS (6) , PL AX
2 HT(6),HR.c6l,HZtE),FAC,XHM,PRESS,NS,EEt10l ,TTI(4),PP(12,4> ,THICK PLAX
3 ,THP(4).QP(12),ALPt4l PlAX
OIMENSIO~ 8(20,12l PLAX
DIMENSION II(61,JJ(6) PlAX
DATA 1I/1~2,3,4,9,10/,JJ/5,6,7,8,11,12/ PLAX
670
700
'-710
'72'0
'730
A.65
.. c
SM= 1. 0- S
Sp:: 1. O+S
TM=1.0-T
TP= 1. 0+ T
Ht1)=SM"'T~/4.
H(Z)=SP"TM/4.
H(3)=Sp·TP/ft.
H (4) =SM·TP/4.
H(S)={1.0 ..S·Sl
H(6'=(i.O-T.\fT)
HS ( 1} =-T M14 •
HS(2)=-.HS(1)
'HS(3)=TP/14..
HS (4) :- HS (3)
HS (51 =- 2."S
HSf6)={).U
HT (1):- SM/4.
HT (2') =-SP14.
H1 «3) :-HTt 2)
HT ( 4) :-HT (1)
HT(S)=O.U
HTfS' =-2. 4 T "
PZT=HT(1)~ZZ(1)+Hl(2)~ZZ(2l+HT(3)·ZZ(3)+HT(4l·ZZ(~)
PZS=HS(1)·ZZ(1~+HS(2l·ZZ(~)+HS{3)~ZZ(3)+HS(4'·ZZ(4}
PRS=HS(1)·RR(1)+HS(2)·RR(2)+HS(3)~RR(3)+HS(4l~RR(~)
PRT=HT(1)·RR(1}+HT(2)~RR(2}+HT{3)~RR(3)+HT(4)·RR~4)
XJ=PRS·PZT-PRT~PZS
FSR=PZT IXJ
PTR=-PZS/XJ
PSZ=-PRTIXJ
PTZ=PRS/XJ
DO 100 1=1,6
HR (!l =P SR"HS (! )"+ PTRllL HT(I)
100 HZ(I)=PSZ·HS(!)+FTZ·HTfI)
R=H ( 1l • RR ( 1') +H ( 2) JI R'R ( 2) + H( 3 ) • RR ( 3) +H ( 4) ..RR f 4 )
IF(NPARCS).NE.O) R=THICK
FORM STRAIN DISPLACEMENT .MATRIX
DO 20D K=1,6
1=11 (K)
J=JJfK)
eC1,IJ=HRJK)
e(2,J)=HZ(I() .
IF(NPAR(S).EQ.Ol E(3,I)=H(K)/~
E<4,I)=HZfK)
200 B(4,J)=HRlK)
FAC=):J4'R
RETURN
END
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PL AX 38
PlA X .38
PLAX 38
PL AX 38
Pt. AX 3 e
PLA X 38
PlAX- 39
PL A)( 391
PLA)( 39~
PLA)( 3~ ~
PLAX 39 A
PlA X 3<3!
PLAX 3ge
PlAX 3S ~
PLAX 3~~
Pl AX 3C3 ~
PlAX 4D (
PLAX ltOj
PLAX 402
Pl AX 40 ~
P:LAX -40r.
PlA X 40:
PLAX 4fJE
PL AX 40 i
PLAX 40e
PlAX t.;. 0 S
PLAX ·410
PL AX L; 11
PLAX 412
Pl AX ~ 1:3
PLAX 411,
PL AX 41 ~
PLAX 41€
PLAX 417
PLAX 418
PlAX 41 c:
PLAX 420
PLAX 1;21
Pl AX .422
Pl AX l.t2~
PLA X 42lf
PLAX 425
Pl AX 42 E
PLAX 427
PlA X 42 e
?LAX Lt2S
PlAX 430
PL. A)( it 31
PlA X 432
PLAX'1;3~
PlAX 43~
PLAX 435
PlAX ~3€
PlAX 437
Pl AX if 38 :
PLAX 43~,'
PlA X 4~ CI.
PLAX .ft41t
L
t'
r
SUBROUTINE ElAH CNUMTC,EE,E,C,P,AlP)
COHMON/JUNK/HAT,NT,TEMP,REFT,8ET~tTAU(4),OC4,4),CCC4,4),XX(41
DIMENSION E(NU~TC,11,1)~EE{10) ,C(~,4),P(4),AlP{4)
COHHON/ELPAR/NPAR{1~)
STRESS-STRAIN LAW IN N-S-T SYSTEM
IF (NT.NE.1l GO TO 220
DO 210 Kf<=1,10
210 EElKK)=E(1,KK+1,MATl
GO TO 260
220 DO 230 I=Z,NT
III=!
T1=ECI-1,1,MAT)
T2=ECI,17MAT-t
IF,fT2.GE.TEHPI GO TO 240
230 CONTINUE
240 CONTINUE
RI=(T2-TEMPl/(T2-11'
RJ=(TEMP-T11/CT2-T1)
, I=III-
00 250 KK=1,1tl
250 EECKKl=ElI-1,KK+1,MAT).RI+£CI,KK+1,HAT).RJ
26 0 CO~1TI NUE
00 265 1I=1,·1f
00 265 KK=1,f;
CtII,KK)=O.
265 (J t I I , KK) =0.
C(1,1l=1~O/EE(1)
CC2,2l=1.0/EE(21
Cf3, J)=1. O/EE (3)
C(1,2)=-EEC41/EE12)
C(1,3)~-EE(5)/EEt3)
C(2,3)=-EEC6)/EE"(3)
C(2,1)=Cf1,2)
C(3,1)=C(1,31
, C (3, 2'=C-t2, -31
C(4,4)=1.0/EE(7l
00 27 or=1, 3
27D AlPCI)=EEtI+7l
ALP(4)=O.O
ROTATE PROPERTIES TO~ R-Z-T .SYSTEM
IF (8ETA~EQ.O.O) GO TO 500
ANG=eETA/57.29577~S
SS=SIN(ANG)
CC~COS(ANG)
C2=CC·CC
S2=SS·SS ."
SC=SS·CC
SET 0 FOR'SIGtO)=O.SIGCG)
O(1,1)=C2
0(-1, 2) =S 2
O(1,4)=2."SC
D(2~1)=S2
OC2,2)=C2
o(2, 4)=-2.~SC
0(3,3)=1.0
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PLAX ~~2
PlAX lf~~
-PLAX 4l;L
t>LAX ~l.t=
PlAX 4~ €
PlAX 4'-47
l'lAX 4lf8
PLAX 4Lt9
PLAX 450
Pl A)( 451
PL AX If 5 2
PLAX Lt5~
PLAX 454
PLAX 45=
'PLAX 4SE
PL'AX 457
PL AX 45 e
Pl AX 45 S
PLAX 460
PlAX 4E 1
PL AX 46 C
PL AX i{6 ~
PLAX 'irE£'
PLA X 4€ ~
PLAX 46E
PlAX 467
'PLAX l+6e
Pl AX 4E g
PlAX 47C
PLAX 471
PLAX ~72
PLAX 473
PLAX 47~
PL AX 1;7 =
?LAX 47£
PL A)( 477
PLAX 47e
PLAX 47S
'PLA X 48 C
PLAX 48:1
PL AX Lf 8 2
PLAX ~83
PLAX 484
PLAX 485
PLAX 48E
PLAX 487
PLAX 4ae
PlA~ 48£
Pl,AX 49 0
PLAX 4g1
PLAX 4~2
PL AX Ltg ~
Pl AX 4t3 ~
PlAX 495
PLAX 49E
PL AX lt97
PL 'AX 4C3 8
PLAX 4i3C:
sao!
501 1:
502[1
so ~ fi
so 1<\1
SOSrsod
;~~~
sot; ~
51 C:I
5111~
512 ~
51 ~(:
51~ }!
51 ~ ~
S1 E ~
51 i ~
51 E ~
-l
51 S;:
52 C:'
"521 :
S2 2~,
S2 ~:
52 L ~
S2 ~:
S2 E~
527;
52 e~
52S;
530
531;
53 2~
S~ ~'
5"3 f..t
53 :-.
S3E:
537!
538;
53~·
5~C
5lf i i
5~ 2,
Sft 3'
514 t
Slf~
54E
PLAX
PLAX
PlAX
PLAX
PLA~
PLAX
PlAX
PLAX
PlA~
PlAX
PtA~
-PLAX
PLAX
Pl AX
PLAX
PLAX
PLAX
PLAX
PLAX
PlAX
PLAX
PlAX
PlAX
PLAX
PlAX
PlAX
PlAX
PlAX
-PLAX
Pl AX
PLAX
PLAX
PLAX
PL AX
PL,AX
PLAX
PLAX
PL AX
PlAX
PlAX
PLAX
PLAX
PLAX
PLAX
f'L Ax-
PLAX
PlAXEND
ot4, 1l=-SC
O(4,2)=SC
O(4,4)=C2-S2
XX(1)=C2·ALP(1)+S2·AtF(2)
XX( 2) =S2-JF.AL'P'C11 +C2"'ALF(2l
XX(3)=ALP(3)
XX(4):2.0~SC~(ALP(1)-ALP(2»
00 ~3d I=1,4
430 ALPC!'l=XX(I)
00 300 I=t,4
DO 300 J=1,4
SUM =0.
DO 280 M=i,4
280 SUM=SUM+O(M,I).C(M,J)
300 CC(I,J)=SUM
DO 350 I=1,4
DO 350 J=I,4
SUH=O.
00 330 M=1,'-f
330 SUM=SUM+CC(I,M).O{M,J)
C(!, J)=SUM
350 C(J,!)=SUM
SD 0 CONTI NU E
CALL POSINV (C,4,~)
MODIFY FOR PLANE STRESS
IF (NPAR<S}.NE.2) GO TO 660
C(1,1)=C(1,1)-C(3,1)~C(1,3)/C(3,3)
C(1,2)=C(1,2)-C{~,2}·C{1,3)/C(3,3)
C(1~4)=C(1,4'-C(3,4l·C{1,3}/C(3,~)
C(2,2}=C(2,2)-C{3,21~Ct2,3)/C(3,3)
C(2,4)=C(2,4)-C(~,4)~C(2,3)/C(3,3)
C(4,~)=C(~,4}-G(3,4)·C{~,3)/C13,3)
no 650 1=1,4
00 600 J=I,4
600 C(J,I)=C(I,J)
CCI,3,=n.
650 Cf3,I'=O.
~660 DO 6701=1,4
P(I)=O.O
DO E70 H=1,4
670 P(I)=P(I)+C{I,Ml.~LF(M)
700 RETURN
A.68
PRO GR AM C~ A'C l< (INfUT, CU1PUl ,DATA1,1 A"PE1=DAT A1 ,D~TA" TAP E2:c1:JAT A2.,
1 DATA3,TAPE3=DAT~~,SlORE,TA~E4:STORE)
C •••~~.~~~••• ~~•••••••••••••••••••~ ••~••••••• 4 •••~••••••••••••~••
·C--"-F"ROGRAM CRACK IS fA PO~l PROCESSING PROGRAM THAT PERFORMS A CHECK
e---"-ON All NONLINEAR, PLANE STRESS ELEMENTS, REASSIG"~S NEW MATERIAL
C..----P~OPERTIES AND PRINtIPAL AXES, INCREMENTS THE\.OAD, AND RECREATES
C-----NEW INPUT .DATA FC~ FROGRA~ SAP2.
C~--~-WRITTEN BY PERRY GREEN
~-----fRITZ 'ENGINEERING lAaCRATCRY
C~----lEHIGH UNIVERSITY
C-----fETHtEHEM, FENNSYlVANIA
e~----MARCH, 1979 TO JUNE, 1979
C-----TAPE 1 = DATA1, INPUT LOCAL FIlE--CONTAINS P~EVICUSLY GENERATEO
~-~---SOLID SAP I~PUT DATA
C----~lAPE 2 = DA1A2, INPUT LOCAL FllE--CONTAINS A LIST OP LINE MARKERS
C~----FCR THE INPUT DATA ON TAPE 1
C---~-TAPE 3 = OATA3, IN?UT LOCAL FILE--CONTAINS CRACK CODE
~~----I~FORMATICN FOR ALL PLANE STRESS ELEMENTS
C-----TAPE 4 = STORE, OUTPUT LOCAL FIlE--CONTAINS NE~tY GENERATED
C-----I~PUT DATA FOR THE SOlIO SAP PROGRA~
OIMENSION MARK(25),ICOlC8n),ITITlE(8)
DIMENSION ICRACK(~nOD'
COHMCN/MA1P/FMC,F~T
COHMON/MA1PB/FBC,FBT
COHMCNI VECTOR/TL c~n
~EAl NUNS;NUNTtNUST
REAL NEWTlO
~-~---I~PUT CHARACTERIS~IC VALUES FOR THE BIAXIAL FAILURE ENVELOPE fOR
C---~-MASONRY MCRTAR AND GRCUT, FAILURE CRITERION FOR 8~ItK OR BLOCK
C-----ANO LOAD INCREMENT THROUGH USER OEFINEO SUBROUTINE VALUE
CALL VALUE
C-----READ LINE MARKERS FOR INPUT DATA FRO~ TAPE 2
READ(2,60DO) (~ARf«I)"I=1~28l
C~----~RITE INPUT DATA FROM TAPE 1 TO TAPE 4
ISUM-=O
00 100 I=l,a
100 ISU~=ISU~+MARK(Il
00 2no I=1,ISUM
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1<EADI1,8100) (!CCl(J) ,J=1,80)
WRITE{4,9000){ICOl(J)~J=1,8D)
200 CONTINUE
J=9
N=1
PRINT 7300
'C-----CHECK ALL ?L ANE S-lRESS ELEMENT GR.CUPS--NONl INE~~ AN At"S1 S
00 13nO 1=1,5
C-----WRITE PLANE STRESS ELEMENT GROUP HEADINGS
CALl.. TITLE(I)
C~----INITIALIZE CRACK SUHM~R~ COUNTE~S
It\EW(]=O
IClD3=O
INEW3=O
IC1=O
'IG2= 0
ICEQ=O
MARK(J)=M~RK(J)/~
Me 0 lNT=MA-'R l( ( J'
~~----CHECK EACH ELEMENl IN A GROUP--NONLINEAR ANAl~SIS
C-----REAO PRINCIFAL SlRESS VALUES AND ANGLE OF ROTATICN
READ 8200tSMAX,S~IN,ANGLE
C-----WRITE INPUT DATA FROM 1APE 1 TO lAPE 4
REAO(1,8300)MATIO,NTE~P.WD,8lANK,eETA
WRITEC4,91DO)MATID,NTEHP,WD,BLANK,ANGLE
C~----REAO fREV~OUS PLANE STRESS MATERIAL fROPERTIES F~CH T~PE 1
READ(1,85001TEHP,EN,ES,ET,NUNS,NUNT,NUST,GNS
C------REAO PREVIOl~S CRACK COOE UATA FRO~ TAPE 3, = 0 ME~.NS NO CRACK,
c-----= 1 MEANS CTi.ACK IN N-OIRECTION, = 2 ~EANS CRACK IN S-O'If<ECTIOt\~
c-----= 3 MEANS C~ACKS IN BOTH DIRECTIC~S
REAU(3,8~QO) ICRACKtNl
leo [E=ICRACK(Nl
If(I.EQ.2) GO TO 700
IF(ICCOE.EQ.3l ICL03=IOL03+1
IFtICRACKCNl.EQ.3) GO TO 600
IF{ICRACK(Nl.NE.Ol GO ~o 300
n-----cHECK PRINCIPAL STRESSES SIGMA-N AND SIG~A-S FOR VIOLATION OF
C-----EIAXIAl FAILURE ENVELOPE
CALL FAIL~T{MATIO,SMAX,SMINtCOEFF1,COEFF2)
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IF(COEFF1.NE.1.0l ICRACK(N):IC~ACK(N)+1
C-----REDEFINE MOtULUS Cf ELASTICITY, EN
EN=CO£Ff1\tEN .
IF(CCEFF2.NE.1.Ul ICRACK(Nl=IC~ACK{N)+2
C~----REDEFINE MODULUS CF ELAS1ICITY, ES
ES=COEFFZ~ES
GO TO 500
300 IFCICRACKfN).EQ.1) GO TO ~DO
~-~-~-CHECK PRINCIPAL STRESS SIGHA-N FOR VIOLATION OF EIAXIAl
C-----FAI1URE ENVELOPE
CAll FAIl~TfMA1ID,SMA~,n.O,COEFF1,COEFF2)
IF(COEFF1.NE.1.0) ICRACK(N)=ICRAC~{N)+1
C-----REOEFINE MODULUS CF ELASTICITY, EN
EN=COEFF1'·EN
GO TO son
C-----CHECK PRINCIPAL STRESS SIGMA-S FeR VIOLATION OF €IAXIAl
C·----FAIlURE E~VELOPE
~on CALL fAIlMTCMATID,D.D,SMIN,COEFfl,GOEFF2l
IF(CO~FF2.NE.1.0) ICRACK(N)=ICRAC~(N}+2
C-----REDEFINE MODULUS CF ELASTICITY, ES
ES=COEFF2"ES
50 0 CONTINUE
C-----UETERMINE NEW PLA~E STRESS MATERIAL PROPERTIES
CALL ElAS(CCEFF1~COEFF2.SMAX,S~IN,EN,EStNUNS,GNSJ
C---~-WKITE NEW-PLANE STRESS MATERIAL PROPERTIES ON TAPE 4
600 ~RITE(~,gcnO)TEMF,EN,ES,ET,NUNS,KUNT,NUST,GNS
GO ~TO 906
700 CONTINUE
IF(!CRACK(N).EQ.1) GO TO 800
C-----C~ECK'PRINCIPAL S~R£SSES SIGMA-N ANTI SIGMA-S fOR V!OLATICN OF
C-----FA!LURE CRITERION
CALL FAILeK(MATID,SMA~~SHIN,COEFF)
IFfCOEFF.EQ.1.0l GO TO 600
ICRACK( N) =IC'RACt< (~) +1
C-----REDEF!NE ~OOULI OF ELASTICITY, EN, ES
EN=COEFF-¥EN
ES=COEfF·ES
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c-----rtEDEFINE ~OU-ULUS C-F RIGIDIT'f, GNS
GNS=COEFF"GNS
C-----W~ITE NEW PLANE STRESS HATE~IAL P~OPERTIES ON TAPE 4
80U WRITE(4,9200)TEHP~EN,tS,ET,~UNS,NUNT,NUST.GNS
gOO CONTINUE
C-----C~ACK SUMMAFY INFCR~A1ION
IF(IC"AC~(N).EQ.O) INtWn=INEW~+1
IF(ICRACKCN).EQ.3) INEW3=INEW3+1
IF(ICRACK(N).EQ.ICO~E} ICEQ=ItEQ+1'
IF(ICRAC~(N).EQ.ICOnE+1l IC1=IC1+1
IFfICRACK(Nl .EQ.ICOOE+2) -IC1=IC1+1
N=N+1
C-----WRITE INPUT DATA FROM jAFE 1 TO TAPE 4
REAOf1,86DO)ALPHA1,AlPHA2,AtPHA3
.WPITE(4,9J001ALPHA1,ALPHA2,AlPHA3
1000 CONTINUE
PRINT 7000,MCCUNT
IF(INEWO.NE.MCOUNT) GO TO 1025
PRINT 7100
GO TO 1050
1025 ICEQ=ICEQ-INEWO-IOLU3
IC2=I NE W3-1 OLD3
lC1=IC1-IC2
PRINT 720U 1 INEWO,IC1,ICEQ,IC2,IOLD3
1U50 CONTINUE
J1=Jf1
J2=J
IF(I.EQ.S) J2=J2-1
J2=J2+3
C-----WRITE INPUT ,DATA FRCH TAPE 1 ,0 TAPE 4
ISUH=O
00 1100 K=J1,J2
1100 ISUM=ISUM+MARKtK)
DO 1200 K=1,ISUH
READt1,81CO) (IQOLtL) ,L~~,80)
WRITE(4,900n} (ICOL(ll,l=1,SO}
1200 CONTINUE
J=J+4
1300 CONTINUE
C-----REAO LOADING CONDITIO~" FROM TAPE 1
REAO(1,8700)JT,lC,XLOAO,YLOAD,ZlOAO,XXlOAO,YYlOAD,ZZLOAU
C-----INCREHENT LeADING
IF(YlOAD.EQ.O.O) GO TO 1~OO'
IFCZlOAD.EQ.O.O) GO TO 1500
OlOTLD=-1.~SQRT(YlO~n~YLOAD+ZLOAD·ZLOAD)
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COSINE=YlOAO/OLD1LU
SINE=ZLOAD/OLDTLD
NEWTLD=OLOTLO+TLOAO
YLOAD=COSINE·NEWTlO
ZLOAO=SINE·N~WTLD
GO TO 1600
1400 7LOAO=ZLOAD+TlOAO
GO TO 1600
1500 YLOAU=YLOAO+TlOAD
1600 CONTINUE
C-----WRITE NEW LOADING CONOITION ON TAPE 4
HRITEC4,9400)JT,LC,XLOAD,YLOAO,ZLOAD,XXlOAO,YYlOAO,ZZLOAD
WRITE(4,9600)
PRINT 97DO, XLOAD,XXLOAU,YLOAO,YYLOAD,ZLOAO,ZZLOAQ
N:N-1
REWIN'D 3
C-----WRITE NEW CRACK ceDE DATA ON TAPE 3
.00 170.0 I=i,N
1700 WRITE(J,9SDO) ICRACK(!)
SlOP
7000 fCRMATI//,10X,.----- CRACK SUMMARV -----¥,I5,2X,·ElEHENTS~)
7100 FORMAT(/,1SX,~All ELE~£NTS REMAIN UNCRACKED DURING THIS· LOAD CYCLEc·,
7200 FORMA1(/,15X,I5,2X,·EiEHENTS RE~AIN UNCRACKEV DURING THIS· LOAD eye
CLE~,1,15X,15,2X,¥ELEHENTS HAVE CRACKED DURING THIS LOAU CYCLE~,
C/,1SX,IS,2X,~ELEMENTS THAT WERE CRACKED REMAIN UNCHANGED DURING TH
CIS LOAD CYCLE·,1,15X,I5,2X,.ElEHENTSHAVE FAILED DURING THIS LOAD
CCYCLE·,1,15X,I5,2X,·fLEHENTS WERE FAILED PRIOR TO THIS lOAD CYCLE
CJiL)
7300 FORHAT(1H1l
~ooo FORMAT(I10)
8100 FORHAT(80A11
8200 FCR~AT(2E15.6,F10.3)
8300 FORMAT(2IS,~F10.2}
8400 FORMAT(I10)
8500 FORHAT(8E~O.3l
8£00 FCRMAT(3f10.2)
8700 FCRMAT(215,6F10.~1
9000 FCRMAT(80A1)
910D FORMAT(2IS,3F10.3l
9200 FCR~AT(8E10.3)
93nn FORMAT(3F10.21
g4QO FCRMAT(215,6F10.~)
9S0 0 FORMATtI 10)
9600 FCR~AT(15(/»
9700 FORMAT(/111,10X,~THE LOAOING FOR THE NEXT INCREMENT IS.,II
C10X,·tOAD I~ THE X DIRECTION = ~F10.4,5X,·~CMENl = .Fl0.41
C10X,.LOAD IN THE Y DIRECTION = ·F10.4,5X,~MOMENl = .F10.41
C10X,.LOAD I~ THE Z DI~ECTION = ¥F10.4,5X,¥MOMENT = ~Fl0.~)
END
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SUBROUTINE TITLEt!}
C-----T~IS SUBROUTINE WRITES A DESCRIPTIVE HEADING FOR EACH PLANE
C----·STRESS ELEMENT G~OUP.
100
200
300
1+00
500
600
<3 000
DIMENSION ITITLE(~)
GO TO (10n,200,~OD,~On,SOO) I
ITITlE(1):10HGRQUi ELEM
ITITLE(Z)=10HENT GROUP
ITITLE(3)=10H
I1ITlE(4)=10H
GO TO 600
ITITlE(1)=10HBRICK ELEM
ITITLE(2)=10HENT GROUP
ITITlE(3)=10H
ITITlE(-4)=10H
GO TO 600
ITITLEt1l=10HVERTICAL M
ITITlE(2'=1DHORTAR JOIN
ITITlE(3)=10HT ElEHE~T
ITITLE(4)=10HGROUP
GO TO 600
IT! TlE ( 1) =10 HH OR IZONT At.
ITITLE(2)=10H MORTAR JO
ITITLE(3)=10HINT A ELEM
ITITLE(4)=10HENT GROUP
GO TO 600
111TlE(1)=10HHORIZONTAl
ITITLE(2)=10H MORTAR JO
ITITLE(3)=10HINT E ElEM
ITITlE(4)=10HENT GROUP
CONTINUE
PRINT 9000,(ITITlE(IJ,I=1,4)
RETURN
FORMAT('11,1DX,4A10)
END
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SUBROUTINE ElASCCOEFF1.COEFF2,SMAX,SMIN,EN,ES,NUNS,GNS)
C-----THIS SUBROUTINE OETER~INES THE NEW ELASTIC CONSTANTS EN, ES, AND
C-----GNS FOR THE QRTHOTROPIC, NONLINEAR PLANE ST~ESS ELEMENTS.
C-----SUBROUTINE CURVE IS A USER DEFINED SUBROUTINE WHICH DEFINES THE
C-----STRESS-STRAIN CURVE TO 8E USEU FOR MASONRY MORTAR AND GROUT.
C-----PRINCIPAl STRESS LEVEL IS INPUT AND A NEW MODULUS OF ELASTICITY
C-----VAlU£ IS RETURNED.
REAL NUNS
IF(COEFF1.EQ.1.0.~NO.COEFF2.EQ.1.0) GO TO 1DO
IF(COEFFl.£Q.1.0) GO TO 200
IF(COEFF2.EQ.1.0) GO TO 300
GO TO 400
C-----ElEMENT WAS NOT CRACKEO--OETERMINE EN, ES
100 CALL CURVECSMAX,ENl
CALL CURVE(SMIN,ES)
GO TO ~OO
C-----ELEMENT WAS CRAC~EO IN S-OIRECTION--DETERMINE EN
200 CALL CURVE(SMAX~EN)
GO TO 400
C---~-EtEMENT WAS CRAC~EO IN N-OIRECTICN--OETERHINE ES
300 CALL CURVECSMIN,ES}
C-----ELEMENT WAS CRACKEO IN BOTH DIRECTIONS
400 CONTINUE
C-----MODULUS OF RIGIDITY GNS fOR ORTHOTROPIC MATERIALS
GNS=EN~ES/(EN+ES+2.·ES~NUNS)
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE FAIlMTCMATIO,SIGMA1,SIGMA2,COEFF1,COEFF2)
C~----THIS SUBROUTINE CHECKS ON THE BI~XIAL STRESS SlATE OF AN £LE"ENT
C~----(MORTAR AND GROUT ELEMENT GROUPS). THE REGION IN WHICH ITS
C-----PRINCIPAL STRESS VEC.OR LIES IS FIRST DETERMINED, THE WHETHER OR
C-----NOT IT VIOLA'TES THE BIAXIAL FAILURE ENVELO'PE. IF, AND/OR WHEN
C~----THIS OCCURS A UNIAXIAL STRESS STATE REMAINS FOR THE ElE~ENT.
C-~---THE REMAI~ING PRINCIPAL STRESS IS THEN CHECKED FO~ UNIAXIAL
C-----FAIlURE. A COEFFICIENT· VALUE IN EACH DIRECTION IS ASSIGNED EOUAL
C~----TO 1.0 OR 0.001 OEPENDING ON WHETHER THE PRINCIPAL STRESS VECTOR
C-----LIES WITHIN THE BIAXIAL FAILURE ENVELOPE OR VIOLATES IT. WHEN
C-----UNIAXIAL FAILURE OCCURS THE ELEMENT IS NO LONGER C~ECKED BY THIS
C-----SUBROUTINE.
COMHON/MATP/FMC,FMT
IF(SIGHA1.EQ.O.O.OR.SIGMA2.Ea.O.01 GO TO 1500
C-----BIAXIAL STRESS STATE
IFCSIGHA1.LT.O.O.OR.SIGMA2.LT.O.C) GO TO 200
C~----TENSION - TENSION REGION
IF(SIGMA1.Ll.SIG~A2) GO TO 100
C-----LOWER TENSION - TENSION REGION
IF(SIGMA1.LE.FMT) GO TO 1~OO
COEFF1=O.001
COEFF 2= 1. 0
PRINT 8000 ,HAlIO ,5IG"t1A1
GO TO 1450
C-~--~UPPER TENSICN - TENSION REGION
100 IFCSIGHA2.LE.FHTl GO TO l~OO
COEFF1=1.0
COEFF2=O.OOl
PRINT .8100,MA1ID,SIGMA2
GO TO 1450
200 CONTINUE
IF(SIGMA1.lT.O.O.AND.SIGMA2.GT.O.O' GO TO 600
IFCSIGHA1.LT.O.O.ANO.SIGMA2.lT.O.O) GO TO 1000
C~----TENSION - COMPRESSION REGION
IFCSIGMA2.GT.FMCl GO TO 400
TYPE=ABSCSIGMA1/SIGMA21
CHECK=1./15.
IFlTYPE.GE.CHECK) GO TO 300
COEFF1= 1.0
COEFF2=O.001
PRINT 8200,~ATID,SIGHA2
GO TO 1450
300 COEFF1=O.001
COEFF 2=1.0
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PRINT 83DO,MATIU,SIGMA1
GO TO 1450
400 SLOPE=FHT·(1.-S!G~A2/FMC)
If(SIGMA1.lE.SLOFE) GO TO 1400
TYPE=ABS(SIGMA1/SIGMA2)
CHECK:1. /15.
IF{TYPE.GE.CHECK) GO TO 500
COEFF 1= 1. 0
, COEFF2=O.001
PRINT 8400,MATID,SIGMA2
GO TO 1450
500 COEFF1=O.001
COEFF2= 1. 0
PRINT 8500,HATID,SIGHA1
GO TO 1450
600 CONTINUE
C-----COHPRESSION - TENSION REGION
IFCSIGMA1.GT.FMC) GO TO 800
TYPE=ABS(SIGMA2/SIGHA1l
CHECK=1./15.
IF{TYPE.GE.CHECK) GO TO 700
COEFF1=D.001
COEFF2=1. a
PRINT 8600,MATID,SIGMA1
GO TO 1-450
700 COEFF1=1.0
CaE F F 2= 0 • 0 0 1
PRINT 8700,MATID,SIGHA2
. GO TO 1450
600 SLOPE=FMT~(1.-SIGHA1/FHC)
IFCSIGMA2.LE.SlOFE) GO TO 1~OO
TYPE=ABS(SIGMA2/SIGMA1'
CHECK=1./15._
IFCTYPE.GE.CHECK) GO TO 900
COEFF1=O.001
COEFF 2= 1. 0
PRINT 8800,HATID,SIGHA1
GO TO 1450
900 COEFF1=1.0
COEFF2=D.n01
PRINT 8900,MATIO,SIGHA2
GO TO 1450
1000 CONTINUE
c-----COMPRESSICN - COMFRESSION REGION
IFtSIGMA1.LE.SIGMA2) GO TO 1200
C~----lOWER COMPRESSION - COMPRESSION REGION
IFlSIGMA1.LT.O.204 FMC1·GO TO 1100
IFCSIGHA2.GT.FHC+SIGHA1) GO TO 1~OO
COEFF1=1.0
COEFF 2= 0 • 001
PRINT 9000,MATIO,SIGM~2
GO TO 1450
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1100 IF(SIGMA2.GT.1.2¥FMC) GO TO 1400
COEFF1=1.0
COEFF2=O.001
PRINT 9100,MA1ID,5IGHA2
GO TO 1450
C-----UPPER COMPRESSION - COMPRESSION REGION
120U IF(SIGMA2.LT.O.20~FMC} GO TO 1300
IFfSIGHA1.GT.FMC+SIGMA2l GO TO 1~OO
COEFF 1= 0 • 001
COEFF 2= 1. 0
PRINT 9200,MATIO,SIGHA1
GO TO 1450
1300 IF(SIGMA1.GT.1.2·FHC) GO TO 1400
COEFF1=O.001
COEFF ,: 1. 0
PRINT 9300,MATID~SIGMA1
GO TO 1450
·140 0 CONT I NUE
COEFF1=1.0
C.OEFF2=1.0
1450 CONTINUE
RETURN
150 0 CONTI NU E
C~-~--UNIAXIAL STRESS STATE
IF(SIGMA2.NE.O.O) GO TO 160n
IF(SIGMA1.GE.FMC.AND.SIGMA1.lE.F~T)GO TO 1700
COEFF1=1J.001
COEFF2=O. 001
PRINT 9400,MATIO,SIGMA1
, GO TO 1900
1600 IF(SIGMA2.GE.FMG.AND.SIGHA2.LE.FMll GO TO 1800
COEFF2=O.001,
C0EF F 1= 0 • 0 0 1 .
PRINT 9500,MATIO,SIGH~2
GO TO 1900
1700 CONTINUE
COEFF1=1.0
COEFF 2= 0 • 001
GC TO 1900
1800 CONTINUE
COEFF1=O.QOl
COEFF2=1.0
1900 CONTINUE
RETURN
8000 FORHAT(/,10X,¥ElE~ENT NUHEER.,I5,2X,·HAS FAlLEO IN THE SIGMA 1 nIR
CECTION.,/,10X,·IT WAS A TYPE I FAILURE IN THE lO~ER TENSICN-TENSIo
eN REGION~,1,10X,~AT STRESS LEVEL~,5X,E15.7,2X,·KSI~)
8100 FOR~AT(/,10X,~ELEMENT NUM8ER~,I5,2X,·HAS FAILED IN THE SIGMA 2 OIR
CECTIC~.,/t10X,.IT WAS A TYPE I FAILURE IN THE UPFER ~ENSION-1ENSIO
eN REGION·,1,10X,·AT STRESS lEVEl·,5X,E1S.7,2X,~KSI.)
8200 FORHAT(/,10X,.ELEMENT NUM8E~4,IS,2X,~HAS FAILED IN THE SIGMA 2 DIR
CECTION.,/,10X,.IT WAS A TYPE II FAILURE IN THE lC~£R TENSION-COMPR
CESSION REGICN·,1,10X,·AT STRESS LEVEl·,5X,E15.7,2X,·KSI·"
8300 FORMAT(/,10X,·ElE~ENT NUM8ER·,IS,2X,~HAS FAILED IN THE SIGMA 1 OIR
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CECTION~,/,10X,~IT WAS A TYPE I FAILURE IN THE lOWER TENSICN-COHPRE
CSSION REGION.,I, 10X,,·AT STRESS lEV£l",SX,E1S.·7,2X,"'KSI·)
8400 FCRMAT-(/,10X,~ELE~ENTNUMBERJF·,I5,2X,.·HAS FAILED IN THE SIGMA 2 OIR
CECTION¥,1,10X,~ITWAS A TYPE II FAILURE IN THE LOWER TENSION-COM?R
CESSION REGICN-¥o,/~10X,"AT STRESS t.EVEl.,5X,E15.7,2;(,.KSI1lLl
8500 FCRMAT(/,10X,~ELE~ENT NUM8ER·,I5,2X,·HAS FAILED IN THE SIGMA 10IR
CECTION.,1,10X,·IT WAS A TYPE I FAILURE IN THE LOWER TENSION-COMPRE
CSSION REGION·,1,10X,·AT STRESS LEVEL4,5X,E15.7,2X,4KSI~)
8600 FORMAT(/,10X,~ELE~ENT NUMEER.,I~,2X,·HAS FAILED IN THE SIGMA 1 OIR
CECTION·,1,1(X,·IT WAS A TYPE II FAILURE IN THE UPPER COMPRESSION-T
CENSICN REGICN·,1,1DX,¥AT STRESS lEVEL~,5X,E15.7,2X,.KSI~)
8700 FORMAT(/,10X,¥ELEHENT NUM8ER~,I5,2X,~HAS FAtLED IN THE SIGMA 2 orR
CECTICN~,1,10X,·IT WAS A TYPE I FAILURE IN THE UFFER COMPRESSION-1E
eNSION REG ION" , I , 1 0X, .. AT 5 TRES S L EV-E L3# , 5' X, E15 • 7 , 2X ,'" KSJ.)
8800 FCRMAT(/,10X,"ElE·~ENT NUM8Ef(~,I5,2X,"HAS FAILED IN THE SIGMA 1 OIR
CECTION·,1,10X,~IT WAS A TYPE II FAILURE IN THE UPPER COMP~ESSION-T
CENSION REGICN.,1,10X,.AT STRESS lEVEl4,5X,E15.7,2X,·KSI¥1
8900 FCRMATt/,10X,4ELEMENT NUMBER.,I5~2X,.HAS FAILED IN THE SlGMA 2 OIR
CECTION~,1,10X,.IT WAS A TYPE I FAILURE IN THE UPPER COMPRESSION-TE
CNSION REGION.,1,10X,.AT STRESS LEVEl~,5X,E1S.7,2X,.KSl~)
9000 FCRMATCI,10X,·EtEMENT NUM8ER·,I5,2X,·HAS FAILED IN THE SIGMA 2 VIR
CECTION·,1,10X,·IT WAS A TYPE II fAILURE IN THE lOkER COHPRESSION-C
COMPRESSION REGION",I., 10X,~AT STRESS LEVEL" ,5X t E1S.7,2x", .... Ksr·)
9100 FORMAT(/,10X,¥EtE~ENT NUMBER~,I5,2X,4HAS FAILED IN THE SIGMA 2 OIR
CECTION·,1,1CX,·IT WAS A TYPE II FAILURE IN THE LC~ER COMPRESSION-C
COMPRESSION ~EGION~,/~1nx,·AT STRESS lEVEL~,5X,E15.7,2X~·KSI·)
9200 FORHAT(/,10X,·ELEHENT NUHEER.,IS,2X,~HAS FA~lED IN THE SIGMA 1 orR
CECTION·,1,10X,.IT WAS A TYPE II FAILURE IN THE UFFER COHfRESSION-C
CCM~RESSION R£GION·.1,10X,4AT STRESS LEVEL·,5X,E15.7,2X~.KSI~}
9300 FCRMAT(/,10·X,~ElEMENTNUMBER¥,I5,2X,·HAS FAILED IN THE SIGMA 1 DIR
CECTION¥,1,10X,.IT WAS A TYPE II FAILURE IN THE UPPER COHPRESSION-C
COMPRESSION REGIO~·,/,10x,·AT S7RESS LEVEL¥,5X,E15.7'2X,·KSI·)
9400 FORMAT(!,10X,·ELEMENT NUM8ER·,15,2X,~HAS NOW FAILED IN TWO UIRECTI
CONS¥,1,10X,~SIGMA 1 FAILURE HAS OCCUREO Al~,5X,E1=.7~2X,~KSI·)
9500 FORMAT(/,10X,.ELEMENT NU~8ER~,I5,2X,·HAS NOW FAILED IN TWO DIRECTI
CONS·,1,10X,.SIGMA 2 FAILURE HAS OCCUREU AT·,5X,E1S.7,2X,4Ksr·)
END
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SUBROUTINE FAILBKCHATID,SIGHAl t SIGMA2,COEFFl
C-----1HIS SUBROUTINE CHECKS ON THE UNIAXIAL STRESS STATE OF AN ELEKENT
c----- <eRICK ELEMENT. GRCUP). EACH PRINCIPAL STRESS IS CHECKED AGA.INST
C---~-THE FAILUQE CRITERICN. IF, AND/C~ WHEN THIS OCCURS, EITHER
C-----TENSIlE C~ COMPRESSIVE FAILURE HAPPENS, THE ELEMENT IS NO LONGER
c-----CHECKED BY THIS SUBROUTINE.
COMMON/HATP8/F8C,FBT
IFCSIGHA1.GE.F8C.ANU.SIGHA1.LE.FET) GO TO 100
COEFF=O.001
PRI t\T 9 0 0 0, MAT IO , SI GMA1
RETURN
100 IFCSIGMA2.GE.FBC.ANO.SIGMA2.L'E.FET) GO TO 200
COEFF=O.001
PRINT 9000,HATIO,SIGMA2
RETURN
. 20 0 COEFF=1. ()
RETURN
9DOO FCRMAT(/,10X,·EtE~ENT NUMa£R¥,I5,2X,~HAS FAIlEO~J/,10X,
C·STRESS LEVEL REACHED WAS.,5X,E15.7,2x,¥psr4 ,
END
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APPENDIX B
SAMPLE PROBL~
The following, sample problem is given to show the user the
simplicity of the input that is required for the analysis of.a rein-
forced concrete frame with masonry infilled wallo The dimensions of
the wall are 96 5/8 in o in length by 72 5/8 in o in he~ght and is built
of concret~ block'masonryl units with a lime mortar in a running bond
pattern. -The dimensions of the units are 15 5/8" x 7 5/8" x 7 5/8".
The mortar joint thickness is 3/8" and is assumed to! have a width of
7 1/8" while the grout layer thickness is 1/2" with a width of 7 5/8".
These dimensions are indicated on the finite element discretization
shown in Fig. B-1. The reinforced concrete frame has 6u x 10" beams
and 6" x 6" columns •. The initial material properties that were
determined for this ~nalysis are for,the concrete block masonry units:
initial modulus of elasticity = 1.80 x 103 ksi
Poisson's ratio = 0.20
initial shear modulus .' 2= 7,• .50 x 10 ksi
and for the mortar joints and' grout layer:
initial modulus of elasticity = 5.12 x 102 ksi
Poisson's ratio = 0.15
initial shear modulus = 2.23 x' 102. ksi
The initial loading condi tion on the w-all is a horizontal compressive
load of 2 kips which is acting at the top rightmost corner of the
wall, i.e. at the' beam-column connection of the reinforced concrete
-Bl-
frame. Fig. B-2 .shows the data card input along with the two llser-
defined subroutines. Subroutine VALUE contains the failure criteria
for the concrete block masonry units and the masonry mortar and the
load increment. Subroutine CURVE calculated the tangent modulus of
elasticity from the defined stress-strain curve for a given stress
level.
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Fig. B-2 (continued)
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